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In this issue of the Supplement we complete the
educational system.
collection of extracts from Marx and Engels on socialism
There are some added comments or subheads inter. that was started last time. This is not a complete collection
spersed in the extracts. Those in angular brackets <» are
of the views of Marx and Engels, nor a commentary, but
by MLP comrades, while those iIi square, brackets [] are
we hope that it will provide valuable referenct:(material and- from the translators or editors of the editions -of Marx's,
encourage further study of Marxism-Leninism. The ongoing
and Engels' works from which these extracts were taken.
collapse of revisionism underlines the need to rescue the
It should also be noted that many extracts fell in several'
teachirigs of Marx, Engels, and Leniri from the blatant
diff~rent ,categories, but with only a few exceptions, theydistortions t6 which they have been subject. As well, the
were included only under one category. For example, there
study of such writings helps impart a coherent Marxist
are few comments under expropriation' or planning.
, world view in place of the bourgeois prejudices which are
partially because most of these cotnmen~occur in the
,propagated all the time by the capitalist media and. - midst of passages under other topics.
'
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The dictatorship ,9f. the'
proletariat, -- general.

the word is used here, means: the imposition of the will of
another upon ours; on the other hand, authority presupposes subordination. Now~ since these two words sound bad
and the relationship which they represent is disagr~ble to
the subordinated· party, the questio~ is to ascertain whether·
. there is any way of dispensing with it,whethet.,..:... given the
Marx, Letter to Weydemeyer, March 5, 1852
conditions of present-!lay soCiety-we could not crea~e
And now as to myself; no credit is due to me for ,another social system, in which this authority would be
given no scope any longer and would consequently have to
discovering the existence. of claSses. in ~odern society npr
yet the struggle between them. Long before me bourgeois
disappear. On· examining the leconomic. industrial and
historians had described tb,~ historical development oftbis .. ' agricultural conditionswhicb, fom the basis of present-day ..
class struggle and bourgeois, economists the' economic , . bourgeois society. we [rnd that they tend more and more to
replace isolated action by combined action of individuals.
anatomy of the classes. What' did that was new was to
prove: (1) that the 'existence of classes is only bound up . . Modem indUstry with its big factories' and mills, where
with particular, historic phases in the development of produc-· . hundreds of workep; supervise complicated machines driven
tioll; (2) that the class struggle. necessarily leaps to tlte· by steam, has superseded the small workshops of the
dictatorship of the proletariat;. (3) that this dictatorship ,itself .separate producers; ... Even agricultUre falls .increasingly
only COJ;lstitutes the transitiOn to the abolition of all classes . under the,derhiniori of the machine and of steam....
and to a classless s ( J c i e t y . ' Everywhere combined action, the complication of proC¢Sses
.dependent upon each other, displaces inde:('endentaction
by· individuals. But whoever mention~ combined actiqn,
sp~ks of orgirni11ltion; now, is it possible to have organiza~
Engels, On Authority, Ocl. 1872 • March 1873
, tioI!.Without authority?·
.
A number of Socialists have latterly launched a reguillf
'Su.pposing a social revolution dethroned the capitalists,
. crusade against what they call the principle of authority. It . ... Supposing, to adopt· entirely the point. of View of the
suffices to tell them that this' or that act is authoritarian
anti-authoritarians,' that the land and the instruments of
for it to be condemned.... A~thority in the sense in :W~icb,
~abot: had become the collective property of the workers
who' use them. Will authority have disappeared or will it
only have changed it form? let us see.
\ . ' , Let us take by wayo! example a· cotton spinning mill...
'All these workers, men, women and children, are obliged
:b~gin and fi:Q,ish their work at the- hours fi:x:ed by the
authority of the steam, which cares nothing for indIvidual
autQl1.omy. The. workers must, therefore, ·first .come to· an
ulld,ef$~anding on the hOUrS of work; ... thereaf~er particu. Theoretical-Political Newspaper of the·
.lar'q~estions arise in each room and ~t every moment ...
whicl1 must be settled 'at once on pain of seeing all
Central Committee of the
.
prpduction immediately stopped; whether they are settled
Mandst-Le~ini$t Party" USA
by decision of a delegate placed· at the head of each branch
Rates: $1.00 for slngl~.coPY; $6 for 6 months; $11 for 1 year
of labor or, if possible, by a majority vote, the will of the
..
by first class malf (U.S., Canada, MexIco).'
; singb~ nidividual will always have to. subordinate itself,
From distributor: 25~
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w~j~~ means that questions are· settled in an authoritarian
way., The autou"atic machinery; of a big factory is much
rudre 'despotic than the small capitalists who employ
wqikers ever hav~ bC(en..... U man; by dint of his knowledge
and inventive genius, has subdued the forces of nature, the
laiter avenge themselves upon him by subjecting him, in so
f~r ashe employs them, to a verital>le despotism independRates: $1 ,f!lr single copy; $12 for one year by 1stcl;lSS
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..
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ent Or all social organization. Wanting to abolish authority,
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in 1ar~e~scale industry is tantamount to wanting to. abolish
. 'induStry itself, to destroy the power loom in order to return
to 'the spinning wheeL.. '
.
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:~t,us take artother:example-therailway. Jlere tooJhe
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co-o~ration ,pf an infmite,nuJD1)er of individuals is ~bso
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duripg preciselyflXedhours so that no accidents may hap'.
pen.Here, too, the first condition .of the job is a dominant
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will that settles ,all subordinate,questions, whether this will
Engels,
, Letter to August Bebel, March 18-28, 1875
is represented by a single delegate or a committee charged
...The whole talk about the state should be dropped
with the execution of the resolutions· of the majority of
especially
since the <Paris> Commune, which was no
persons interested, In either case there is very pronounc~d
longer a state in the proper sense of the word. The
authority~ Moreover, what would happen to the first tram
"people's state" has been thrown in our faces by the
dispatched if the authority of the railway employees over
Anarchists
to the point of disgust. although already Marx's
'the Hon. passengers were aoolished?
.
book
against
Proudhori <"The Poverty of Philosophy">
But the necessity of authority, and of imperious authori~
the
Communist Manifesto directly declare that
and'
later
ty at that, will nowhere be found more evident that on
of the socialist order of society the
with
the
introduction
board a ship on the. high seas. There, in time of ,danger,
state will dissolve of .itself and disappear. As, therefore,
the lives of all depend on the instantaneous and absolute
. the state IS orily a transitional institution which is used
:
obedience of all to, the will of on~. .
the struggle, in the revolution, to hold down one's adyer. When I submitted arguments like these to the most rabid
sari~
by force, it ~ p\lre' nonsense to talk of a free:
anti-authoritarians the only answer they were able to give
people's
state: so long as the proletariat still uses the state,
me was the following: Yes', that's true, but here it is not a
it
does
not
use it in the interests of freedom but iiI order
case of authority which we confer on Ollr delegates, but of
to
hold
down
its 'adversaries, and as soon as it beco~es
a commission entlUsted! These gentlemen think that when
possible
to
speak
of freedom the state as such ceases to
they have changed the names of things' they have changed
the things themselves. This is how these profound thinkers , eXist. We would therefore propose t6 replace state every-:
where by Gemeinwesen, a good old German word which
'. mock at the whole world.
.can very well convey the' meaning of the French word
"conlnlune".
...Hence·it is abstird to speak of the prinCiple of authority as being ,absolutely evil, and of the principle of autonomy as being absolutely good. Authority and autonomy are
Marx, Critique, of the Gotha Program, April or early .
. relative things .whose spheres vary with the various pha&es
May, 1875
of the development of s,?ciety. If. the autonomists confined
themselves to saying that the social organization of the
IV
.\ ,
future would restrict authority solely to the limitS within
which the conditions of production render it inevitable, we
'I come now to the' deIl).ocratic .section. '.
could understand each other; but they are blind to all facts
thatm~kethe thing necessary, 'and they passionately fight
'A "The free basis oj the state."
theword.'
Why do the anti-authoritarians not confine themselves
The question then.. arises: ,what tr~nsformation will th~'
to crying out. against political authbrity, the state? All
state undergo in c;:ominunist 'society? In other words, what
Socialists are', agreed -that the political state, :and ,with it
social functions will remain in existence there that are
political authority, will disappear as ~ result ?fthe ~oming
analogous to: present' state functic)ns? This question can
\ social revolution, that is, that pubbc functlons Will lose
only be answered scientifically, and one does not get a
their political character and be transformed into the simple
.(lea-hop nearer to the problem by a thousandfold combiadministrative functions, of watching over the true interests
nation. of the word people with the word s t a t e . .
of society; But the anti-authoritarians demarid, that the
Between capitalist and communis(society lies the period.'
authoritarian political state be abolished-atone stroke,
of the. revolutionary transformation of the one into the,
even before the social conditions that gave birth to it have
otlier.· Corresponding to. this is also a political transition
been destroyed. They demand that the first act of the social' period in whiclt the st~te can be nothing but the revolutionrevolution shall be the abolition of authority. Have these
arydictato,rshipoJ the proletariat.' , "
."
gentlemen ever seen revolution? A revolutio'n is certainly
, Now the programme does not deal with this nor with
the inost authoritarian thing there is; it is the act w.hereby
the nature of the future state [Staatswesen] of comniunist
one part oHhe popUlation imposes its will upon the.ot~er
society. . ,
'
,!
pgrt by means of rifles, bayon~ts and,~an:bon~aut??rltarIan
''Its' pOlitical 'CIemands contain nothing beyond the old
means if. such there be ata11;'· alid If- the VIctOrIOUS, party
demo~racy litany familiar to all: universal suffrage, direct
doeS ~otwant to have fought in vain, itmust maintain' this . legislatiori, popular rights, a people's militia, .etc. ... They
rule by. means of the terror' whicb '" itsartnS' inspire in'the
are all demands which, in so far 'as they are not e;x;aggerreactionaries ..Would the Paris Conimune~ave; lasted a~ ated in raritasticpresentation, have' already been r:ealized;
single day if'it had not made use. of this ;'author~ty of,the
Only 'ihe state to which 'they belong does not lie witliin
armed people against the bourgeoi~? Should we not, on the
thy borders of the Q~rmap. Empire, but in Switzerland, t~y
contraty,';reproach it for~othaving'used'it~e~ly enough?
United States, etc..... '.. ... ' . ' . '
'.
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Proletarian revolution·. has to begin by abolishing the
present-day national state," hence within its own state, the
Empire ... it "should not have forgotten the , political organization of the State. But after the victory of
chief thing, namely, that all tp,ose pretty little gewgaws rest 'the Proletariat, the only organization the victorious working
class finds ready-made for use is that of the State. It may
on the recognition of, the so-called sovereignty of the
require
adaptation to the new functions. But to destroy that
people and hence are appropriate only in a democratic
at
such
a moment would be to destroy t4e only, organism
republic.
,
by means of which the victorious working class cali eXert
Since one has not the courage-and wisely so, for the
its newly conquered, power, keep down its capitalist enemies
circumstances demand caution-to demand the democratic
and carry out that economic revolution of society without '
republic, ... one should nof have resOJ;ted, either, to Ithe
which the whole victory, must end in a defeat and in a
subterfuge, neither "honest" <*> nor decent, of demandmassacre 'of the worki~ class like that after the, Paris
ing things which have meaning only. in •a democratic
Commune.
. .
republic from a' state which is nothing but a police-guarded
military despotism, embellished 'with parliamentary- f6rms,
alloyed with a feudal admixture, aiready influenced by the
bourgepisie and bureaucratically carpentered, and then to .Engels, lIThe Labor Movement In America," Preface
to tfJe American edition of "The Conditio'; ot the
assure this "state into the bargain that one imagines one will
, Wotklng Class In England", January 26, 1887
be able to force such things upon it "by legal means,"
Even vulgar democracy, which sees the millennium in
Consequently, the platform of th~ American proletariat
the democratic republic and has no suspicion that it is
will' in the long run coincide, as to the ultimate end to be
precisely in this last form of state of bourgeois society. that
attained, with the one which, after sixty years ofdissensions
the- class struggle has to be fought, out to ,it conclusion-i
and discussions, has become the adopted platform of the'
even it towers mountains above this kind of democratism
gr:eat mass, of the European militant proletariat. It will
within the limits of what is permitted by the police -and
proclaim, as the ultimate end, the conquest' of .political
not permitted by logic.
,.'
, supremacy by the w,?rking class, in order to e(fect. the
!
dirtlct appropriation of all means of pz:oduction-Iand, '
* <A pun, as the word "honest" was, one of the
railways, mines, machinery, etc.-by society at large, to be
nicknames used to refer to the Social-Democratic Workers'
worked in common by all for the account and benefit of
Party (Eisenachers), with which August Bebel and Wilhelm
all.
Liebknecht 'were associated, as opposed to the Lassalleans
I
'
of the General German Workers' Union. The draft pro-·
gram being criticized by Marx was written fqr th«:i unity
Engels, Letter to Conrad Schmidt, October 27, 1890,
congress at Gotha of both groups.>
If therefore Barth supposes that we deny any and every
reaction of the political, etc., reflexes of the economic
Engels, Letter to Van Patten, April 18, 1883
movem~nt upon the. movement itself, he is sim,ply Itilting
Engels, 'On the Occasion of Karl Marx's Death, May
at windmills. He has only got to look at Marx's Eighteenth
12, 1883
'
BlUmaire, which deals almost exclusively with the particular
part played by political struggles and events, of course
<The following passage from Engels' letter to Van Patten
within their general ~ependence upon economic conditions.
was quoted directly by Engels in his Olticle. >
.
Or Capital,' the section on the working day, for instance,
Marx and I, ever since 1845, have held the view that
whei:e legislation, which is surely a political act, has such
\ one of the final results of the future proletarian revolutjon
a trenchant effect. Or the section on the history of the
will be the gradual dissolution and ultimate ,disappearance
bourgeoisie (Chapter XXN. <* » Or why do we' fight for
of that political organization called the State; an organizathe political dictatorship of the proletariat if political power
tion the main object of which has ever; been to secure, ,by
,.is economi~lly impotent? Force (that is; state power) is
armed force, the economical subjection of the working
also an economic power!
"
majority to the wealthy' minority. With "the disappearance
,
I
of a wealthy minority the necessity for an armed repressive
*. <What was 'intended here was probably not Chapter
State-force disappears also. At the same' time we have
.XXIV but the chapters of P~lIt VIII, starting with Chapter
always held,. that in order to arrive at this and the 9ther,
XXVI.>
far more important ends of the social revolution· of the
future, the proletarian class will first have to possess itself
of the organized political force of the State and with this
Marx, Capital, Vol. I, 1867
aid stamp out the resistance of the Capitalist class and re~
organize society. This' is stated already in' the Conu;nullist
...In England at the end of the 17th century, they
<methods of- piimitive capitalist accumulation> arrive at
Manifesto of 1847, end of"Chapter II.
,
J'he anarchists reverse' the. matter. They say, that the ,. a' systematical combination, embracing the coloiues, the
Prusso~Germa~
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the erroneous notions we then held; it has also completely ..",
national debt, the modem mode of taxation, arid the
;
transforme~ the conditions under whiCh the proletariat has
protectionist system. These methods depexid in part on
brute force, e~g., the colonial system. But they all emptoy , to fight. The motle of struggle of 1848 is today obsolete ~n
every respect, and this is a point which deserves closer
the power of the State,_ the concentrated and organiZed
examinati~n on the present occasion.
force of soCiety, to hasten, hothouse fashion, the process of
).
.
transformation or the feudal mode of production into the
History, has proved us,and all who thought like us,
capit~list mod,e, and, to shorteh ~he transition. Force is the •
wrong. It has made it clear that the. state of economic
midwife of every old society pregnant with a new one. It is
d~velopment oli the Continent at that time was not, by a
itself an economic power. .
long way, ripe for ,the elimination of ,capitalist production;
(From Chapter,XXXI "Genesis of the industrial capitalist"
it has proved this by the economic revolution wJlich, since
of Part VIII ('The so-called Primitive Accumulati01~");
1848, 'has seized the \vhole of the Continent; and has
caused big industry to take real root in France, Austria,
Hungary; Poland and, recentJy, in Russia, while it has made
-Engels, Letter to F. W/es~n, March 14,1893
• Germany' positively a:n industria} country of the rIrst rank
The immediate aim of the labor movement is to Win , -all on a capitalist basis, which in the year 1848, therepoliticalpow~r for and through the workin,g class. Jf we - fote, still had great capacity for expansion. But, it is just
ar~ of like mind on this score, differences of opinion over
.this industrial revoluti~n which· has; ev:erywhere produced i .
the means and methods that are to be applied in the
clarity in class relations, has removed a number of interstruggle will hardly lead to any fundamental disagreements
mediate forms handed down, from the period of manufac- ,
-between upright people ;who are in commaI).d of their five
ture and in Eastern Eu(ope even from guild handicraft, haS
senses. As I see it, for each country, the best tactic leading
created a genuine, bourgeoisie: and a genuine large-scale
" to that -goal is the surest and shortest one.,
'industrial proletariat and has pushed them bito the fore- ,
, .
ground of social d~velopment. However, owing to this, the
struggle between these two great classes, a struggle which,
Engels, Introduction to Marx's' tiThe Class Struggles In
apart from England, existed in 1848 only in Paris and, at
France, 1848-50", March 6, 1895
the most, in 'if-few big industriill centers, has spread over,
-' \
the
whole, of Europe and re~che4 ari. iriteI1sitystill incon:.'
...Moreover; when the Paris uprising found its echo in,
-ceivable
in: 1848. At that time the many obscure evangets
the, victorious insurrections in Vienna; Milan and Berlin;
of
the
sects,
with their panaceas; today the" one generally
when'the whole of Europe-right up to the Russian frontier
recognized!
crystal-clear
theory of Marx, sharply fdrmulating ,
waS swept into the movement; when thereupon in Paris,
aims.
of
the
struggle. At that time the masses,
the
ultimate
in 'June, the~first great bat'tle for power between the
sundered a1:ld differing according to locality and nationality,
-proletariat and tl~e bourgeoisie was fought; when the very
linked only b~ the 'feeling of common suffering, und~vel
victory of its' class so shook the bourgeoisie of all countries
oped, helpless tossed to and fro from enthusiasm to
that \it fled back into the arms of the monarchist-feudal
despair; today the one great international army of Socialists,
reaction which had j-ust been overthrown-'there could be
marching .irresistibly on and grbwJng daily in number,
n? d~ubt for, us, under the circumstances then obtaining,
organizati9n,
discipline,linsight and certainty pf victory. 'If
• that the great decisive combat had commenced, that it
even
this
'mighty
army of the proletariat has still not '
would have to be fought out in a single; long and vicissiif,
far frqm winning:victory by one mightY '
reached
its
goal,
- tudirto1ls period of revolution, but that it could only end in
slowly.
to press forward from position to
strpke,
it
has
the final vlctOry of the proletariat. .
I
position'
in
a
hard,
tenacious
struggle, this only p~oves! once
...Vulgar democracy expected a renewed outbreak any
and for all, how impossible it w:as in 1848 to 'win 'social
day; we declared ,as early as. autumn 1850 that at least the
,first chapter of the reVOlutionary period was closed and , transformation ,by a simple surprise attack.
that' nothing was'.to, be expected until the' outbreak.of a
...The period, however, is brought to a close by the Paris
new world economic 'crisis. For whiCh reason we were
Commune. An1,lnderhand attempt by Thiers to steal the
excommunicated, as traitors to the revolution, bi the very
carinon of the Paris National' Guard called forth a victori'people who later, almost without exception, made the~r
ous rising. It was shown once more that in Paris none but,
peace with Bismarck <prime minister of Prussia and then
a
p;roletarian revolution is any longer possible. After the:
chancellor of the German empire during the unification of
pow:er fell, quite of itself and quite undisputed, into
victbry
Germany on Prussianreactionary lines, he was the
han<;ls
oithe; working class., And once again it was
the
representative of the Junkers, or feudal-aristocratic big
ptoved how impossible even then, twenty years after the
landGWners of Prussia>'-so far as Bismarck found them
,worth the trouble.
_
'
- time descdbed in' 6urwork, this rule of the 'working class
still was. On the one hand, France left Paris in the lurch,
But history has shown us too to have been' wrong, ,has
looked on while it bled profusely from ,the bUllets of
revealed our point of view of that time to have been an
-MacMahon;
on the other hand, the Commune was ~onillusion. Ithasdone even more: it has not xp,erelydispelled

"
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'sumed in unfruitful· strife between the two parties which'
spljt it, the BIanquists (the majority) and the Proudhonists ,
(the minority), neither of which knew what was to be dC?ne.
The victory whi~Ii came as' gift in 1871 remained just as
unfruitful as the sl;irprise attack of 1848.
'
It was believed that the militant proletariat had peen
finally buried with the Paris Commune.' But, completely to
the contrary, it dates its most powerful, resurgence from
the Commune and the Franco-Prussian War....
.I,

The, dictatorship ,of'
the, proletariat, the
,republic, aod pure
_.democracy

or

Engels, Leffer to Eduard f3ernsteln,March 24, 1884

; " ~~.In my opinion what should be said, is this: theproletarjat too needs democratic forms for the seizu~e bf -political
pow~r but they serVe ,it, like all political fOfms,' as filearis.,
J3ut if we' want· ~to make democracy an end t04ay it is
ne~ess~ry to ,reJy on.the peasantry and petty l>()'llr~eoisie,
i.e.~ on class~s' that' are: in' process of, dissolution and
reactiollaiy in relation to the proJet~riat when they try to
,maintain themselves artificially. Furthermore it must not be
:forgottell that it is precisely the democratic !epublic which
js the logical form' of bd:Urgeois rule;' a. form howeyer that
'luis 'b~c6me 'top dangerous' only betauseOf the level. of
development ~~e proletariat has already reached;" but
"France and' America show that it is still possible as purely
bourgeois ru~e....;the liberal constitutional monarchy is an
adequate (orm of bourgeois domiriation: (1)abthe begi~
Iling, when the bourgeoisie haven,ot quite finished with the
absol'!lte monarchy,aIfd (2) at the'erid, when the pioletarjat
has already madethedemocJ:'atic republic 100 dangerous'.
And yet the democratic republic always remains' tile last
form o,fbourgeois rul~, th~t iuwhich ~tis broken, to, pieces.
:
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, P(!ragi-aph',lD,: Aftef' "clas~ riI1e"th~:words':~~d the
classes themse1yes" should be inserted. The abolItIon ,of
'tlasses lS'Ciur basiC demand, without which the:'4qolition
of da~s rule:iseconbmiCalIy incdriceivable.Inste8:a'bf "for
~qy'~irightsfo{~ll,"; sug'g~t:, "for: e~u.a~ righ~s:a~d equal
Aui,re~ ,of ,iIli/',l'~ic:;equ"a.I,du#e$ aref'oi:' us a' pa~tic~~arly
important ~'Mhio.~ \b-tM:~ourge9is~d~~ocratic ~qui11rights
,anifdo aw# with tlit?lr' sp'eCfficalIy bourgeois nie.a.ning.'
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The political demands of the draft have one great fault
It lacks precis~ly what should have b~n sai(l. ... It is an
obvious absurdity to wish "to transfonD. all the instruments
of labor 'into common property'" on the' basis of this
constitution <the imperial Getman constitution~ and the
sys~em of small states sanctioned by it, on the basis of the
,"union" between Prussia and Reuss-Greiz-Schleiz-Lobenstein <ridiculing the names 'Of two tiny states belonging
to the Reuss dukes of the seriior and junior lines, namely, '
Reuss-Greiz and Reuss-Greiz-Schleiz-LobensteinEbersdorf>, in which one has as many square miles, as the
other has square inches.! '
....' ,
To touch on that is dangerous, however. Nevertheless,
soniehow or other, the thing' has to be attacked. How
necessary this is, is shown precisely at the present time by
opportunism, which is gaining ground in a large section 'of
the Social~.Democratic press. Fearing a renewal of the Antirecalling all manner of over-hasty pro- ,
Socialist'Law,
nouncements made during the reign of that law, they now
want the Party to find the present legal order in Germany
, adequate for putting through all Party demands by peaceful
meaIlS.... One, Can conceive that the old society may'
~eY~lop peacefully into the new one in ~oUIitries where the
, repres'entativesof the, peo'ple concentrate all power in their
hands, where, if one' has th~ support of the majority of the
people, one can do as one sees fit in a constitutional way...
But -in Germany where the government is almost omnipotent ,.and the Reichstag and all other 'representative'
bocHes.. have no real power, to; advocate such' a thing in
Germany, when, moreover, there ,is no need to do' so,
:qJ.eans removing the fjg-Ieaf frohl absolutism and becoming
'oneself a screen for itS nakedness.
II). fue' long run ~uch a policy can only lead one;s own
'Party astray. They 'push general, abstrac't political questions
foreground, th,ereby, concealing the imm~diate coninto
crete' questions, which at the moment of' the first great
even,~, the first political ,crisis automatica~ly pose:t1lemselvt:S. ...
'
" , , '
.
Which are 'thes~ ticklish, but very significant points?
\ FiJq~ .IfoJ).e~tiiing is certain it is that our Party and the
working 'class can only come ,to power under the form of
~ democratic republic. ,This is ',even the specific form for
the dictatorsI;!.ip, Q(the prolet/ilJiat, as the Great, French
;RevQlution ,has 'a4-eady shown:' Ii would be- inconceivable
for o-qr Qest. peppje tobeco,rile 'ininisters under an emperor, as MiqueLltwould seem that from a legal point of
view it is .inadvisable to inClude the demand for arepubIic
9lrec~yiIi the program, ~lthoughthis w~spossible even
under Louis Philippe in France, and is now in Italy. But ,
, the fact that in Germany it isl!ot permitted to advanc,e
,even'arepublicait'party program openly, proves how totally
the ,belief that a'republic, al1d not only a
mistaken
,republic, 'but' als.6cbiri.~tinist society, can be est~b1iShed in
~ cozy, peaceful way. ,'. ,'_ , '
',', . .
However; the, qu~tion of, the republic could pOSSibly be
passed .by.Wh~t~owever, in my opinion should and could
i
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.be ,included is, the demand for the concenh'ation of all \ direct legislation by the people and the gfatuitoUs <free>
political power in the hands o/the people's representatives.
administration of justice without which we can ais~'
That would' suffice f()r the time being if it is impossible to
ultimately get by.' In the generally unstable conditions theS¢
, go further.
"
questions may b~come, urg~nt 'at any time and what will
Second. The, reconstitution of Germany. On the one , happen then if they have not been discussed by us beforehand, the system of small states must ,be abolished... On
hand and no agreement has been reached on them?
the other' hand, Prussia must cease to exist and must be " However; what can be included in the programme and
broken up into self-governing' provinces for the specific 'can, at least ip'directly, serve as a hint of what may not be
~russianism to stqJ,l we~ghing on Getinany. The system of
said directly ~ th~ following demand:
small states and ,Prussianism are the two ,sides of the
"Complete ,seIf-governJ!lent in the provinces, districts
antithesis now gripping Germany in a vice, in which one
and c,ommunes through offiCials el~cted by ,~niversal
side must always, serve as the excuse and .justification
for
suffrage. The abolition of all local and provincial authori-:.)
.
the exist~nce of the other.
'
" tieS appointed by the state:"
,
What should take itS place? In my view, the proletariat
can only use the forin of the one and 'indivisible republic.
5. Complete separation of the Church 'from the state.
In the gigantic territory of the, United States, the' federal 'All religious communities without exception 'are to~
republic is still~ on the whole, a necessity, although in the , treate~by the'state as private 'associations. They are to beEastern- states-it isalreJldy becoming a hindrance. It would
depriv~ of any support from public ,funds and ofllll
be a step forward in Britain wnere ,the two islandS. ~re, influence on public schools. (They cannot be' prohib\ted
peopled by four:nations and in spite of a single,Parliament
from forming their own schools out of their own funds and
three different systems of legislation alreadr exist, side by
from teaching the~r own nonsense in them.)
side. In little Switzerland, it has long been' a hindrance"
'tolerable only because Switzerland is content'to be a purely
8 and 9. Here I want.to dra'Y: attention to the following:
, passive member of the European state system. For GerThese points demand that the, following' should' be taken
many, federalization on' the Swiss model would be an enor- 'over by the state:, (1) the bar, (2) medical services, (:3)
mous step backward. Two points dis~inguish a union state
phairnaceutics,. dentistry, midwifery" nursing, etc" etc., and
from a completely unified state: first, that each member
later the, demand is advanced that workers' insurance
state, each canton; has its own civil and criminal legislative, .,ec:ome a state concern. Can all this 'be entn;Jsted to Herr '
arid judicial system, and,second, that alongside a popular
von' Caprivi <chancellor of the Germ~n empire from 1890chamber there is also a federal chamber in which each
94>? ~d is it compatible wi,th the rejeCtion of all state
canton, whether large or small, votes as such. ::.
.",
", , '"
socialis'in as stated above?"
, , So, then, a unified republic. But not in the sepse of the
Here I should say: "Pr~gres,sive ... tax to covei" all
present French Republic, which is nothing but' the Empii:e
,expenditure of the state, district and COmInunity. insofar 'as
established in 1798 without the Emperor. from 1792 to" ,taxes are required f.or it. Abolition o(ali indirect state and
1798 each French depart~ent, each commune, enjoyed
iocal taxes, duties, etc.' The res~ is. a redundant comme~t~i:y ,
complete self-government on the American model, 'and this'
ot ~otivation thattends to weaken the effect. ' ..
is what we too must have. How self~government is to be
organized ,and how we can manage without a bureaucracy
, m. Economic demands
has. been shown to us by America and the First l"rench
Reptiblic~ and is being shown even today by Australia;
".To :it~m. 2. Nowhere more,so ,than inQerinanyqoestlie
Canada and the other English colonies; And ~ pr()yilicial
right oX~ssociat~OIi r~quiie guarantees also ;from the'stat~.
~nd communal, self-government of this' ~ype, is far freer,
. I..
':'"
. <:,
than, for instance, Swiss federalism, undei which; it is true, .
the canton is very independ~nt in relation to the federation,
li~ge,s.: Lett~r P~ril Lafargue, Milrc~ 6, ,1894 ; , ~
but is also independent in felation to the district' and the
With respect to the proletariat the republic differs from \
commune. 'The cantonal governments appoint the district
the monarchy-only',in that it is theready.;'fo~-use poli,tical
governors ana prefects, which is unknown: in EngIis~..
speaking countries and which we want'to abolish here',as ; form fOF the {uture rule of 'the proletariat. You ate.at an
reSoltitely in the future as the Prussian l:andrateand ,advantage,~ompa:t;~? with u~ in alre~4Y h~vi~g i~;, We for
,,()ur.par,t sb..all,h,ave tos:p~nd tw~nty-fourh,purs to make it.
Regie(llDgsrate. '
" ", ,', ',;
But:a'rei>ublic;.li~e,everyother form
goveinmen:t,C~ is'
•Probably a few of these points should ~e incltid'ed'in
~rte~mi~~d b~:~~~ c,o.~te~t; 'sp,; Ipn~ ".,~, it ,'is:, a," fo#it",:~f
the. program. I mention ,tliem' also mainly t~,' desc~ibe 'the
system iii Germany where suchmatter(camiot be ~i~'cuss~d ,~fJurg~o1f r.J1~~;lt,l~,,~S hostiletou,~, as any monarchy{e!'c;ept
openly, and to emphasize the self-deception of t,h()sewho ,th,a.t,the,fOmts:<;>f this hqstility are different); lqs't1le~~f()re
wish to u:ansform such a system in'
legaJ-'way 'into ,~who~ly basel~s iUusiop., to r~s~r4: it as ~sentiany soc~alist
in form 9[to entrust soCialist tasKs to it While itis',donucommunist· society, Further; to, reiniI1~' tM' P'~g~yEXecutive
that there are other important poliHcal questions beSides ,', 'nated by:'theoburgeaisie,' w~ sh~il' be 'able 'to' \"r68t
--~
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concessions from it but never to put in its charge, the . Marx, The Clvfl War. In France, April-May, 1871
execution' of what is O'ur own .concern, even if we should he
The direct antithesis to the empire was 'the Commune.
able to control it ,by a minority st~ong en-ough to change
'
.
The
cry of "social republic," with which t~e Revolution of
into the majority overnight.' '
,
Fe]:>ruary <1848> was ushered in by the Paris proletariat,
did but express a vague aspiration after a Republic that
was not only to supersede the monarchical form of classEngels, Leffer to . Bebel, December 11, 1884
was the positive .
..rule, but cl.ass~rule itself. The
- .Commune
.
As to pure democracy ~nd its role in the future. I do n~t
form' of t~at Republic:
share your opinion. Obviously. it plays a, far more subordIParis, the centnil seat of the old governmental power,
nate part in Germany than ~n 'c01.intries 'with an older , and at the same time, the social stronghold of the French
·
,
.
industrial development. But ~hat doeS not prevent the , working class, .had .risen in arms against the attempt of
possibility, when the moment of .revolutioncomes, 'of. its
Thiers and the Rurals to restore and perpetuate that old
.acquiring a temporary importance. a~ .the, most radIc~1 · governmental power bequeathed to them by the empire.
bourgeois party (it has already played Jtself off as such In , Paris could resist only because, in consequence of the siege,
. 'Frankfort) and as the final shee~anchor of the whole
.it had got ria of the army, and replaced it by a Nation~
bourgeois and even feudal regime. At such ,a moment the
Guard', the bulk . of which consist~d
of working men. ThIS
.
whole reactionary mass falls in behind it' and strengthens it;
fact was now to be transformed into an institution. The
everything which'used to be reactionary behaves asdemocfirst-decree of the' Commune, ;therefore, Wall the'suppres. racy.. Thus between March and September 1848 the whole
si6nof the standing army, anci the substitution for it of the
feudal-bureaucratic mass strengthened theliberals'in order. • armed people.
"
to hold down the revolu.tionary masses, and, once this WaS
The Commune was formed' of the municipal, councilors,
accomplished, in order, naturally, to kick out the liberals as
chosen by universal suffrage in the various wards of the
. well. Thus from May 1848 until Bonaparte~s ele~tioI!. in
town, responsible and revocable at short terms. The
France in" December, the purely. republican party 'of the, ,majority of its members were nat!lrally workiDg men,or
National the weakest of all the parties; was in power,
acknowledged. representatives .of'the working class. The
;imply' ;wing to the whole collective reaction iorganized
Commune was to be 'a working; not a parliamentary, body,
behind it. This h.as,. happened in every revolutipn: the
execiltive ~nd legi~lative at the same time. Instead of'
'tamest party still remaining in any way capable of governcontinuing to be the agent of the Central Government, the
mentcomes to'powerwith the others just because it is only
police was 'at once stripped of its political attributes, and
in this party that the d~feated see their last possibility of . turned into the responsible and at-all times revocable agent
salvation. Now it cannot be expected that. at the moment
of the Commune. So were the officials of all other branchof crisis we sh~ll already have the majority of the electores of . the ' Administration.. From the members of the
ate and therefore of the nation behind us. The whole
commune downwards,\the public service had to be done at
bourgeois class and the .remnants of the feudal landowning
workmen's wages. The vested interests and the representaclass, a large section of the petty bburgeoisie and also. of
tion allowance!i of the high aignitaries of State disappeared
the rural population will then mass themselves arourld the
along with fJle,high dign:itaries themselves. Public functions
most radical bourgeoiS party, which will' then make the
ceased to be the private property of the. tools of the
most eXtremely revolutionary gestures, and I consider it', Central Government. Not on:ly municipal administration~
very possible that it will be represented in the provisional
but thewholein,itiative'hithert9 exercised by the State was
government and ;even temporarily form, its majority: ...
laid into the hands' of the Commune.
, .. .In any case our sole adversary on the day of the .cr~is
H;iving once got rid of the standing army and the police,
and on the day after the crisis will be the whole collective .the physical force elements 'of the old Government, the
reaction which will group itself around pure democracy, and . Commune was anxiouS to break the spiritual force of
this, I think, should not be lost' sight of.
. .. repression, the' "parson-P9wer," by the disestablishment
and disendowment of all churches as proprietary bodies.
'. The priests' ~ere lIent back to the recesses 0f private life,
. there.to feed upon the alms of the ,faithful in imitation of
· : their predecessors, the Apo!,tles. The whole of the educational institutions were opened to the people gratuitously,
and ,at the same time cleared of all interference of Church
and State. Thus, not only was education made accessiJ:>le
to aU; but science itself freed from the fetters which class
piejudice and governmental force had imposed uponit:
'. The judicia~ functionaries were to be divested of that
sham "independence which had but served to mask their
abject shbserviency to :all succeedingg<?'vernmentS to which,

The dictatorship of
the proletariat -- the
'Pari$ Commune,
I
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in turn, they had taken, and broken,' the oaths of allegiance. Like the rest of public servants, magistrateS and
judges were to be elective, responsible; and revocable.
The Paris Commune was, of course, to serve as a model
to all the great industrial centers qf France.' The Communal
regime once established in Paris and the secondary centers,
the old/centralized Government would in the provinces, too,
have to give way to the self-government of the producers.
In a rough sketch of national organization which the
Commune had no time to develop, it states clearly that the
Commune Was to be the political form of even the smallest
country hainIet, and that in the rural districts the standing
army' was to be replaced' by a national militia, with an
extremely' short term of service. The rural communes of
every district were to administer thei!:. common affairs by an
assembly of delegates in the central town, and these district
assemblies were again to send deputies to the National
Delegation in Paris, each delegate to be' at any time
revocable and bound by the mandat imperatit (formal
instructions) of his constituents. The few,bUt important'
functions which still would remain for a central government
were not to be suppressed, as has been intentionally mis~
stated,'but were to be discharged by Commup.al, and
therefore strictly responsible agents. ,The unity of the nation
was not to be broken, but,on the contrary, to be organized
by the Communal Constitution and to bec9me a reality by
. the destruction of the State power which claimed to be the'
embodiment of that unity independent of, and superior to,
the nation .itself, from which it was but a parasitic excreScence. While the merely repressive organs of the old
governmental power were to be amputated, its legitimate
functions were' to be wrested from an authority usurping
pre-eminence bver society itself, and restored to the
responsible agents of society. Instead of deciding once in
three or six years which member of the ruling class was to
misrepresent the people in Parliament, universal suffrage
was to serve the peopie constituted in Communes; as
individual suffrage serves every other employer in the
sear<;h for the workmen an~ managers in' his business. And
it is well known tl).at companies, like individuals, in matters
of real business generally knowhow to put the right man
, in the right place, and, if they for once make a mistake, to
redress it promptly. On the other hand, nothing could ,be
more foreign 'to the spirit of the Commune than to
supers~de universal suffrage by ~ierarchi~ investiture.
...In reality, the Communal Constitution brought the
rural. producers under the intelleCtual lead of the central
towns' of their districts~ and these secured to them, in the.
working men, the natural trustees of their interests. The
very existence of the Commune involved, as a matter of
.course, local municipal liberty, but no longer as a check
upon the"now superseded, State power,... The Commune
made' that catchword of bourgeois revolution, cheap
governinent, a reality, b~ destroy!ng the two greatest
. ~ources, of expenditure-the standing army and State
flinctionarism. Its very e~stence presupposed the rion-

existen~e bf monarchy, which, in Europe at least, is the
normal incumbrance and indispensable cloak of class-rule.
It supplied the Republic with the basis of really democratic
institutions. But neither cheap Government nor the "true
Republic" was its ultimate aim; they were its mere concomitants.
.
. The mu,ltiplicitY of interpret,ations to which the commune
has been subjected, and the multiplicity of interests which
construed it in their favor, show that it was a thoroughly
expansive' political form, While all previous forms' of
government had been emphatically repressive. Its true
secret was this. It was essentially a working-class government, the produce of the struggle of the prodUcing against
the ,appropriating class, the political form at last discovered
under which to work out the economic emancipation of
labor.
Except 0\1 this, last condition, the Communal Constitution would have been an impossibility and a dehision. The
political rUle of the producer cannot coexist with the
perpetuatio:p. of his social slavery. The Commune was
therefore to' serve as a lever for uprooting the economical
foundations upon which rests. the existence of classes, and
therefore of class-rule. With labor emancipated, every man
becomes a working man, and productive labor ceases to
be a class attribute.
... The Commune, they <the mouthpieces of capitalism>
exclaim,' inteni.:ls to abolish property, the basis of, all
civilization! Yes,gentlemen, the Commune intended to
abolish that class-property which makes the labor of the
many the' wealth of the few. It. aimed at the expropriation
of the expropriators. It wante~ to make individual property
a truth by transforming the means of enslaving and
exploiting labor, into mere instruments of free and associated' labor. -But this is Communism, ."impossible"
Communism! Why, those members of the ruling classes who .
are intelligent enough to perceive the impossibility of
continuing the present system-arid they are many~have.
become .the obtrusive and full-mouthed apostles of cooperative production. If co-operative productio!l is not to
remain a sham and a snare; if it is to supersede the
Capitalist system;' if united co-operative societies are to
regulate 'natiOI~al production upon a common plan, thus '
taking it under their own controlf and putting an end to
the constant anarchy and periodical convUlsions which are
the fatality of Capitalist production -wllat else, gentlemen,
would it be but Communism, "possible" Communism?: ...

When the Paris Commune took the management of the
revolution in its own hands; when plain working men for
the fIrst tim~ dared to infringe upon the Governmental
privilege of their "natural superiors," and, under circumstances of unexampled· difficulty, performed their work
modestly, conscientiously, 'and efficiently, -performed it at
salaries the highest of which barely amounted to one-fifth
of what, according· to high scientific authority (professor
Huxley) is the minimum required for a secretary to a
certain metropolitan school board,-the oJd world writhed

.
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in convulsions of rage at the sight of the Red Flag, the
. The Rurals-this was, in fact, their chief apprehension
-knew that three months' free communication of Comsymbol of .the Republic of Labor, floating over the Hotel
de Ville <city hall>.
m\Inal Paris with the provinces would bring about a general
rising of the peasa:p.ts, and hence their anxiety to establish
And yet, this was the first revolution. in which the
a police blockade around Paris, so as to stop the spread of
working class was openly' acknowledged as the only class
. capable of social initiative, even by. the great bulk of the
the rinderp¢St.
If the Commune was .thus the true representative of all
Paris middle class-shopkeepers, tradesmen, merchants-,the wealthy capitalists alone excepted.. The Commune had
the healthy elements of French soCiety, and therefore the
truly national Government, it was, at the same time, as a
saved them by a sagacious settlement of that ever-recurring
working men's Government, as the bold champion of the
. cause of dispute among the middle class themselves-the
debtor and creditor accounts, The same' portion of the· em~mc,;ipation of labor, emphatically international. Within
sight of the Prussian army, that had annexed to Germany
middle class, after they had assisted in putting down t4e
two French provinces, the Commune annexed to France
working men's insurrection oiJune, 1848, had been at once
the working people all over the world.
unceremoniously sacrificed to their creditors by the' then
The Second Empire had been the jubilee of cosmopoliConstituent Assembly. But this was not their only motive
for now rallying· round the ~orking class. They felt that· tan blacklegism, the rakes of all countries rUShing in at its
there was but one alternative-the Commune, or the. call for a share in its orgies and in the plunder of the
Empire-under whateveiname. it might reappear....
French people. ... The Commune admitted all foreigners'
tb the 'honor of dying for an immortal cause. ... The
The Com.mune was perfectly right in telling the peasants
Commune made a German working man its Minister of
that "its victory was fueir only hope." Of all the lies
hatched at Versailles and re-echoed .by the gIorio~s
Labor; ... The Commune honored the,heroic sons of Poland
by pl~cing tnem at the head of the defenders of Pads ....
European penny-a-liner, one of the most tremendous was
that the Rurals represented the French peasantry.... The
Tpb great social measure of the Commune was its own
Commune, on the other hand, in one of its first- proclama- ~ working existence. Its special measures could but betoken
the tendency of a government of the people by the people.
tions, declared that the true' originators of the war would
Such were· the abolition of the nightwork of journeymen '
be made to pay its cost. The Com~une would ):i~ve
bakers; . the prohibition, under penalty, of the employers'
delivered the peasant of the blood tax, -would have given
him a cheap government,-transformed his' presentbiopdpractice to reduce wages by levying upon their work-people
suckers, the notary, advocate, executor, and other judicial
fines under manifold pretexts,-a process in which the
employer combines in his own person the parts of legislavampires, into sal;triec:i ,Communal agents, elected by, and
tor, judge, and executor, and filches' the money to boot.
responsible to, himself. It would have freed him of the
Another measure of this class was .the surrender, to
tyranny of the garde c!zampetere, the gendarme, and, the
associationso! worI.anen,undeJ;' reserve of compensation,
prefect; would have put enlightenment by the schoolmaster
of all closed workshops and factories, no matter whether
in the place of stultification by the priest. And the French
the respective capitalists had absconded or preferred to
peasant is, above all, a man of reckoning. He would find it
.'
.
extremely reasonable that the PflY of the priest, instead of . strike, work.
being extorted by the taxgatherer, should only depend upon, . The! fina~cial measures of the Commune, remarkable
the spontaneous action of the parishioners' religious \' for their sagacity and. moderation, could only be such as
instincts. Such were the great immediate boons which the
were compatible with the state of a besiegM town. Considrule of the Commune-and that rule alone-held put toering the colossal robberies committed upon the city of
the French peasantry. It is, therefore, quite superfl~ous
Paris by the gr,eat financial companies' and contractors,
here to expatiate upon the more complicated but vitai
under the protection of Haussmann, the Commune would
problems which the Commune alone was able, ana at the' have had an incomparably better titly to confiscate their
same time compelled, to solve in favor of·the peasant, .viz;, . property than Louis Napoleon had against the, Orleans
the hypothecary debt, lying like an incubus upon his parcel , f~mi1y: The Hohenzollern and the English. oligarchs, who
of soil, the proletariat to/icier (the rural proletariat), .daily'· botl), have derived a good deal of their estates from Church
plunder; were,·of·course, greatly shocked at the Commune
growing upon it, and his expropriation from it enforced, at
a more and more rapid rate, by the very dtwelopment of . c}earing but 8,000 f. [francs] out of ~ecularization.
modem agriculture arid the competition of capitalist
... the Commune dismissed and arrested its generals
~rming."..
.
...The peasant 'Yas a Bonapartist, because the great whe:q.ever they were suspected of neglecting their duties.
Revolution, with all its benefits to him, was, in his eyes, .Th~expulsion from, and arrest by, the Comniune of one '.
of its 'members who had slipp¢,' in under a false name, and
persbnified in Napoleon. This delusion, rapidly breaking
had undergone at Lyons six days' imprisonment for simple
down unde.s: the Second EmpIre (and in its very nature
bankruptcy, was it not a deliberate insult hurled at the
h(jstile to the Rurals), this prejudice of the past, how could
it have withstood the appeal of the Commune to· the liVing . forger Jules Favre, thfm still the foreign minister of France
interests and urgent wants of the peasantry?
' :.. But indeed the Commune did not pretend to infaillbility,
I

,

the invariable attribute of all governments ,of the old stamp.
It published its doings and saying, it initiated the public

into all its shortcomings.

'

(Section III)

<With respect to the relation of thf1' Commune to
various classes, Lenin's words may also be noted: ' ,
"Only the workers remained loyal to the Commune to
the end. The ,bourgeois republicans and the petty bourgeoisie 'soon broke away from it: tlie former were frightened off by the revolutionaxy-socialist, proletarian character
of the movement; the latter broke away when they saw that
it was doomed to inevitable defeat. Only the French
proletarians supported their government fearlessly' and
untiringly, they alone fought and died for it..." (Collected
Works, Vol. 17, "In Memoxy of the Commune", p. 140»
Marx, First Draft of "The Civil War in France", AprilMay, 1871

... On its existing militaxy organization it <Paris> grafted
a political federatio~ according to a vexy simple plan. It
was the alliance of all the National Guards, put in cqnnection'the one with the other by ,the delegates of each.
'company, appointing in their turn the delegates of the
battalions, who in their turn appointed general delegates,
generals of legions, who were to represent an aJ7'011dissement and to co-operate with ~he delegates of the 19 other
alTondissements, Those 20 delegates,choseh by the majority
of the battalions of the 'National Guard, composed the
Central Committee, which on the ,18th March initiated the
great~t revolution of this centuxy and still holds its post in
the present glorious struggle of Paris. Never were elections
, more sifted, never delegates fuller representin~ the masses
'from which they had sprung.
(hl the latter PaJt of the last paragraph of the section, "La
Commune/The rise of the Commune an4 the Central Committee")
I

With all the great towns organized into Communes after
the model of Paris, no government could have repressed
the movement by the surprise of sudden reaction. Even by
this preparatoxy step the time of incubation, the guarantee
of the ,movement, won. All France would have been
organized, into self-working and self-governing Communes, ,
the standing army replaced by the popular 'militias,' the,
army of, state parasites removed, the slericalhierarchy
displaced by the schoolmasters, the state judge transformed
into Communal organs, the suffrage for national representation not a matter of sleight of hand for an all-powerful_
government, but the deliberate eXpression of the organized
CommuneS, the state functions reduced tq,a few functions
for general national purposes. .
(Near the end of the section "The chaJuc;er of the Com,mune")
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... It begins the e:mancipatioll of labor-its great goalby doing away with the ,unproductive and mischievous ~ork ,
of the state parasites,by cutting away the gprings which'
sacrifice an immense portion Of the national produce to the
feeding of, the state ~onster, on the one side, by doing, on
the other, the real work' of ,administration, local and
national, for working men'& wages. It begins therefpre with'
an imqlense saving, with economical reform as well, as'
political transformation. '
, The'Communal organization once firmly established on
a national scale,' the ~tastrophes it might still have, to
undergo would be sporadic slaveholders' insurrections,
which, while for a moment 'interrupting the, work of
peaceful progress, would only accelerate the movement, by
putting the sword into the hand of the Social Revo~ution.
The working classes know that they have to pass through
differenLphases of class struggle. They know that the
supersedjng of the economical conditions ,of theslavexy of '
'.labor by the conditions of free and associated labor can
" only be the progressive work of time (that economical
transformation), that they require not only a change of
distribution, but a new organization of production, or rather
the delivexy (setting free) of the social:forms ofprodnctioIi
in present organized labor (engendered by present industxy)
of the trammels of slavexy, of their present class character,
and their harmonious nati~>nal and international co-ordination. They know that this work of regeneration wil:L be
again and again relented and impeded by the resistance 6f
vested interests and class egotisms. They know that the
present "spontaneous action of the natural laws of capital'
and landed property", can only be superseded by "the '\
spontaneous action of the' laws of the social economy of
free and associated Jabor" in·a long process of development,
of new conditions, as was 'the "spontaneous action of the
, economic laws of slavexy" and the "spontaneous action of
the economical laws of serfdom". But they know at the
same time that great strides may be [made] at onl;:e through
the COmmunal form of political organization and that the
time has come to begin that movement for themselves' and
, mankind.
'
"
'

(Concluding passage' of the section "The charader of the
Commune?')

Engels; Introduction to "The Civil War In France",
March 18,1891

\The -,members of the Commune were divided into a
majority, the Blanquists, ... ; and a: minority, members of
the Interriational Working. Men's Association, ,chiefly
consisting of adherents of the Proudhon school ,of Socialis.m. '" Naturally, the Proudhonists,were cp,iefly respo~ible
for the economic decrees, of the Commune, both for their
praiseworthy' and their unpraiseworthy aspects; as the
Blanquists were fqr its I>oIltical commissions aild omissions. '
Arid in both cases the irony of JUstorY willed -as is. usual
when doctrinaireS'come, to' the helm-that both did the
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opposite of what the doctrines of. their· school prescribed..
Proudhon, the Socialist of the small peasant and masterCIa\)(tsro.au., tegarded association with positive hatred; He'
said of it that there was more bad than good in it;' that it
was by nature sterile, even harmful, because it was a fetter
on the freedom of the worker; that it was a pure' dogma,
unproductive and burdensome, in conflict as much with the
freedom O[ the worker as with the economy of labor; ..~
Only in the exceptiomilcas~-as Proudhon called thet;n
-of large-scale industry a'1td large establishments, sqch as
railways, was the association of workers in place....
By 1871, large-scale industry 'had already so much ceased
to be an, exceptional case even in Paris, the center of
artistic handicrafts, that by far the most important decree
of the Commune instituted an organization of large-scale
industry and even of manufacture which was not only to be
based @n the association of the workers in each factory, but
also to combine, all these associations in one great union;
in' short; an organization which, as Marx quite rightly says
in The Civil War, must necessarily have led to communism,
that is to say, the direct opposite of the Proudhcin doctrine.
And, therefore,. the CoIIlmune was the grave of the
Proudhon school of Socialism.... Only among the "radica.l"
bourgeoisie are there still Proudhonists.
'
The Blanquists fared no better. Brought up in the school
of co~spiracy, and held together by the strict discipline
which went with it, they started out from the viewpoint that
a relatively small number of resolute, well-organized' men
would be able, at a given favorable moment, not qI).ly to
seize the helm of state, but also by a display of great,
ruthless energy, to maintain power until they'succeeded in
sweeping tlie mass of thepeop'le into the revolution and.
ranging them round the small band of leaders. This
involved, above all, the stricteSt, dictatorial centralization of
all power in the hands of the new revolutionary government. Ar),d what did the Commune, with its majority of
these' same Blanquists, actually do? In all its proclamations
to the French in the provinces, it apPl:laled to themta form
a free federation of all French Communes, with Paris, a
national organization which for theJirst time was rea.lly to
be created by the nation itself. It was precisely the oppressing power of the former centralized government, 'army,
political police, bureaucracy, which Napoleon had created
in 1798 and which since then had been taken over by every
new government as a welcome instrument and used against
its opponellts-itwas preCisely this. power which was to fall
everywhere, just as it had already fallen in Paris.
From the very outset the Commune was compelled to
recognize that the working class, once come to power,
could not go on managing with the old state machine; that
in order not to lose again its only just conquere,d supremacy~ this working dass must, on the one hand, do away with
all the 'old repressive ma~hinery previOusly used against it
itself, and on the oth~r, 'safeguard itself against its own
deputies and, offici~ls,. by declaring them all, without
exception, subject to recall at any moment. ...
'
, Against 'this transformation of the state and the organs

of the state from servants of society into masters of society
-an inevitable transformation in all previous states-the
Commune made use of two infallible means. In the first
place,it filled all posts---,administrative, judicial and
educational-by election on the, basis of universal suffrage
of all concerned, subject to the right of recall at any time
9Y the,same electors. And, in the second place, all officials,
high or low were paid only the wages received by other
workers. The highest salary paid by the Commune to
anyone was 6,000 francs. In this wayan effective barrier to
place-hunting and careerism was set up, even apart from
the binding mandates to del~gates to representative bodies
whicl1 were added besides.
This shattering of the former state power and its
replacement by a new and truly democratic one is described
in dytail in' the third section of The Civil War. But it was
necessary to dwell briefly here once more on some of its·
features, because in Germany particularly the superstitious
beljef in the state has been carried' over from philosophy
" ihto the general consciousness of the bourgeoisie and even
of many workers. ... And people think they have 'taken
quite an extraordinarily bold step forward when they have
lid themselves of belief in hereditary monarchy and swear
by the democratic republic. In reality, however, the state is
,uothing but a machine for the oppression of one class by
another, and indeed in the democratic republic no less than
in the mona~chy; and at best an evil inherited by the
proletariat after its victorious struggle for class supremacy,
whose worst sides the victorious proletariat, just like the
commune, cannot avoid having to lop off at once as much
as possible until such time as a generation reared in new, '
, free social conditions is able. to throw the entire lumber of
, the state on the scrap heap.
Of late, the Social-Democratic philiStine has once more
been filled with wholesome terror atthe words: Dictator-,
ship lof the Proletariat. Well and good, gentlemen, do you
want to know 'what this aictatoi'ship looks like? Look at
the Paris Commune. That was the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat.
(FrOht the concluding passage of Engels' introduction.)
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Economic advantages of
socialism over capitalism
Engels, Speeches

I~

Elberfeld, 1845 .

In communist society, where the interests of individuals
are not opposed to one another but, on the contrary,' are
united;, competition ~s elimin:ated.' As is self-evident, there
can no longer be any question of the ruin of particu1ar
classes, nor of the very existence of classes' such as the rich
and the poor' nowadays. As soon as private gain, the,aim
, of the individual to enrich himself on his\ own, 9iSappears
, from the production and distribution of the goods necessary
to life, trade crises will also disappear of themselves. In
communist society it will be easy to be informed about
both production and consumption. Since we know how
much, on the average, a person needs, it is easy to calculate'how much is needed by Ii given number of individuals,
and since production is no longer in the hands of private
producers but in those of the community and itS administrative bodies, it is a trifling matter· to regalate production
according to needs.
,
Thus' we see how the main evils of the present social
situation disappear under communist organization. If,
however, we go into a little more detail, we will find that
the advantages of such a social organization are not limited'
to this but also include the elimination of a host of other
defects. I shall only touch today on a few of the economic
drawbacks. From the economic point of view the preseJlt
arrangement of society is surely' the most irrational and
. unpractical we can possibly conceive. The opposition of
interests results in a great amount of laqor power being
utilized in a way from which society gains nothing, and in
a substantial amount of capit~l being unnecessarily lost
without reproducing itself. We already see this in the
commer~ial crises; w~ see how masses of goods, all of
which men haVe produced with great ~ffoi't, are thrown
away at prices which cause loss to the sellers; we see how
masses of capital, accumulated with great effort, disappear
before the very eyes of their owners as a result of bankruptcies. Let us, however, discuss present-day trade in a
Uttle}nore detail. Consider through how-mlmy hands every
nroduct must go through before it reaches the actual

consumer. ~nsider, gentlemen" how many speCulating,
· swindling superfluous middlemen have now forced" themselves in between the producer and the consuIil~~! Let uS
take, fori example, a bale of cotton produced in N~rth
America. The bale passes from the hands of the planter
onto those of the agent on some station r or other riD. the
Mississippi and travels down the river to ·New Orleans..
Here it is solg-for a second, time, for the agent has
~lready ~ought it from the planlter-:-sold, it might 'Yell be,
to the speculator, who sells it once again, to thereXporter.
The bale now travels to Liverpool where, once again, a
greedy speculator stretches out his hands I towards it and
grabs it. This man then trades it to a commission agent
who, let us assume, is a buyer for' a Ge~an house. So the
, bale travels to Rotterdam, up the Rhine, through another'
'dozen h~nds of forwarding agents, being unloaded arill
loaded a dozen times, and only then does it arrive in the
l),ands, n0t of the. consumer, but of the manufacturer, who
first makes it into an article of consumption,and who
perhaps sells his yarn to a weaver, who disposes of what he
has woven to the textile printer~ who then does business
with the :wholesaler, who then deals with the 'retailer, who,
, finally sells the commodity to the consumer. Arid all these
millions of intermediary swindlers, spec~lators, agentS,
exporters, commission agents, forwarding 'agents, wholesalers and retailers, who actually contribute nothing to the
commodity itself-they all want to live and make a pi-6fit
, -and theyrdo make it too, on the average, otherwise they
could not; su~sist. Gentlemen, is there no simpler, cheaper
wa~ of bnngmg a bale of cotton from America to Germany
and of getting the product manufactured from it into the
handsot the re~l consumer than this complicated business
of ten times selling and a hundred times loading, unloading'
and transport!!!g it from one warehouse to another? Is this
not a striking example of the manifold waste of labor
power brought about by the divergence of interests? Such
a complicated way of transport is out of the question in a
rationally organized society. To k~p to 'our example, just
as one can easily know how much cotton or manufactured
cotton goods an individual colony needs, it will be equally
easy for ,the central authqrity to determine how much all
, the villages and townships in the country need. Once such
statistics have been worked out-which can easily be dOne
in a year ortwo-:average annual consumption Will only
change in proportion to the increasing population; it is
therefore easy at the appropriate time to determine,
advance what amount of each particular article the people
will nee4-the entire great. amount will be ordered direct
from the source of supply;, it will then be' possible' to
procure it directly, without middlemen, without mor~ delay
• and unloading than' is really required' by the nature of
· journey, that is, with a great saving of labor power; it will
~ notbe necessary to pay thespeculators,the dealers' large
and small, their nlke-off. But this is not aIl~~' this way
th~e middlemen are not only made harmless' to soci~ty,
they are, in fact, made useful, to it. Whereas they' now
perform, to the disadvantage df,¢v~iYone else,' a kind 'of

in
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work which is; at best,superfluous but whiCh, neverthel<tSs,
provides them with a living, indeed, in nll:lJiy caSes even
with great riches, whereas they,are thus at present directly
prejudicial to the general good, they will then become free
to engage in useful la1;>or and to take up an occupation in
which they can prove themselves as actual members, not
merely apparent, sham members, of human society, and as
partiCipants in its activity as a whole.
Present-day society, which breeds hostility between the
individual man and everyone else, thus produces a social
war of all against all which inevitably in individual cases,
notably among uneducated people assum.es, a brutal,
barbarously violeI!,t form -that of crim'1: In order to protect
itself against crime, against direct acts of violence, society
requires an extensive, complicated system of administrative
and judicial bodies which requires an immense labor forcy.
In communist society this would likewise be vastly simplified, and preciselybecause~stra~ge tho\Igh it may sound
-precisely because the administrative body in this society
would have to manage not merely individual aspects of
social life, but the whole of social life,' in all' its various
activitieS; in
its aspects. We eiiminate,the contradiction
between the individual man and all others, we counterpose
social peac-eto social wi.r, we put the axe to the root of
crime-and thereby render the greatest, by far the greatest,
part of the present activity of the administrative and,
judicial bodies superfluous. Even now crimes of passion are
becomi:Iig fewer and fewer in comparison with :calculated
crimes, crimes of interest-crimes against persons are
declining, crimes' agaInst property' are OIl the increase:
Advancing Civilization' moderates violent outbreaks of
passion even in, our present-day society; which is on a war
footing; how much more will this be the case.in communist,
peaceful society! Crimes against, property cease of their
own accord where ~veryone receives what he needs to
satisfy his natural and his spiritual urges, where soci~l
graduations a'nd distinctions cease to exist. Justic~ con, cerned with criminal cases ceases of itself, ,that dealing
with civil cases, which are almost all rooted in the property
relations or at least in such relations as arise from the
situation of social war, likewise disappears; conflicts call
then be only rare exceptions,' whereas they are now the.
, natural reSUlt of general hostility, and will be easily settled
by arbitrators. The activities of the gene\:al administrative
bodies at present have likewise their soun~e in the continu~
al social war-the police and the entire administration do
nothing else put-see to it thai the war remains concealed
and indirect and does not erupt into open viqlence, intp
crimes. But if it is infinitely easier to maintain peace than
to keep war within certain limits, so it is vastly more easy
'to administer a communist community rather dian a com- '
petitive one. Md if civilization has already taught men'to
seek- their interest in the maintenance' of public order,
public security, and the public interest, and therefore to
make the ~olice, admi~istration and justice as superfluous
as ,possible; how much more will this be the casein a
society in ,which the public interest is no longer distinct

all
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from tllat of each individual! What already exists now, in
spite of the social organization, how much more will it exist
When it is no longer hindered, but supported by the social
institutions! We may thus also in this regard count on a
considerable increase in the labor force of which society is
deprived by the present social condition.
One of the most expensiveinstitutioDs which presentday society cannot dispense with are the s1!lnding armies,
by wllich the nation is deprived of the most vigorous and ..
useful section of the population and compelled to feed it .
since it thereby becomes unproductive. We know from our
own budget what the standing army costs-twenty-four
million. a year and the withdrawal from production of twice
one hundred thousand \ of the most muscular arms. In
communist society it would not occur to anyon~ to have a
standing army. What for, 'anyhow? To maintain peace in
the country? As we saw above, it will not occur to anyone
to disturb internal peace. Fear of revolutions is, of course;
the consequence only of the opposition of interests; where
the interests of all c.oincide, such fears are out of the
question. .-!- For aggressive wars? But how could a communist society conceive the i~ea of undertaking an"
aggressiv~ war? -This society which is perfectly well aware
that in war it will' only lose men and capital while the'most
it could gain would be a couple of recalcitrant provinces,
which would as a consequence be disruptive to the social
order. --For.a war of defense? For that there is no need
of a standing army, as it wiII be easy to train every fit
:rq,exnber of society, in addition to bis other occupations, in
teal; notbarrack~square handling of arms to the degree
necessary for the defense of the country. And, gentlemen,
:consider this, that in the event of a war, which anyway
could only be waged against anti-communist nations, the
member of such a society' has a real Fatherland,a real
hearth and home to defend, so that he will fight With an
enthusiasm; endurance and bravery before which the
mechanically trained soldiers of a modern army must be
scattered like chaff! Consider what wonders were worked
: by the enthusiasm of the revolutionary armieS from 1792,to
. 1799, which only fought for an illusion, for the semblance'
of a Fatherland, and you will be bound to realize how
powerful an army must be which fights, not for an illusion,
but for a· tangible reality. Thus these immense masses of
labor-power of which the civilized nations are now deprived
by the armies, would be returned to labor in a communist
: society; .they would not only produce as much as they
consume, but would be able· -to supply to the -public
storehouses a great many more products than those
necessary for their own sustenance.
, An even worse wastage of labor power is to be seen in
our existing society in the way the rich exploit their social
position. I will say nothing of all the useless and quite
ridiculous luxury which arises only from the passion for
display. and occupies a great· deal of labor power. But,
; gentlemen, just ~o into the house,the inmost sanctuary,
ofa rich man and tell .me if it· is not the most senseless
waste of labor power when you have a number of people
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waiting on one single individual, spending their time in
given you many other examples of how our present society
idleness or, at best, in work which results from the isolation
wastes its labor force-if you think about this, you will tID.d
of a single man inside his own four walls? This crowd of
that human society has an abundance of productive forces
maids, cooks, lackeys, coachmen, domestic servants, gardenat its disposal which only await a 'rational organization,
ers and whatever they are called, what do they really do?
regulated distribution, 'in order to go into operation to the
, For how few moments during the day they are ,occupied in
greatest benefit for all. After thi$ you will be able to judge
making the lives of their masters really pleasant, in facilitathow totally unfounded is the fear that, given a just distribuing the free development and exercise of their human
tion of social activity, individuals would have to bear such
a load of labor as would make it impossible for them to
nature and inborn capaciti~-and how m(l1lY hours during
engage in anything else. On th~ contrary, we can assume
the day they are occupied ill tas:ks which arise only from
that given this kind of organiZation, the preseIit customary
the bad arrangement of social relations-standing at the
labor time of the individual will be reduced by half simply
backnf the carriage, serving their employers eveiy whiJ;n,
. carrying lap-dogs, and other absurdities. IIi a rationally . by making use of the labor which is either not used at all
or used disadvantageously.
.
organized society, where everyone will be in a p,osition to
However,
the
benefits
which
communist
organization
live without pandering to the whims of the rich and without
lapsing into any such whims himself-in such a society, the
offers through the utilization of wasted labor power are not
labor power now thus wasted', on the provision of luxury yet the most significant. The greatest saving of labor power
can naturally be used to the advantage of all and to its
lies. in the fusing of the individual powers into social collec. own.
\
tive power and iIi the kind of organization which is based
A further waste of labor power occurs inotir present
on this concentration of powers hitherto opposed to one
society quite 'directly as a result of competition, f01:. this
another. Here I should like to subscribe to the proposals of
creates ~ large number of destitute workers who would
Robert Owen, the English Socialist,!since these are the most
gladly work, but cannot get· any work. Since society i~' not
practical and fully worked out. Owen proposes that instead
by any means arranged so as to be able" to pay attention
of the present toWns and villages with their separate
to' the realoutilization of the labor force; since it is left t~
individual houses standing in each other's way, we should
every individual to look for a source of gain, it is quite
construct large palaces which, built in the form of a square
natural that when re~lly or apparently useful work is being
some 1,650 feet in length and breadth, would enclose a
distribu~ed, a number of workers are left without any. This
large garden and coxnfortably accommodate from
to
is all the more the case as the competitive struggle compels
three thousand people. It is obvious that such a building;
everyone to strain his power to the utmost, to utilize all
while providing its occupants with th~ amenities of the best
available advantages, to replace dearer labor by cheaper for
contemporary housing, is far cheaper and easier to ereCt
which advanCing civilization provides more and more means
than the \present system for the same number of people.
or, in other words, everyone has to work at making others
The many rooms which now remain empty in almost every
destitute, at displacing other people's labor by one means
decent house, or are only used once or twice a year,'
or another. Thus in everj civilized society there are large
disappear without any inconvenience; the saving iIi space
. numbers cif unemployed ,people who would gladly work but
for store:rooms, cellars, etc., is also very great. -But it is
cannot find work and their number is larger than is · only when we go into domestic economy in detail that w~
.commonly believed. And so we 'find these peopleprostitut- · will really grasp the advantages of community housing.
ing themselves in one way or another, begging, sweeping
What an amount of labor and material is squandered under
the streets, standing on comers, only barely keeping body
the .present system of separate housing-in heating' for
and soul together by occasional small jobs, hawking and · example! J?very room needs to have a separate stove, every
peddling all manner of petty wareS or, ~s we saw a couple
stove has to be specially heated, kept alight, supervised, the
of poor girls doing this evening, going from place to place
fuel for heating· has to be brought .to all the different
with a guitar, playing and singing for money, compelled to
places, the ashes removed; how much simpler and cheaper
put up with all kinds. of shameless talk, every insulting
it would be to install, .instead of the ,present separate
suggestion in order to earn a couple of groschen <coins>.
heating, large-scale central heating unit, as is afready done
How many finally fall victims to real prostitution! Gentlein big public buildings, factories, churches, etc. Gaslighting,
men, the' number .of these destitute people who have no
again, is expensive at present because even the thinner
other course open but 'to prostitute themselves inane way
pipes have to be laid underground and bwing to the large
'or another is' very large-:-our Poor Relief authorities' can
areas to be. illuminated, in our towns the pipes have to be
tell you all about this-and don't forget that society
disproportionally long, whereas under the proposed arrangement everything would be concentrated in an area of a
nevertheless feeds these people in one way or another
despite their uselessness.. lfthen, society l,1as to bear the
1,650 foot square aII'd, the number of gas burners would
cost o[ their mainteI13nCe, it should also make "it possible
nevertheless be as great, so that the result would' be at
least as beneficial as in a'moderately-sized town. And then
\ for these unemployed to' earn their keep honorably. But
the.preparation of meals-what a waste of space, ingredi: the presen~' competitive. society cannot do this.
ents; labor, is involved in the present, separate households;
lfyou think about this, gentlemen,-and 1 could have

two
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where every family cooks its little bit of food in its 0Wl\,
has its own supply of. crockery, employs its own cook, must
fetch its own supplies separately from the market, from the
garden; from the butcher, ~md the baker! One can safely
assume that under a communal system of preparing and
serving meals, two-thirds of the labor force now ,engaged in
this work will be saved, and the remaining third Will
nevertheless be able to perform it better and more atten-,
tively than is the case at present. And finally, the housework itself! Will not such a building be .infinitely easier to
keep clean and in good condition when, as is possible, this
kirid of work also is organized and regularly shared out,
than the two to three hundred separate houses which would
be the eqUivalent under the present housing system?
These, gentlemen, are a few of the innumerable economic advantages which are bound to result from the communist organization of human society. It is not possible for~us
in a couple of hours and in a few words to elucidate our'
principle and duly substantiate it from all points of view.
Nor is this J:>y any means our intention. AIl we can and '
want t,o do is to shed light on a· few points and to induce
those to wh011l the matter is still strange to study it. And
'we hope at .least that we have made it Clear tliis evening
that communism is not contrary to human nature, reason,
or the human heart, and that it is nota theoly-which,
taking no account whatever of reality, is rooted in pure
fantasy.
/
I

Engels, SocIalism: Utopian and Scientific,
half of March, 1889

January~first

.

<The cOI),ditions for the -development of the individual
exist>
.
In every crisis, societyis suffocated beneath the weight
of its own productive forces and products, which it cannot
use, and stands helpless, face to face with the absurd
contradiction that the producers have nothing to consume,
because consumers are wanting. The expanSive force ofthe
means of production bursts the bonds that the capitalist'
mode of production had' imposed upon them. Their
deliverance from these' bonds is the one precondition for
an unbroken, constantly accelerated development -of the
productiv.e forces, and therewith for a practically unlimited
increase of production itself. Nor is this all. The socialized
appropriation of the means of production does away, n6t'
only with the present artificial restrictions upon production,
but also with the positive waste arid devastation of productive forces and products that are at the present time,the
inevitable concomitants of production, and that reach their
height in the crises. Further, it sets free for the c9mmunity
at large a mass of means ofproductioIi and of products, by
doing, away with the' senseless extravagance of' the ruling
classes of tOday and their politic~l representatives. Tpe
possibility of securing for every member of society, by
means of socialized production, an existence not orily fully
.I

sufficie~t materially, and bec<?ming day by day more full, .
but an exiStence guaranteeing to all the free development
and exercise of their physical and mental .faculties-this
possibility is now for the first time here, but it is here.
<An en~ to commodity 'production; from· anarchy to .
. organization; from· necessity to freedom>
With the seizing of the me~ns of production by society,
production of commodities is done away with, and, simulta.neously, the mastery of the product, over the producer.
. Anarchy in social production is replaced by systematic,
definite organization. The struggle for individual existence "
disappears. Then for the first time man, in a certain sense, ,
is finally marked off from the rest of the animal kingdom, '
and emerges from mere animal conditions of existence into
really human ones. The whole sphere of the conditions of
life which environ man, and which have hitherto ruled man,
now comes under the dominion and control of man, who
for the first time becomes the real, consciouS lord of
Nature, because he has now becQine ·master of his own
spcial organization. The laws of his own social action;
hitherto standing face to face with man as laws of Nature
foreign to, and dominating him, will then be used with' full
understanding, and so mastered by him. Man's>' own social
organi~tion;' hitherto confronting him as a necessity
imposetl by nature and history, now becomes the result of
his 6~ free action. The extraneous objective forces that
have hitherto governed history pass under the control of
man himself: Only from that time will man himself, with
full consciousness, make ·his own history-only from that
time will the social causes set in movement by him have,
in the main, and \ in a constantly growing measure, the
results intended by him. It is the ascent <leap> of man
from ~he kingdom <realm> of necessity to the kingdom of
freedom.
(From a few pages from the end of the work This passage
can also be found in Engels's work "HelT Eugen Diihring's
Revolutiol1 in Science (Alzti-Duhring)'~ near the erul of
Chapter II "Theoretical" of Pan III "Sociali,sm")

Expropriation
Marx and Engels, The. Manifesto of the Communist
Pflrty, 1848

Communism deprives no man of the power to appropriate the products of .societY; an that it does is to deprive
~im of the power to subjugate thl? labor of others by means
of such appropriation. : .
'
(From Section II 'Proletarians· arul Communists")

I
"

,

Mane, Capital, Vol. 1, 18,67
As soon as this process of transformation has sufficiently de~omposed theald societY frpm top, to bottom, as soon
as the laborers are turned into proletarian~, t.heir means
of lapor into i:!apital, as soon i!s the capitalist mode of
'production stands on its own feet, then the further social'ization of labor and further transformation of the land and
other means ,of Pfoductiqn into socially exploited 'and,
therefore, common, means of production, as well as the
further', expropria,tion of privat~ :P,foprietors, takes a new
, form. That which is' now to be' expropriated is no longer
" the labordr,working fo~ himself, but the capitalist,exploitjng"many laborers., This .. expropriation is accomplished by
the action of the immanent laws of capitalistic production
itself, by the cent:ralization. of capitat .one capitalist always
kills many. Hand in, hand with this centralization, or this
" expropriation' of many capitalists by few, develop, on ap.
ever-extending scale, the co-operative form of the labor~
process, th.e conscious'technical application of scien~e, the
methodical cultivation of the soil, the transformation of the
instruments of labor bito instruments oflabor only :usable
in common, the economizing of all mJ~ans of production by
,their use as the means of production of c;ombined" social-'
ized labor, the entanglement of all peoples in the net of
the world-market, and with this, the internati6nal character,
of the 'capitalistic, r~gime." Along with .the constantly'
diminishing number of the magnates ofcapit~l, who usurp
and'monopolize all advantages of this process of transformation, grows the mass of misery, oppression, sl~very;
degradation, exploitation; but with this too grows the revolt
of the working~cIass,a class always increas~ng, in'mimbers,
and disciplined, united, organized by the very mechanism of
the processof'capitalist pro~u,ction itself. The monopoly of
capital becomes a fetter,'upon the mode of production,
which has sprung up and flourished ..along with, and under
it. Centralization of the means of produCtion and socializa- t
· tion of labor at least reach a point where, they become
incompa.tible, with their capitalist integument. This integument is burst asunder. The, knell of capitalist private
· property sounds. The,expropriators are expropriated. The capitalist mode of appropriation, the result of the
capitalist mode of production, produces capitalist private
property. This is the first negation of individual private
property, as founded on the labor of the propz:ietor; But
capitalist production begets, with the inexorability of a law
of Nature, its own negation. It is the negation of negation.
This does not re-establish private property for the producer, but gives him individual property based on·the.acquisitions of the capitalist. era: i.e., on co-operation and the
possession in common of the land and of the means of
production.
.'
The transformation of scattered private property, arising
from individual lab or, into capitalist p!,"ivate property is,
naturally, a process, incomparably more protracted, violent,
· and difficult, than the transformation of capitalistic private.
pr~perty,already practically resting c;m socialized produc,
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tion, into socialized property. In the former case, we, had
the expropriation of the mass of the people by a few
usurpers; in the latter, we have the expropria.tion of a few
usurpers by, the mass of the people.
, (From Chapter XXXII "The historic.al tendency of capitalist .
,accumulation" of Part VIII "The sp-called primitive accumulation")
Engels, IntroductIon to liThe Civl{ War In France",
March 1'8, 1891
",
\

:.;!he hardest thing to' understand is certainly the holy
awe with whJch they reIllained standing respectfully outsi~e
the gates of the Bank of France. This. 'was also a serious
political mistake. The bank in the hands of the Commune
: ~this would have been worth more than ..ten thousand
. hostages.' It would have meant the pressure of the whole of
the French bourgeoisie on tpe Versailles government in
favor of peace with the' Commune. But wh~t is still more
wonderful ,is the correctness of much that nevertheless was
dOl1e by the Commune, ,composed as it was of Blanquists
and Proudhonists.
.

.....

.'.

By 1871, large-scale industry had already so much ceased
to be ,an ~ceptionar case even i~ Paris, the center of
'a.rtistichandicrafts, that by far the most important decree
. of the Commune instituted ~n organization of large-scale
industry and even' of manufacture which was not only· to be
, based on the association of the workerS in each factory, but
also to co'mbirie all these associations in one great union;
in short, an organization which, as Marx quite rightly says
.in The Civil War, must,neces~arily have ~ed in the, end to
communism, that is to say, the direct' opposite of the
Proudhon 'doctrine. And, therefore, the Commune was the
grave of the. Proudhon school of socialism. I
(In the last third of the introduction)

.

:Pla,nning
En~elsj Introduction to Dialectics' of Nature, 1875-76
... Only· conscious organization of social production, in
which production and distributioh are carried on in a
planned way, can lift mankind above the rest of the animal
'world as regards the social aspect, in the same way that
productiop. in general has done this for men in their aspect
as speCies. Historical evolution makes such an organization
'daily more indispensable, but also with eyery day more
possible. From it will date a new epoch 9f history, in which
mankind itself., and with mankind all branches of its '
activity, and especially natural science, will experience an
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,
,
advance that will put everything preceding it in the deepest
shade.
'
'
(From the 'atterpaFt of the "Ilitroduction")
,Engels, A Critique ot ·th~ Draft Soclal-Dem'octatlc ."
Program ot 1891, June 1891

<In 'Germany, a form of state monopoly capi.talism was
developing. It sought torpiall whole spheres of production,
while capitalist anarchY was reproduced on a higher level.>

individual member to such an e,p:ent that all have enollgh
, free tiIne left to take part in the general-both theoretical
and prac:tiCal-a-ffairs of society. !tis <;mly now,iherefore,"
that every ruling and exploiting class has become supetlluous and indeed altindrance to social deveJopment, and it
is -only now, too, that it will be inexorably abolished,
110wever much it m~y be in· possessIon of "direct force."
(Fourth par~graph froni the end of Chapter IV "The force
theory (conclusion)" of Part II)
,

_ Paragraph 4.
).
"The want of plan .rooted in the nature 9f capitalist
, private production,"needs considerapl(} improvement. -l am
'\ Now the economical function of tlie capitalist middle
fa,miliar with capitalist production as social. form, 'or an · class l1as be~n, indeed, to crea~e the 'modern sYstem of
economic' phase; capitali~t pJivate production' being
steam manufactures 'and steam communications, and to
phenomenon which iIi one form or another is encountered
crush every economical and political obstacle which delayed
in that ,phase.. What is, c~pitalist private production? · or hindered the development of, that system. No doubt, as
long as the capitalist middle class ,performed this function
Production by ~eparate entrepreneurs, which is increasIngly
becoming an exception: Capitalist production by joiTtt-stock
it V\'as, under the ,circumstances, a necessl;lry class. But is it
still so? Does it contil1ue to 'fulfil its essential function as
conlpimies is no longer private production but production 'on
behalf of many associated people: A!ld when we pass on
the m!'lnager and expander of social production for the
bene,fit 'of society ,at large? Let us see.
_
,from joint-stock companies to tru(ts, which domin~teand
mo~opolize whole branches of industry, this puts anelld
T6'~egin with the means of communication, we find the
not only to pri:vateproductiolZ but also to p!anlessness. If the~ telegraphs in the hands of tlie Gov~rnment, The railways
word ''private'' were deleted the sentence could pa&s.' ': .,~ · and a large parl of the sea"'goiI!gsteamships are owned, not
by individual capitalists who manage their own business, but
. by jbint-stock, companies whose business, is managed for'
them by paid employees,by servants whose position is to all
intents and purposes that of superior, bette'! paid workpeo, pIe. Ano the directors and Shareholders, they both know
that tlle' .less the former .interfere with the management, '
". ' ; ; '
,'.'
aJld the latter, with, the supervision, the better' for the
concern. A lax and mostly' perfunctory _supervision is,
indeed, the only fUncti9n left to the owners of the business.
Engels, Heir Eugen Dahrb~iJsRevolutioli in Science
- '_ Thus we see that in reality the capitalist owners of theSe
(Anti-Dahring), September 1876 - June 1878
immense establishments have no other action left with
regard'
to them, but to' cash the half-yearly dividend
<All .the ruling and, explofting class have become
wartants.
The so.cial function of the capitalist here has been
superfluous due to the growth of the productivity of labor>
transferred to 'servants paid by wages; but he continues to
pocket in his dividends, the pay for those functions though
We may add at this point t1i~t all historical. antagonisms
he
,has ceased to perform them.
.
between exploiting and - exploited, _ruling and oppressed
.'
':alit
another
function
is
still
left
to
the
capitalist,
whom
classes to t~is very day find their explanation in this same
the extent, of the, large .undertakings in question has
relatively undeveloped 'productivity Of human labor. So long
cOl;npelled
to "retire'l, from their management. And this
as the really working' population were SQ much occupied
is
to speculate with his shares on the Stock
function
with their necessary labor'Jhat they had no time left for
Exchange.
For
_want ,of something better to do, our "relooking after the common affairs of society~the 'directlon
tired"
or
in
reality
superseded capitalists, gamble to their
of labor, affaIrs of statenegal matters; art,science, etc.......
hearts>
content
in
this
'temple of mammon. They go there
so long was it necessary that there should constantIyexist
wit~ Jhe deliberate iptention to pocket money which they
a- special class, freed from actual -labor, ,to ,m~nage 'these'
were pretending to earn; though they ~ay, the origin of a!l
affairs; and this class never failed, for its own advant~ge, -to
property is labor and' saving-the origin perh~ps. but
impose a greater and greater burden of labor on the
certainly not the end.'Yhat hypocrisy to forcibly close petty
w9rking masses. Only the immense increase of theproduc~
gambling -houses, when our -capitalist society cannot do
tive forces attained by modern industry has made it possible
,Without
an immense gambling house. where millions after
to distribute'labontmqnga11 'meritbern)f.sbciety without"
niiIlionS;are
lost-and won; for its very center!. Here, indeed,
exception; '- :artd' thereby' fo-,!jimit -'the" laboMime; 0f ' each
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' . .the existence of tlie, "retired" shareholding' capitalist· proceeds of labor are the totaJ social product.
'becomes not. only superfluous, but a perfect nui.sap.ce.
From this must, now be deducted:. '
What is true for railways and steamshipping is ;becom- '- First, cover for replacement of the means ,of production
,jng more and more true every day for all large manufacused tip.
'
.
Secondly; additional portion for expansion of production.
turing and trading establishments. "Floating~'-transfonn',ing large private conc~rns into limited companies.."...has
Thirdly, reserve or insurance funds to provide against.
accidents, dislocations caused by natural calamities, etc. .
been'the'order of'the day for the last ten years arid more.
These deductions from the "undiminished proceeds of
From the large Manchester warehouses of the City to the
ij:'onworks. and 'coalpits of 'Wales -and the North and the
labor" are an ec.onomic 'necessity and their magnitude is to
factories of Lancashire, everything has been, or is being, ,b.,e determmed according to available means and forces,
and partly 1:>y ~omputatiOri. of probabilities, but they are in .
, floated. In all Oldham there is scarcely a cotton mil1,lef~ in
no way calculable by equity ',<"fairness" or "rights" or .
private hands; nay, even the retail tradesman is more, and
~'undiminished proceeds">.
'
, '
more superseded by "cooperative stores", the ~reat m~jority
There remains the other part of the total product,
of which are co-operative in name only-but of that
.
another time. Thus we see that by the very development of- intended to serve as'means of consumption.
Before this is divided among the individuals, there has
·the system of capitalist's production the capitalist is'
,
superseded quite as much as the handloom-weaver. ,With ,t,<l be ded~cted again, from it:
. ".this difference, tliough, that the handloom-weaver, is ~. - First, the, general costs of administratioh not belonging to
doomed to slow starvation, and the superseded capitalist fo'" ~ productiOli.
.'
.
",' '
slow death from overfeeding. In this they generallx are both, ' ;' This part will, from,·the outset, be very considerably
alij<.e, that neither knows what to do with himself.
, "restricted in comparison with present-day society and it
, Thi~, then, is the respIt: the economical development of, diminishes in proportion as the new society develops.
SecQndly, thaNvhich is intended for the common sa,tisfacour actual society tends 'more and mOre to concentrate, to
socialize prod:uction into immense establishments which
tioit of needs, such as scho~ls: health services, etc. , ./ .'
cannot any longer be managed by single capitalists. All the/From the outset this part grows considerably in comparisQn with present-day so~iety and it grows in proportion as
trash of "(he eye of the master", and the' wonders it does,
tUInS into' sheer nonsense as soon as an undertaking
the 'new society develops."
,..,
reaches a certain size., Imagine "tl;te eye of the master"of
Thirdly, fundS for those u1zable. to work, etc:, in short, for
what is included under so-called official poor relief today.
the London and North Western \R~ilway! But what t.he
Only now do we come to the "distribution" which the
master, cannot do the workmen, the wages-paid servants of
prognim, under Lassallean infllience~ alone p'a~ in vie~ i,n
, the 'Company, can do, and do it succ~stully.
Thus the capitalist can no longer lay claim fa his profits _. its narrow fashion, namely, to that part of the, means 'of
as "wageS of supervision", as he supervises nothing., ;Let us
consumption which'is diyided among the individual producremember that when the defenders of' capital druin' that
ers of the co-operative society.,
.
hollow phrase into our ears.
' "The "undiminished proceeds of labor" have already
unnoticeably becpme <;onverted into the "diminished"
,"
'proce~ds,aIthoJlgh what the, producer is deprived of in his
capac~ty as a private indiVIdual benefits him directly or
indire~tly in his capaci.tyas a member of society.
Just as the phrase of the "undiminished proceeds of
labor" has disappeated, so, now does the' phrase of the
"proceeds of labor'; disappear altogeth~r.
'
Within the co-operative soci~ty based on common
ownership of the means of production, t:tt~producers do
Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program,
April or May"
.
not exchange their products; j~st as little .does the labor
1875
•
employed on the products. appear here 'as the value o[these
products, as an objective· quality. possessed by them, 'since
3. "The emancipation of labor demands
now"in',~ontrast to capitalist society, individual'lal?or' no
the ,promotion: of the inst~ments ,of labor
~onger exists in an indirect fashion but directly <as. a
to the common property of society and the, '
component part of the total labor.· The phrase "proceeds
co-operative regulation of the total labor· "
of labor/'objectionable .also today on. ' account· of' '.Its
with a fair distribution of the proceeds of '
ambig\lity, thus loses all' m e a n i n g . . ;
,,
labor."
'"
:,""
.<The labor certificate>, '
I

" ,

Distributionahd wages,

,~
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,"".. f
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Let us take first of all· thy words: "'proceeds· anabar"
. in the sense onhe product of -labor; then.the :co"operative:
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;; What we have' to. 4eal with b.e~eis,a.co:ntmullist.society;
not ,as it h~sdevclpped'on ·itsown founda,tiohs,·but; .01\ the:
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so far as they are ;brought under an equal point of view"
contrary, just as it emerges from capitalist society; which is
are taken frof one definite side only, for instance; in the
thus in every respect, economically, morallynd intellectually, stilI stamped with the birth marks of, the old society' present case, are regarded only as workers fl;nd nothing
more is seen in them, everything else being ignored.
'from whose womb it emerges. Accordingly, the individljal
Further,one worker is married, another not; one has more
producer receives back from society-after the ,deductions
children than another, and so on and so 'forth. ,Thus, with
have been made-exactly what he gives to it. What he has
an equal performance of labor; and hence an equal share
given to it is his individual quantum of labo.r. For example,
in the social consumption fuild, oJ!.e Will in fact receive
the social workihg day consists of the sum of the individual
more than another, one will be richer than another, and so
hours of work; ,the individual labor time pf t~e individual
producer is the part of the social worIdng day contributed , "on. To avoid all these defects, right instead of being equal
by him,his share in it; He receives a cert~ficate _from , would -have to be unequal.
society that he has fumishM such ,and such an amount of
. <It is determined not by philosophizing about juStice
labor (after deducting his labor for the common funds), and
by the economic structure of society and the resulting
,
but
with this certificate, he araws from the s.ocial stock of
cultural development>
means of ~onsumption, as ' much' as the same amount of
,
'
labor costs. The same amount of labor which he has given
to society in one form he receives back in another.
,
But, thes,e defects are inevitable in the first phase of
Here obviously the same principle prevails as that which - ' . communist society as it is when it haS 'just emerged after,
regulates the exchange of commodities, as far as this is 'prplonged birth pangs from capitalist society. Right can
never he Jligher than the economic structure of society and
exchange of equal values. Content' and form are changed,
because under, the alten!d, ctrcumstances no ,one can give, "its cultural development conditioned thereby.
Ina higher phase of, communist society, after the
, anything exrept his labor, and because/on the other hand,
enslaving subordination of' the individual to the division of
nothing can pass into the ownership of individuals except
labor, and therewith also the antithesis between mental and
individual means of consufuption. But, as far as the
phySical labor, has vani~Jied; after labor has become "not
distribution of the' latter among' the individual producerl) is
concerned, the same principle prevails as in the exchange
only a, means of Ufe but life's prime want~ after the
of commOdity-equivalents: a giveI{ amount of labor in one
productive forces have also increased with 'the all-r~)Und
~orII1 is exchanged for an ~quatamou'nt of iabor in another
development of the individual, and all the springs of coform.
operative wealth flow more abundantly-only then can the
narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed ih its' entirely
, \
<To ea,ch ac::cording to one's work is still, in principle,
and societY inscribe on its banners: Fi-opt each according to
his ability, to each according to his needs!
bourgeois, right and has its limitations> .
I .have dealt more at length with the "undiminished
proceeds of labor/' on the one hand, and with "eC).ual
Hence" equal right here is still in principle--:-boUlgeois
'light, although principle and practice are llO longer at' right" and "fair distribution," on the other, in order to
show what Ii crime it is to attempt, on the one hand, ~o
loggerheads, while the exchange of equivalents in commodiforce on our Party again, as dogmas, ideas which, in a
ty exchange only exists on the average and not in the
certain pe~i9d had some meaning but have. now become
"
individual case;
In spite of this advance, this equal iiglzt is still constantly , obsolete verbal rubbish, while again perverting, on the
other, the realistic outlook, which it cost so much effort to
stigmatized by a bourgeois limitation. The right of the
-producers is propOltiOlia.i to the labor they supply; the , instill into the Party but which has now taken root in it, by
means of ideological nonsense about right and other trash
equality consists ill the fact that measurement is made'with
so' comnion among the deI)J.ocra,ts and French Socialists.
' .
\
an equalstandard, labor.
But one man is superior to another physically' or'
<The system of distribution follows from the conditions
mentally and s.o supplieS more labor in the same time, or
of production itself>
'
can labor for a longer time; nd labor, 'to'serve as a Jheas,ure, must be def}ned by its duration or intenSity, otherwise
Quite apart from the analysis so far given" it was in
it ceases to be a standard' of measurement. This equal, fight
general a mistake to make a fuss about so-called distribuis an unequal right for unequal labor. It recognizes no class
tion, and put' the principal stress, on it.
\
differences, because everyone is only a worker like, everyAny distribution whatever of the means of consumption
'one else; but it, tacitly recognizes 'unequal individual
is only a consequence of'the distribution of the conditions
endowment and thus productive, capacity as natural privIof production themselves. The latter distribution, however,
leges. It is, therefore, a light of inequality, in its content, like
isa feature of the mode of production itself. 'The capitalist
every right. Right by its very nature can consist only in the
mode of production, for eXample, rests on the fact that the
,application of an equal standard;' but ,unequal individuals
(and they wou!d not be different ,individuals if they were \' material conditions of production are in the hands of nonworkers in the form of property in capital and land, while
not unequal) are measurable only by an equal standard in
"

"

.',
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the masses are only owners of the personal condition of
production, of labor power. If the eleme~ts ,of ~rdduction
are so distributed, then the present-day dIstnbutlOn of the
means of consumption results automatically. If the material
conditions of production are the co-operative property of
the workers themseives, then there likewise results a
distribution of the means of consumption different from the
present one. Vulgar socialism (and from it in'turn a section
, of the democracy) has taken over from the .bo~rg~ois
, economists the consideration and treatment of. dIstnbution
"as independent of the mode of production and' hence the
presentation of socialism as'turning principally on distribution. After the real relation has long,been made clear, why
retrogress again?
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<Distribption .in tum' reacts back upon production and'
exchange>

Distribution, howev,?r, is not a mer~ly passive result of
production and eXChange; it in its tum reacts upon both.of
these. Each new mode of pJ,'oduction or form of exchange
is at first retarded not only by the old forms and the
political institutions which correspond to .them, but. also by
the old mode of distribution; it can secure the distribution ",
which ill suitable to it only in the course of a long struggle.
But the more mobile a given mode of production and
exchange, the more capable it is of perfection and development, the more rapidly does distribution reach the stage at
which it outgrows· its progenitor, the hitherto prevailing
(From Section J)
mode of production and exchange, and comes into conflict
with it. The old primitive communities which have already .
,
i
been mentioned could remain in existence for thousands of
Engels, Herr Eugen Dahrlng's Revolution In ScIence
years-as in India and among the Slavs up to. the present
(AnfI-Diihring) , Septe":lber 1876 - June 1878.
.
day-before intercourse withthe outside world gave risejn
their.midstto the inequalities of property as a result of
<Distribution determined by production and excliange>
, which they began to break up. On the contrary,. capitalist
production, which is hardly three hundred years old and has
The mode of production and exch'ange In a defmit~
become
predominant only since the introduction of modem
historical society, and the historical conditions which have
industry, that is, only in the last hundred years, has in. this
given birth to this society, deterI?ine the ~ode of distrib.ushort time' brought ~bout antitheses iIi c;iistrjbutiontion of its products. In the tnbal or VIllage commumty
concentration of capital in a few hands on the one side and
with common ownership of land -with Which, or with the
concentration' of the propertyless masses in the big towns
easily recognizable survivals of wh!ch, ,all civilized. peo~les
on the 9ther-which must of necessity bring about its
enter history-a fairly equal distrIbutIon of products IS a
downfall.
matter of cour~e; where considerable inequality of distribution'among the members of the community sets in, this is
<How distribution is seen by the popular instinct>
an indica,tionthat the community is already beginning to
•
break up. . . . .
The connection between distribution and the material
The introduction and extensive use of metallic money
conditions
of existence of\society at any period lies so
jn a country in which hitherto natural economy was
natur~ of things that it is always reflected in
much
in
the
universal 9r predominant is always associated with a more
popular
instinct.
So long as a mode of production still
or less rapid revolutionization of the former mode of
describes
an
ascending
curve of development, it is enthusidistribution, and this takes place in such a way that the
by those who come off worst from
astically
welcomed
even
inequality of distribution ,among the individuals and
correspondi~g mode of distribution. This was the case
its
therefore the opposition between rich and poor becomes
with the English worker~ in the beginnings' of modem
more and more pronounced. The local guild-controlled
industry. And even while this mode of production rem~ins
handicraft production of the Mipdle Ages precluded .the
normal
for society, there is, in general, contentment with
existence of big capitalists and lifelong wage-workers Just.
·the
distribution,
and if objections to it begin to be rais~,
as these' are ""inevitably brought into existence by modem
these
come
from
within the ruling class itself (Saint-SiInon,
large-scale industry, the credit system of the present day,
Fourier,
Owen)
and
find no response whatever among the
and the form of exchange corresponding to the developexploited
masses.
Only
when the mode of production in
ment of both of them....:....free competition.
question
has
already
described
a good part of its deScendBut with the differences in distribution, cIassdifferellces
outlive<l
its day, when the
ing
curve,
when
it
has
half
emerge.. Society divides into classes: the privileged and
condition
of
its
existence
have
to
a'
large
extent disapthe dispossessed, the exploiters and the exp~OIted, the rulers
is
already
knocking
at the door
peared,
and
its
successor
and the ruled; and the state, which the primitive groups of
-it
is
only
at
this
stage
that
the
constantly
,increasing .
communities of the same tribe had at first arrived at only
inequality of distribution appears as unjust; it is only then
in order to safeguard their common interests (e.g. irrigation
that appeal is made from the facts which have had their
in the East) and for protection against external enemies,
~ay to so-caiIed eternal justice. From a scientific standfrom this stage onwards acquires just as. much the function
point, this appeal to morality and justice does 'not help us
of maintaining by force the conditions of existence and
an inch further; moral indignation,. however justifiable
domination of the ruling class against the subject class.
i cannot serve economic science as an argument, but only

I.

as . ,
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a symptom. The task of economic.science is rather to show
and Herr' Diihring carefully avoids even the slightest
that the social abuses which have recently been developing
reference to this:-thatat a certain stage of development,
tb,e ,production of commodities becomes transformed into,
are necessary consequences of the existing mQde of
capitalist production, and that at this stage "the laws of
I production, but fit the same time alsQ indicat!ons of its ..
approaching dissolution; and to reveal, within the alreJdy
appropriation or of private property, laws that are based
.on tbe production and circulation of commodities, become
dissolving economic form of motion, the elements of the
future new organization of production and exchange which
by their own inner and inexorable dialectic changed into
will put an end to those abuses. The wrath which creates
their very opposite. The exchange of equivalents, the
the poe~ is absolutely jn place in describing' these abuSes;
original operation with which we started, has now become'
; and also.in attacking those apostles of harmony in the
turned round in such a way that there is only an apparent'
service of the ruling class who either deny or palliatet4em;
exchailgy~ This. is owing to the fact, first, that the capital
but how little it proves in any particular case is evident . which:is exchanged for labor-power is itself but a portion
of tlJ,eproduct of others' labor appropriated without an
I from the fact that in every epoch of past history there haS
equivaJent; and, secondly that this capital must not only be
been no lack of material for such wrath.
.
replaced by .its producer, but replaced together with an
Political economy however, as the science of the
added surplus .... At first the rights of property seemed to
conditions and forms under. which the various huma,n
JIs to' be 'based on a man's own labor....;Now, however (at
societies have produced and exchanged and on this' basis
the end of the Marxian analysis), property turns out to be
have distributed their products-political economy in this
the right, on the part of the capitalist, to appropriate the
wider sense has still ~o be brought into being. Such
unpaid- labor of others or its product, and to be the
economic science as we possess up to the. present ~s liinited
impossibility, on t~e part of the laborer, of appropriating
almost exclusively to the genesis' and develop!Uentofthe
his' oWn product. The separation of property from labor
capitalist mode of, productiqn: it 'begins with a critique of
has. become, the necessary consequence of' a law that .
the survivals of the feudal forms of production aridex7
change, shows the necessity of their replacem&:p.t by' apparently originated in their identity."
capitalist forms, .then develops the laws of the capHalist , ',~ (from Chapter II "The Force Theory" of Part II. The
pas~age from' "Capital" is. about midway in Section 1
mode of production and its corresponding forms 'of ex~
" ...Transition of the laws of property t,11at characterize
change in their positive aspects, that it, the aspeqt~ jn
production of commodities into laws of capitalist appropriawhich they further the general aims o~ society, and ends
tion"of ,<;:hapter XXIV "The conversi.on of surplus-value
with a socialist cr~tique of the capitali~t mode of p!oduc"
tion, that is, wilh aI). exposition of its laws in their negative
jnto c!!.pital" of Part VII.)
aspects, with a demonstration that this mode of production,
by virtue of its own development, drives towards the point
<The relation of skilled and unskil~ed labor>
at which it makes itsel[impossible. This critique proves that
the capitalist forms of production im~ exchange. become
The pas~age in' Marx which caIls for~h this· "mighty
more ap.d more an intolerable fetter on production itself,
~hat the, mode of distribution necessarily determined by
wrath" on Herr Diihring's part, is very brief. Marx is
~xamining what it is that determines the value of commodithose forms has produced a situation among the; classes
which is daily becoming more intolerable-the antagonism,
ties' and gives the answer: the human' labor embodied in
them.. This, he continues, "is· tbe expenditure of simple
sharpening from day to daY,between capitalists, constantly
decreasing in. number but constantly growing richer, 'and ; labor power which, on an average, apart from any special
development, exists. in the organism of every ordinaiy
propertyless wage-workers, whose number is constantly
increasing and whose conditions, taken as a whole, l'Ire
individual. ...Skilled labor counts only as simple 'labor
. steadily deteriorating; and finally, that the colossal produc-:intep.sified, or rather, as multiplied simple labor, a given
tive forces created within the capitalist mode of production
ql,la~tity of skilled labor being considered equal to a greater
qu!!.nJity of simple labor; Experience shows that this
which the latter can no longer master, are only wajting: to
redilcti0l}- is constantly being .made. A commodity may be
be taken possession of by a s;ociety organized for.cooperative work on a planned basis to ensure to all members
the product of the most skilled, labor, but its value, by
of society the means of existence a,nd ofth~ free qevelop-' equating it to the. product of simple unskilled labor,
ment of their capaCities, and indeed inconstantly increasing
represents a definite'ql,lantityofthe latter labor alone; The
different. proportions .in which different sorts .of-labor are
measure.
(From the third paragraph of Chapter I "Subject Matter' reducM to unskilled labor as their standard, are established
by -it special process that goes.' on behind .the backs of the
and Method" of Part ,II "Political Economy")
producers. and; . consequently,. ,appears to be. fixed by
custom/' <.inSection 2 of Chapter I "Commodities" of
Part 1 of Capital, Volume I> :'
,5Commodity pro~uction leads to .capitalist productibn>:
Marx isd~liri.g heredireclly only with tlie determination
,
.
, ... Now in Capital, Marx proved with'a.bsolutecladty- . of the value ,of commodities,. i.e" of objects which,within a
.

I
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SOciety composed of private,producers, are producecJand
exchanged against each other by these private producers
for their priv&te accourit. In this passage therefore there is
. no question whatever of "absolute value" ... but of the
value which is current in a .definite form of society....

a Shameless imposture, the' like of which is· o~ly. to be
found in the gangster press.
"

<Labor is the measure of value, and therefore doesn't
itself have a value>
. ,
'
But let' us look a little more closely at the "doctrine of
equality'in values." Al1labor~time is entirely equal in value,
the porter's' and the architect'S <according to Diihring's
premise>. So <it must follow from,Diihring's views that>
labor-tiine, and therefore labor itself, has a value. But labor
is the creator of all values. It alone gives' the products
found in nature value in the economic sense. Value itself
is nothing else than the expression of the socially neCessary
human labor materialized in an object. Labor can therefore
have no vahie. One might as well speak of the value of
value, or try to determine the weight, not of a heavy body,
but -of heaviness itself, as speak of the value of labor, and
try to determ,ne it. Herr Diihring dismisses people like
Owen, Saint-Simon and Fourier by calling them social
alchemists. His subtilizing over the value of labor-time, that
is, of labor, shows that he ,ranks far beneath the real
alchemists. And now let the reader fathom Herr Diihring's
brazenness in imputing' to Marx the assertion, that the
labor-time of one person is in itself more valuable than
that of another, that labor-time; and therefore labor, has a
value~to Marx, who first demonstrated that labor can have
no value, and why it carinot!

"Therefore the position is not," !;IerrDiihringproceeds,
"as in Herr Marx's nebulous conception, Jpat the labor
time of one person is in itself more valuable than of
another ... but all labor time is in its essence and without
exception-and therefore without any need to' take an
average....:..absolutely equal in value." It is fortunate {or
Herr'Diihring that fate did not make him ~ manufacturer,
and thus preserved him from fIXing the value of his
products on the basis of this new ~le and thereby running
inevitably into the arms of bankiuptcy. What!. Ate we here
still in. the society of manuf~cturers? No, far from it. With
his natural costs of production and absolute value Herr
Diihring has made us take a leap, a veritable saIto mOltale,
Qut of the present evil world of exploiters into his own
economic commune 'of the future, into the pure air of
equality and justice; and so we must 'now, even though
prematurely. take a glance at this ~ew world.
,
It is true that, according to HelT Diihring'stheory, only'
the labor~time expended can measure the value of econom~
. ic things even in t,he economic commuhe; but as a matter
of course the, labor~time of e~ch individual must be
considered absolutely equal to start with, all lab9rAime is
principle and Without exception absolutely equa! in .
value, without any need to' take first an average. <Engels , '<Communist distribution of the necessitieS of life is not
then proceeds to refer to Diihring's charaCterizations' or
some'"sort ofpuriIied wage systein>
. ....
..
Marx's views as hazy, a carryover from the educated classes,
etc.> And· now' compare' with this radical equalitarian
' For socialism, which wants to emancipate human Iaborsocialism hazy Marx's conception that the labor-time of one
power from its status of a commodity, !herealization that
labor has no value and can have none is of great imporperson is in itself more valuable. than that· of anoih(fr,
because more average labor-time is condensed; as it were,
ta.nce. With this realization all,attempts-inherited by Herr
within it-a conception which held Marx captive by reason
Diihring from primitive workers' sociiilism-to regulate the
of the traditional mode of thought of the' educated classes,
future distribution of' the necessaries of life as. a kind of '.
to whom it necessarily appears monstrous. that the laborhigher wages fall to the ground. And from it ~omes the
time of a porter and that of an architect should be recogfurther realization that distribution, in so far as it is
nized as of absolutely equal-value from the standpoint of governed by purely economic consIderations, will b~
economics!
regulated by the interests of production, and that produc.:!
Bnfortunately Marx put a short footnote to the passage
tion is, most encouraged by a mode of distribution which
in Capital cited above: "The reader must note that we are
alloWs(l11 members of society to develop, maintain and
exercise their capacities ,with maximum universality. It i\
not speaking here of the wages or value that the laborer
gets fora given labor-time, but oUhe value of the commoditrue that, to the mode of thought of the educated classes
'ty in which that labor~timeis materialized!'<;See Section
which Herr Diihring has inherited; it must seem monstroUs
2' "The Twofold Character of the Labor embodied in
thffi in time to come there will no longer be any profes';;
Commodities"of Chapter I of Part I> Marx, "who seems .' sional porters' or architects, and that the m&n V1{ho for half
an hour gives instructions as an architect will also act as a
here to have had a presentiment of the coming of his
Diihtihg, therefore safeguards himself against an application I' porter fora periQd,rin~ilhis activity as an architect is
of'his .statements quoted above even to the wages which . 'again required. A fine sort of socialism that would be:are' paid in existing so.ciety'for compound labor; And', if
perpetuating professional portersI
Herr Diihring, not content With doing this all the same,
If the equality of value of labor-time means that each
presents tbese statements as ~he principleS on which Marx
laborer produces' equal values in equal periods of'time,
without there being any need to take an average, then this
would like to see the distribution of the necessaries of life
regulated iD. society organized socialistically, he is' guilty of
is obviously wrong. If we take tWo 'workers, even' in,the
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same "ranch of industry, the va,lue they produce in one
whole debate.
hour of labor-time wnr always vary with the intensity Of \
their .labor 'and their" skill;....-and not even an economic
commune, at any r~te not on our planet, can rep1edy this
evil-which, however, is only an evil for people like
D,iihring. What, then, remains of the complete equality of 'Money, the lab9r, certificate,
value of any and every labor? Nothing but the purely
an~ commun'ist; society
braggart phrase, which has no other economic Jo:unqation
than HerrDiihring's incapacity to distinguish between t1~e
determination of value.by labor ,and determination of value
by wages~nothing but the ukase <official decre'e 'or,
proclamation>, the basic law of the new economic COll1Engels, Herr Eugen Diihrlnrl's Revolution In Science
m\lne: Equal wages fof equal labor-timel Indeed, the old
(Antl-Diihrfng), September 1876 - June 1878
French communist workers ,and WeHling had much,,~etfer
reasons for the equaIityof wages which they advocated.
, <Diihring appar~ntly ridiculed the views of other
socialists about 'labor' certificates and prided himself
<The problem of higher wages for skilled labor>
Oij holding that the future. "economic commune"
, would maintain money permanently, and furthermore
How then are we to solve the whole important question
maintain it on' "the basis provided by the precious
me~als," that is, metallic currency. In his view, "the
of the higher wages paid for compound labor? In a society
of private producers, private individuals or their families
output of the precious metal will continue, as now, to
pay'the costs, of training the' qualified worker; hence the
determine the value of money." He states that "the
higher, price paid for qualified labor-power accrues first 'of \
syStem of the free ¢conomic society...remains a vast
ex.change institution, the operations within which are,
all to private individuals: the skilful slave is sol4 for' a ...
higher price"and the skilful wage-earner is paid hig~er
carried out through the medium of the basis provided
wages. In a socialistically organized society, these cOsts re
by the precious metals. It is insight into the inevitable
'riec:essity, pf this fundamental property which
borne by society, and to it therefore belong the [r~Hs, t,he
gieater values produced by compound labor~ The worker
distinguishes our scheme from aU those nebulosities'
himself has no claim to extra pay. And from this, inCiqenf·
which cling even to the most rational forms of current '
socialist thought."
,
,
ally, followS the moral that at times there is a dniwback"
'.. ' But exchanges (buying and selling) in Diihring's
to the popular demand of the workers for "the full pro,
ceeds of labor." '
economic commune would be according to ,the
(From Chapter VI "Simple and CompoundLabQr" of Part
"universal principle of justice". That 'is~ exchange
, II)
would take place between things ~hich represent
equal amounts of labor with each other. PaYment by
the commune to members would be based on the
quantity of labor, with the' exception that "Society
Engels,Leffer to C.: SchmIdt, August 5, 1890
hoilors itself, iIi' distinguishing the higher types of
There has also been ~ discussion in the VolkS-Tribiine
wprk by .a moderate additional allocation fpr
about the distribu~ionof pr()ducts in future society, whether, '
consbmption." As well, "inheritance conforming to
'this will take place according to the amount of work done
I the, basic principle of justice" would be permissible."
or otherwise. The question has b~en ,approacheq very
, ;. With the payment from the economic commune,
"materialistically" , in ,opposition to certain idealistic
the : member can obtain consumer goods, etc;
phraseology about justic:e., But strangely,en()ug~ itpas~ot
Diihring's'
-'Capitalist relations are· to be prevented
struck, anyone that, after all, the method ofdis~ributjoI1.
commune by the-inability to use the metallic currency
essentially depends on how much·th~(e,jsto distrib1.\te, afl,d"
(Or creating enterprises or obtaining things for which
that this must surely, change \vith theprogres,s qf prochic, on¢ ca'ncharge rent.
..
. tion and social organization, sothat,them,ethpd()f, ~is[riPu
.
'Engels critiCizes' Diihring's plan. In :;,ome
tion may also change~ But toeveryoI)ff who took ~parf in
respects, insofar as it actually is a socialist plan, iUs
the diSCUSSIon, "socialistsoci~ty"appearecl, nqtas:some,
similar .to the 'labor certificates that Diihring
thing undergoing continuous change apd pJ;'pgr~,s blJt as :~"
denounces as nebuloUs fantasies. On the other ~and,
stable affair fIXed once for all, which must, therefore; haye \
certain specific features whi~h distinguish Diihring's
a method of distribution fIXed once' foJ;' ,aU. AU o~e .cap
. system -rrom other socialists, such as the permanent'
r~onably do, however, is 1) to, try ,and: disc;oyer tlie,
keeping' of' money, actmilly lead back tpwards
method of distribution to b,ff used ,at *e begfnni?%,a,nq, 2)
capitalism~ Diihring seems unable to get beyond
t9 try and find the gelleral,tel~dency of (he further"dev~IQP~:
various capftalisffeattires, and . visualizes socIalism
ment. But about this I donat-find, ,a sil)gl~, $Qr.4J~ltb..~~ t ' with these featur~, 'which he believes can be tamed
•
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bybeiftg regulated according to "basic principles of
justice" by ensuring equal exchange.
Engels criticizes Diihring repeated use of'
abstract justice. For example, he criticizes tlie rhetoric
about the commune returning "equal labor for equal
labor" the same way as Marx critici~es the idea of
receiving the "full proceeds of labor" in his "Critique I
of the Gotha Program." He goes on to dwell on the
issue- of money.>,

field in which its money function can be exercised. And
this field exists .... by accepting money in payment without
any question, the commune, leaves open the door to the
possibility that this money may have been obtained. other~ise than by the individual's own labor. NOll olet. <It
doesn't smell-i.e. there is no trace of where it came
from.> The commune does not kIiow where it comes from.
.But in this way all conditions are created permitting'
metallic money, which hitherto played the role· of a mere
,
. labor certificate, to exercise its real money function. Both
So have your choice: either the economic commune
the opportunity and the motive are present, on the one
exchanges "equal labor for equal labor," and in this 'case
band to form a hoard, an on the other to run into debt.
it cannot accumulate a' fund for the maintenance and
The· needy individual borrows from the individual· who
extensibn' o~ production, but oniy the' individual ~embers
builds up a hoard. The,borrowed money, accepted by the
can do this; odt does form such a fund, but in this case it
commune in payment for means of subsistence, once more
!.
does not exchange equal labor for equal labor.
becomes what it is in present-day society, the social
Such is the content of exchange in the economic
incarnation of human labor, the real meas~re of labor, the
commune. What of its form? The exchange is effected
general medium of circulation. All the "laws and administhrough the medium of metal money and Herr Diihring
trative regula~ions" in the world are just as powerless
not a . little proud of the "worId~historic import" of this . against it as they are against the multiplication table or the
reform. But in the trading between the commune and its . chemical composition of water. And as the builder of the
members the money is not money. at all, it does not
hoard is in a position 'to extort interest from people 'in
function. in any way as money. It serves as a mere labor:
need,. usury is restored along with metallic money functioncertificate; to use Marx's' phrase, it "is merely evidence of
ing as 'money.
the part ta~en by the individual in the common 'labor, and
Up to thjs point we have only considered the effects of
of his right' to a certain. portion of the common produce
existence of metallic money with the area of the Diihring
destined for consumption," and in carrying out this function . economic commune. But outside this area the rest of the
it is "no more 'money' than a ticket for the theatre.' <See
profligate world carried on contentedly along its old paths.
footnote 1 of Section 1 of Chapter III "Money, or the
On the world market gold and silver remain world money,
Circulation of Comqlodities" oePart I>lt can therefore be
a general means of purchase and payment, the embodiment
replaced by any other loken, just as WeHling replaces it by
of wealth. And this property of the precious metals gives
a "ledger," in Which the labor,.hours worked are entered on' the individual members of the economic communes a new
one side and means of subsistence taken as compensMion
motive to the accumulation
of a hoard, to getting rich, to
")
/ on the other. In a word, in th~ trading of the economic
usury; the motive to act freely and independently of the
c~mmune with its members it functions merely as Owen's
commune outside its borders, and to realize on the world
"labor money," that "fantasy" which Herr Diihring looks ' market. the private wealth which they have accumulated.;
down upon from such a height, but nevertheless is himself
The usurers are transformed into dealers in the medium of
compelled to introduce in h,is econo":lic of the future.
circulation, bankers, controllers of the medium of circula-'
Whether the token which certifies th~ measure of fulfill~
tion and of world money, and thus into controllers of
ment of the "obligation to produce," and thus of the
production, and thus into .controllers of the ;means, of '
earned "right to consume". is a scrap of paper, a counter
production, even though these maystill for many years be
or a gold coin "is' absoiutely of no consequence for tlzis' .registered nominally as the property of the economic and
purpose. For other purposes, however, it iS,by no' meanS
trading communes. And so the hoarders .and usurerS,
immaterial, as we shalf see.
.'
..
transformed into bank~rs, become the masters also of the
If th~i-efore, in the trading of an economic commune
ecoDc)Jnic and' trading communes themselves. Herr Diihrwith its members, metallic money does not function as
ing's "socialitarian syStem" is indeed quite fundamentally
. money. but as a clisguised labor certificate, it performs its
different from the "nebulosities" of other socialists.. ~.
money function even less in exchange bet~een the different
Ignorance of earlier soCialist thought is so widespread in
economic communes. In'tllis exchange, on'the a'ssumptions
Germany that an innocent youth might at this po~t raise
milde by Herr Diihring, metallic money is ·totally superfluthe question whether, for example, Owen's laborcertifi9ates
..,
ous. In fact" mere bookkeeping would suffiqe,~...
might not lead to a similar abuse.... in the first place, such
. Thus neither in exchange between, the econom~c cQma misuse of Owen's labor certificates would 'require their'
It).ime and its ~embers nor in eXChange between .the
conversion into real money, while Herr Olihring pre!Iifferent communes can gold, which is "money by nature,"
supposes real money, though attempting toprohibitit from
get to realize this its nature. Nevertheless, Herr Diihri,ng
functioning otherwise than as mere labor eertific.ates. While
assigns to it the function of money even in the ~'s()cial
in Owen's scheme t'here would have to,be a real abuse, in
itarian" system. Hence; we must see if there is any other Diihring's schenie' the immanent nature of-money, indepen,
.
.,
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dently of human volition, would assert itself; money would
insist on its specific, correct use as against the misuse
which, Herr Diihring tries to impose on it owning to his
own ignorance of ·the nature of money. Secondiy,,with
Owen the labor certificates are only a transitional form to.
complete communism and the free utilization of' thy i
resources of society; and incidentally at most only a means
designed ·to make communism plausible to the Britisq
public. If therefore any fOl.:m of misuse should compel
Owen's society to do away with the labor certificat~,the
society would take a step forward towards its goal, enterin.g
upon a more complete stage of its development. But:if the,
Diihring economic commune' abolishes money; it ~f pne
blow destroys its "human and historical import," it puts aft
end to its peculiar beauty, 'ceases to be the Dii~ring
economic cOlttmune and sinks to the level of the nebl.!losi·ties to lift it from which Herr Diihring has devoted so.
much of the hard labor of his ratiortal fantasy. *
..,
What then is the source of all the strangeef(ot$ and
entanglements amid which the Diihring economic commune
moves? Simply the nebulosity which, in Herr Diiqring's
mind, envelops the concepts of value and money•. anA'
finaJJy drjves him to attempt to discover the value of labOr.
(From Chapter W "Dist~'ibution" of Part flI "Soc{alism'~)

* <What follo~s is a footnote by Engels> It may. be
noted in passing that tl'\e part played by labor certificates
iIi Owen's: commupist society is completelyunknqwn to
Herr Diihring. He knows these certificates-from Sargant
-only in ,so far as. they figure in the Labor Ex~hange
Bazaars, which of course were failures--inasmuch as they
were attempts by means of the direct exchange 0(, laborto
pass from existing society into communist society.
.
.

Marx, Capital, Vol. I, 1867

The question-Why does not money directly represent
labor-time, so that a piece of paper may represent, for
instance, x hour's labor, is at bottom the same. as the
question why, given the production of commoditi~, .Il1ust
products take the form of commodities?' This is evident,
. since their taking the form of commOdities implies lheir
differentiation. into commodities and money.. pr,why
cannot private labor-labor for -the acco~nt of private
individuals-be treated as its opposite, immediate' soei~l
labor? I have elsewhere examined thoroughly the Ulopi~!l
idea of "labor-money" in a society founded on the prodttction of commodities ... On this point I will only sayf~rt~er,
that Owen's "labor-money," for instance, is np . more
"money" than a ticket for thy theater. Owen presllpposes
directly associated, labor, a form of production/that ,is
entirely inconsistent with th~ production of commodities.
The certificate of labor is merely evidence of the. part
taken by the individual in the common labor, and of h~~'
right to a certain portion of the common produce d~tined
for consumption. ~ut it never enters into Owen's,head to

, preSuppose the production of commodities, and at the same
time, by juggling with money, to try to evade the necessaxy '-,
. conditions of that production.· .
/ (From footnote 1 of Section 1 "The measure of values" of
Chapter III "Money, or the' Circulation of Commodities" of
: Part I, "Commodities and Money")

IVIqre on commodity
pro.duction and
',m9ney
.

Engels, Herr Eugen· Duhrlng's Revolution In Science
· (Ant~.puhrlng), September 1876 - June .1878
..

I

:~

I

. -<What are commodities? What are their social characted And on socially-necessary labor-time versus individua~
iabQr~time.>
.
"

>:!:I:\e only vaiue' known in economics is the value of
commodities. What are commodities? Products made in a
society of more or less separate private producers, and
· itierefore in'the first place pnvate products. These private
prqpqcts, however, become commoditieS only when they are
ma(ie, not for consumption by their producers, but for
cqnsumption by others, that is, for s.ocial consumptiQn; they
enter into social consumption through exchange.. The
priyate producers are therefore. soCially interconnected,.
COJ,lstitute a society. Their products, although the private
·prodpcts of each individual, are therefore simultaneous~y,
but luiintentionally and as it were involuntarily, also social
proqucts.' In what, then, consists the social character of
t4~se;private products? Evidently in tWo peculiarities: first,
· thaUftey all satisfy some human want, have a use-value not
ohl)dor the producers but also for others, and secondly,
th&t: although they are at the same time products of the
mO$tvaried individual labor, they are at the same time
pro~ricts of hu~an labor as such, of general humall labor.
IIlS9 far as they have a use-value also for other persons,
they'can, generally speaking, .enter into exchange; inso far
as gen.eral human labor, the simple expenditure of human .
labor~power is incorporated in all of them, they can he
cOI11p~red with each other in exchange, be said to be equal
or' ·un~qual, according to the· quantity of this labor. embodjed in each.. In two equal products made individually,
social' conditions being equal, an unequal quantity of
indiVidual labor may be contained, but always only an equaf
. quantity of general human labor. An unSkiiled smith may
make five horseshoes in the time a skilful smith makes ten.
BUt' 'sqciety does not form value frhxn the accidental lack
of skill of an individual; it' recognizes' as general human
'.
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labor only labor of a normal average degree of skill at the
particular time~ In exchange, tberefore, one of the five
horseshoes made by the first smith has no more value than
'one of the ten made by the other in an ~qual time. \
Individual labor contains general human labor only in so
/
far as it' is socially necessary.

<There has been social production without commodity
production in the past, aI).d there will be.in the future>

'Commodity production, however, ,is by no means the
only form of social production. In the:, ancient Indian
communities amI in th,e family pommunities of the.southern
Slavs,products are not transformed into commodities. The
members of the' community, are directly associated for
<The value of commodities is expressed in its relation.:
produotion; the work is distributed according to tradition
ship' to other commodities, not directly as x' hours of
,
and
requirements, and likewise the products to the extent
individual labor time>
that they are destined, for consumption. Direct social
production and direct distribution preclude all exchange of
Therefore when I say that a commodity has a particular
commodities, therefore also the transformation of the
value, I say (1) that it is a socially useful product; (2) that
products into commodities (at any rate within,the commun~
it has been produced by private individual for private
ity) and' consequently also their transformation into values.
accounti (3) that, although a product of individual labor, it
From the 'moment when' society enters into possession
is nevertheless at the same time and as it were unconof the means of production and uses' them in • direct
sciously and involuntarily, also a product of social labor
association for production, ~he labor of each individual,
and, be it noted, 'of a definite quantity of this labor,
ascertained ina social way, through exchange; (4) I express
however varied its specifically useful character may be,
becomes at the start 'ahd directly social labor. The quantity
this quantity not in labor itself, in so and so many laborhours, but ill aliother commodity. If therefore I say that this , . of social labor contained in a product need not then be
established in a roundabout way; daily experience shows in
clock is worth as much as that piece of cloth and eac~ of
them is worth fifty shillings, I say that an equal quantity of
a direct way how much of it is required on the average.
social labor is. contained in the clock, the cloth and the
Society can simply calculate how many l1.ours of labor are
money. I therefore assert that thel social labor4ime reprelast
contained in a steam-engine, a bushel of wheat of ,the
(
harveSt, or a hundred square yards of cloth of a certain _
sented in them has been socially measured and fQund to be
equal. But not, directly, absolutely, as labor-time is usually
quality. It could therefore never occur to it still to express
measured;irt labor-hours or days, etc., but in a roundabout
the quantities of labor put Into the products, quantities
way, through' the medium. of exchaI!ge, relatively. That is
which it will then: know dir.ectly and in their absolute
why 1 cannot express this definite quantity of labor-time in
amounts, in a third pro,duct, in a measure which, besides,
labor-hours.,-:howmany of them remains unknown tO'me
is only relative, fluctuating; inadequate, though formerly
-'-but also only in a roundabout way, relatively, in another
unavoidable for lack of,a better, rather than express them
commodity, which. represents an equal quantity of sociill
in their natural, adequate and absolute measure, time. Just
labor-time. The clock 'is worth as much as the piece :of "as little as it would occur to chemical science still toCloth.
'
express atomic weights in a roundabout way, relativeiy;by
means of t~e hydrogen atom, if it were able to express
" <Money is the developed form of value, in which it
them, absolutely, in their adequate measure, namely in
"
takes on an in~ependent life of its own»
actual. weights, in billionths or quadrillionihs of a gram.
,Hence, on the assumptions we m~de'above, society will not
But the production and exchange at commodities, while, assign values to products. It will not express the simple fact
that the hun~red square yards of cloth have required for
compelling the society based o'n them to take this roundabo1).t way, likewise compel it to make the detour as short
their production, say, a thousand hours of labor in the
a~ possible. They, single out from: the commonality' of
oblique, and meaningless way, stating that they have the:
value of ,a thousand hours of labor. It, is true that even
commodities one sovereign commodity hi which the value
of all other commodities 'can be expressed once and for all;
tpen it will still be necessary for society to know how'much
a commodity which serves' as the direct, incarnation of" labor each article of co~sumption requires for its producsocial labor,' and is therefore directly and uncondItionally, ' tion. It will have to arrange its plan of prod!lction' in
accordan~e with its means of production, which inclUde, in
exchangeable for allconimodities~money. _,Money is
particular, its labor-power. The useful effepts of the various
already contained in embryo in the' concept of-value; it! is
articles of consumption, compared with one another and
value, oIlly in developed form. But since the val:ue of
with the quantities of labor required for their production, ,
, commodities, as opposed to the commodities themselves,
assumes 'independent existence in. moiley,' a new factor' will in ,the end'determine the plan. People will be able to
appears iri the 'society which produces', and' eXChanges, manage everything very simply, without the intervention of
commoditieS, a factor with new social functions and effects.' much-yaunted"value". *
'We need only state this point at the mom~nt, withOut
going more closely into it.
.
, .. '
*" <1:foteb~Eng~ls> As,long ago as 1844 I stated that
the above-mentioned balancing of useful effects and

a
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expenditure of 1aboi would be all that would ,be l~ft, 'in. a , ' ,have a separate value as weight, as such, can have'a
communist society, of the concept of vai-o.e as it appears in
lIeparate weight or heat, 8' separate temperatgre. But it is
political economy (Deutsch-Fi:allzosische lahrbUcher, ,p. 95)
the characteristic peculiarity of ail social confusion that
The scientific justification for this statement, however, as ' . ruminates on "true value" to imagine that.in existing
society the worker does not rec~ive the full l'yalue" of his
can be seen, wa'Sonly m~de possible by Marx's' Capital.
,
labor, and that so~ialism is destined to rellledy this. Hence
<The concept of value, contain's in embryo all the
it -is necessary in the flf~t place to discover what the vallie
of labor is, and· this is \ done by attempting to measure
featureS of capitalism>',
,
\
I
labor, not by its adequate measure, time, but by its product.
The worker should r(;lceive the "full proceeds of labor."
, The concept of value is the most general and therefore
the most comprehensiveexpressiqn of the economic: Not only the labor product, but'labor itself sliouldbe
conditions of commodity production. Consequently, this
directly exchangeable for products; one hour's labor for the
product of.another hour's labor. This, however, gives rise
concept contains the-germ, not only of money, but also of
all the more develop.ed forms' of the production and . at once. to a 'very "serious" hitch. The whole product is
exchange'of commodities.... Finally, when, the specific ' distributed. The most important progressive function of
com~odity lab,or-power appears On the market, its value is
~ociety, accumulation, is taken from society and put into
the h~mds, placed at the arbitrary discretion, of individuals.
determined, like' that, of any other commcidity, by the laborThe individuals can do what they like with their' "protime socially necessary for its production. The value form
ceeds,i" but society at best remains ,as rich or poor as· it
of products therefore already confains in emhryo the whole
was. fhe means Qf production accumulated in the past
capitalist' forIn of production, the antagonism between
hav.e therefore been centralized in the hands of sotiety only
capitalists and wage worKers, the industrial reserve army,
c!ises~, To attempt to abolish the capitalist form ofprodcicin order that'all means of production accumulated in the
future may once again be dispersed in the hands of
tion by est~blishing "true value" is therefore tantamount to
attempting to abolish cathc>Iicism by establishing the "true" . individuals. One knocks to pieces one's own premises; one
has arrived at a pure ab~urdity.
Pope, or to' set up a society in which at last the producers
cQritrortheir products, by consistently carrying into life an
., Fluid labor, active labor-power, is to be exchanged for
the product of labor. Then labor-power is a commodity,
economic category which is the most comprehensive
expressiJYn of the enslavement of the, producers Py Jheir
just like the product for which it is to be exchanged. Then
own product. <This latter refers to the idea of abolishing
the value of this labor-power is not in any sense detercap~talist exploitation by inSIsting that all exchange be fair
mined- by its produ~t,but by the social labor embodied in
and equal exchange.>
it, according to .the present law of wages.
But it is precisely this which must not be, we are told.
. Once .. the commodity-producing society has further
developed the value'form, which is inherent in commodities ' Fiuid labor, labor-power, should be exchangeable for its
'as such, t6',t~e moneyfo~m', v~rious germs still hidden in
full product. That is to say, it should be exchangeable not
fOr its value, but for its use-value; the' law of value is to
value break 'through to the light of day.... Money' forces
tne commodity: form even on the objects which' have
apply to all other commodities, but must be repealed so far
as labor-power is concerned. Such is the self-destructive
hitherto been produced for the producer's own use; it drags
confusion that lies behintlthe "value of labor."
them into exchange. Thereby the commodity form and
money penetrate the internal: economy of the community
The -"exchange' of labor for labor on the principle of
directly associated for production, they break one tie after
equal valuation," in so far as it has any meaning, that is to
another within the community, and dissolve the com~i.mjty
say, the mutual exchangeability of products of equal social
labor, hence the law of value, is the fundamental law of
into a mass of priva,te producers. At first, as can be seen
in India, money replaces joint tillage of the soil by individu-, precisely commodity production, hence also of its highest
a1 tillage;a.~ a 'later stage it puts an end to the common
form, capitalist production. It asserts itself in present-day
society in the only way in which economic laws can assert
ownership onhe tillage area, which stilI'manifqsts itself in
p~ripdical redistribution, by a final division ... ; finally, it
thel1lselves in a society of' private producers: as a blindly
opera~ing law of nature jnherent in th!ngs and relations,
forces the dividing-up of whatever woodland and grazing
land still remains owned .in common.... And, despite all
and'independent of the will or actions of the producers.
By elevating this law to the b~sic law of his economic
"laws and administrative regulations," money wOl!ld with
commune and demanding tlj.at the commune should execute
the same natural necessity inevitably- break up the Diihririg
it in
consciousness, Herr Diihring converts the basic law
ecorioiniccommune <Diihring makes.it a key point for the
Commune to preserve money, indeed, metallic currency>,
of existing society into the basic law ,of his imaginary
if it ever came into existence.'
society. He wants existing society' but without-its abuses.
We have already seen...that it is a 'contradiction, in itself
In. this he occupies the same position as Proudhon. Like
the value of labor. As under cerlainsocial
him, he wants to abolish the abuses which have arisen out
to speak'
of the development of commodity production into capitalist
relations labOr produces not only products but alsov~lue,
production, by giving effed against them to the basic law
and this value is measured by labor, the latter can as little
i
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of commodity. production, precisely the . law to, who~e
operation these abuses are due. Like him, he wants to
abolish the real consequences of the law of value by Illeans
of fantas~c ones:

laborers-~that is the clas~ from which the. bulk of the armies'

of the princes is recruited. It is the class which, thanks to
universal suffrage, sends into parliament .the numerous
feudal lords aM Junkers <Prussianfeudal-aristocratic large
(From the latter part of Chapter W ''Distribution~' Of Part
landholders>; but it is also, the class nearest' to the'
III "Socialism")'
industrial workers of the towns, wJrich shares their .living .
conditions and is· steeped even more in ,misery than they. .
·
.
To
galvanize. and ,draw into .the movement,this class,
: ,
impotent because split and scattered, is the immediate and .
most urgent task of the German labor movement. Its latent
~ power is so well known to the government and nobility that .
they' let the schools fall into decay deliberately in order to
'and
keep it ignorant. The day the farm laborers will have
learned to understand. their own interests, a reactionary,
feudal, bureaucratic or bourgeois 'government will become
iinpossible in Gerip,any.
I

I

Agriculture, rural labprers,
the peasants

Marx, Leffer to Engeis In Manchester, April 16,18~6

....The whole thing in Germany will depend on the
possibility of backing the 'proletarian revol~tion by ~ome
second edition of the Peasant War. Then the affair will be
splendid.
Engels, Preface to the second edition of his "The'
.
P'easant War In GermaIJY", February HI70

.Wherever mediiun-sized and la~ge ~tates pre~alI,' farm
laborers form the most numerous class ill the, countryside..
This is the case throughout· the North and East of Germany and it is ther:e that the iJ;!.dustrial workers of' the
towns find their most numerous and most natural "allies. In

(The concluding passage of the pre:j'ace.)
.
,
Marx, The Nationalization of the LanCl, March-April.
1872 (
!
. .
.

: .- .:.1 .assert that the t?~9nomical development of SOCiety,
:' _the increa.sea,nd c?nceniration of people, the ~ery circum:'
.' ,stances that compel the capitalist farmer to apply" to
1 agriculture collective and organized labor, and to have
· recourse to machinery and similar contrivances, will. more
a:nd )nore render the nationalization of land a "Sociiii
Necessity," against which no amount of talk ,about the rights
of property can be of any avail. ...
.
,
What we require is a daily increasing produ~tion and' its.
. exigencieS cannot be met by allowing a few individuals to .
regulate' it according to their whims and private int~~ests,.
or to ignorantly exhaust the powers of the soil. All mOdem
methods, such as irrigation, drainage, steam ploughing,
· chemical treatment' and .so forth ought to be applied to
agriculture at large....

the saine way as th~capitalist confronts the industrial'
worker, .the landowner or large tenant confronts the ·farm
laborer. The same measures that help the / one must also
help the other. The industrial workers can free themselves
only by transforniing the capital of the bourgeois, that' is,
. the raw materials, machines and tools, and the meaIisof·.'
subsistence they need to work in production,' into the'. AIr the citizens. I have heard .here today during the
property of society, thatis, iIito their own property, used by. progress 'of the debate, on this question, defended the
them in common. Similarly, the farm laborers can be ,nati?nal~zation/of land, but they·took very different views
r~cued from their hideot!S misery only when, primarily,
of it.
their chief object of labor, the land itself, is withdraWn
from the private oWnerShip of the big peasants and the still
To natioil~.lize the land, in order to let it out in small
bigger feudal lords, transformed mtopublic property and
plots· -ioindi"ViduaIS or working men's societies, would,
cUltivated by co-operative assoCia~ions of agricultural
~ndera middle-class g?v<?rnment, only engender a reckl~
workers on their common account. Here we come to the
competition among themselves and thus resuItin a progresfamous decision of the International Working Men's
sive increase of "Rent" which, in its tum, would afford .new
Congress in Basle <September 6-11, 1869> that it is in the , faciliti~ to: th~ appropriators of feeding upon the producers.
interest of society to transform landed property into
common, national property. This resolution was adopted
At" the 'International Congress <of the futemational
mainly for countries where. there is big landed property,
Wor~gmen's Association> of Brussels, in. 1868, one of
'and Where, ~onsequently, these big' estates ~e operated by' our niends said::
.
'.
one master and many laborers. This state .of affairs,
'~mall private property in land is. dooinhowever, is still largely predominant ill Ger:m:any, and
edby the verdict of science, large land.
therefore, neXt to England, the decision was' most timely
propertY by that of justice. There remains'
precisely for Germany: The agric~lturalprol~tariat, -the farm
then. but one .alternative. The soil ml,lSt

...
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become the property of rural associations .
we in Western Europe have to make our way. But an
or the propertjof the whole nation. The
inevitable condition of this 'is the example and active
,
, future will decide that question."
support of the hitherto capitalist West Only when the
capitalist economy has been overcome 'at home and in the
I say on the contrary; the'social movement will lead to
countries of its prime, only when the retarded countries
this decision that the land can but be dwned by the 'nation
hav~ seen from their example "how it's done", how the
itself. To give up the soil to the hands of associated rural
laborers, would be to surre¥der society to one exclusive' · ptoductive forces of modern industry are made to work as
cla"Ss of producers.
, '
social, property for sOfiety as a whole-only then will the
The nationalization 6f land will work a complete chartge · retarded countries be able to start on this abbrevia.ted
process of development. But then their success will be
~ in the relations between labor and capital, and finally, do
away with the capitalist form 'of production, whetheL assured. And th~s applies not only· to Russia but to all
industrial or rural. Then class distinctions and privileges ' countries at the pre-capitalist, stage of development:
However, this Will be relatively easiest done in Russia,
will disappear together ,with the economicaJ basis upon
which they rest. To liye on lother people's labor will 'where a part of the native population has already assimilated the intellectual fruits of capitalist development; which
become a thing of' the past. There will be no longer any
will make it'possible, in a period of revolution, to carry out
government or state power, distinct from society itself!
l1.er sQcial transformatIon almost simultaneously with that,
Agriculture, mining, manufa.ctute, in one word, all branches
of production, will gradually be organized in the most , of the West.
adequate manner. National centralization. of the mea1Js of , Marx and I said as much on January 21, 1882, in the
Preface to 'the Russian Edition of the Manifesto of the
productio/'f, will become the national basis of a society
Communist Party, in a translation by Plekhanov. We wrote:
composed of associations of free and equal producers,
":But in 'Russia we find, face to face with the rapidly
carrying on the social business on a common and rational '
.
plan. . . . '
developtng capitalist swindle and bourgeois landed property,
,I', just beginning to develop, more than half the land owned
in common by the peasants: Now the question is: can the
, '-.
Russian obshchina, though greatly undermined, yet a form
Engels, Letter to Bebel, December '11, 1884,
of the primeval common ownership of land, pass directly to
~ If you are bringing forward motions in the Reichstag,
the;higher form of communist common ownership? Or, on
there is one which should not be forgotten; The state lands · the contr?ry, must it first pas~ through the same process of
an, mostly let out to big farmers; the smallest portion of
dissolution as constitutes' the hi~torical evolution of the
them is sold to peasants, whose holdings ;are, however, so
West?
smaIr that the new peasant.s hav~ to resort to working as ' \ "The "only answer to that possjble today is this: If the
day laborers on tl1ebig farms. The demand should be made
Russian :Revolution becomes the signal for a proletarian
that the great demesneS which are not yet broken up should · revolution in ,the West, so that both complement each
be let out to co-operative societies of agricultural laborers for . other, the present Russian common ownership of land may
joint' farming: ... I think this firebrand must be thrown serve as the starting point for a cqmmunist d~velopment."
among the agricultural dayl:;tborers. Which can indeed be
, It should be borne in mind, however, that the said fardone in one of the many deba.tes on state socialism. This
gone dissolution of Russian communal property has since
and this alone is the way to get hold of the -agric~ltural
then considerably advanced. ThedefealS in ,the Crimean
workers: this is the best method of drawing their attention , , War 'clearly showed the need for Russia's rapid industrial
to the fact that later on it is to be their task to cultivate , development. The primary need was for railways, and these
the great estates of our pres'ent gracious gentlemen for the
cannot be had on a large, scale without a domestic largecommon account:,
.
scale industry. The preliminary condition of the latter was
the so-called emancipation of the peasants; this ushered
Russia into the capitalist era, and thereby into an era of
Engels, Afterword to the 'Work "On Social Relations
rapid erosion of the common ownership of land. ... The
In Russia", 1894
. ,
ancient economic relations were disrupted, there ensued the
disarray which always accompanies the transition from the
.. .it is not oilly possible but inescapable that once the
natural to the money economy, great property distinctions
proletariat wins out and the means of production pass into
appeared between the members of the community-the
common ownership among the West~European 'nations, the
poor fell into the clutches of the rich. ... and there is
countries which, have just managed to' make a, start on
capitalist production, and where tribaI.institutions, or Telics' similarly no power on .earth capable of restoring the
of them are still intact, will be able to use. these relics of· Russian community, once its disintegration has reached a
ceJ;tain culminating point.
commumil ownership and the corresponding popular
(About midway iii the aftelWorcL)
customs as a' powerful means of considerably shortening
. their advance to socialist society and -largely sparing
...So there continues this accelerated transformation of
themselves the sufferings and' the struggles through which
'/-.
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Russia into an industrial capitalist state, the proletfriZation
of a large part of her peasantry, 'and the destruction of the
old communist community.
'
I do not undertake to say whether this community is
still sufficiently intact to become, when the occasion arises,
and in combination with a revolution in Western Europe;
the starting point for communist development, as Marx and
I hid still h.oped in 1882. This much, however, is ,certain:
if anything of this community is to be salvaged, the,first
requirement is the ov~rthiow o~ th.e tsarist despotism, a
, revolution, in' Russia. The Russian revolution will not only
wrest the greater part.of the nation, the peasants, froni
'"their isolation in .the villages, constituting their mir, their
universe;, it will not only lead the peasants out intoth~
large arena, where they will come to know tl).e outsid~
world and .with it their own selves, their own conditions,
and the means of escape . from their present misery-the,
Russi,an revolution will also give a fresh impulse, to the,
labor movement in the West, creating for it ;new and better
conditions for struggle'and thereby advancing the victory ~f'
the modem ind~trial proletariat, a! '1c;rorywitl1oul which
present-day Russia) whether on the basis Of the communityor of ,capitaliSm, cannot achieve socialist 1ransformation of
society.
(This pqss(lge conr;iudes the afterwor.d.)

, succumbing to the weight of his mortgage. If ~e cOlild do
this we should again .arrive 'at.the point from whicJ:t the
, present situation would necessarily develop anew. We ~ha1I
not have emancipated the' peasant but only given h.im a
reprieve. .
.'
' , I . ,',
But it is not in b~r interests to win th~ peasant overnigb,t only to lose him again on the morrow if we...cannot
~ep our promise. We have nomore use for the peasant
as a; Party member if he expects us to perpetuate his
property in his small holding than for the small Ilandicnuts, man who ,wOllld 'fain be perpetuated as a master..;
I

•

I

"

What, then, is our attitude towards the·small p~santry?
How shall we have' to deal wi11?- it on the, day of our
. accession to power?
'
, ':fobegin\with, the French program <·the French Marxist
'$ocialists first adopted an agrarian program at 'their
Marseilles COngress in 1892 and further developed it at
, the, Nantes Congress in 1894> is absplutely, correct in
stating: that we fOresee the inevitable doom of the small
, peasant but that it is not our mjssion to hasten it by any
iJlterference on our part.,
I

,:<Not forcibly dispossessing the peasants but attracting
them to large-scale production>
:
"

.

Engels, The,Peasant Questiqn In France and Germany,
;
,
November 15-22, 1894
"

IT

In one point our French cpmrades ,are absolutely right:
No lasting revolu~ionary transformation is possibl~, in
France against the will of the small peasant. Only it seems
to me they h;;tve not got the right leverage if they mean to
'.
bring the, peasant under their influence.
They, are ~ent,' it seems to win over the small peasant
, forthwiQJ" possibly even for the next general elections. This
, they can hope to achieve only by ma19ng very risky general'
assurances in defense of which they are compelled to set
forth even much
more risky
theoretical considerations....
,
,

.

;

" <What the petty-bourgeois outlook leads the peasants
to look for>
'
Let us say it outrig~t::'in view of the prejudic~ 'arising
out of their entire economic position, thei;l'. upbringing and
,their isolated mode of life, prejudices nurtured by the
bourgeois press and the big lando)lVIlers, we; can win the
mass of the small peasants forthwith. only if we make them
a 'promise which we ourselves kI).ow we shall not be able to
keep; -Th~t is" we must, promke them not only to protect
their property in any event against all economic forces
sweeping'. upon them but also to relieve them of the
burdens which already now oppress them:: to transform the
tenant'into a free owner and to pay the' debts of th~ owner

I

Secondly, it is just as evident that when we are in
"'possession _of state power we shall not even think of
forcibly expropriating the small peasants (regardless' of
'whether with or without compensation), as we shall have
to do ,in the case of the big landoWIiers. Our task relative
to the small peasant consists, in the first place, in effecting
a transition pf his private enterprise and 'private possession,
to c9-operativeones, not forCibly but by dint bf example'
and the 'proffer' of social assistance for this purpose. And
'. then of coytrse we shall have ainple means of showing to
the small peasant prospective advantages that must be
. obvious to him even today.
.
Almost twenty years ,ago the Danish Socialists, who have
only one real city in their country-COpenhagen-and
therefore have to rely almost exclusively' on peasant
propaganda outSide of it, were already drawing up such
plans. The peasants of a vijIage or parish-there are many,
big individual homesteads in Denmark-were to pool their
Ian!! to form a single big farm in order to cultivate' it for
\ common aGcoUht and distribute the yield in proportion to,
, the .land, money and labor contributed. In Denmark small
.landed property plays only .secondary role. But if we '
apply thi~ idea to a region of small holdings we shall find
that if these are pooled and the aggregate area cultivated
on a large sc~le, part of the labor power employed,hitherto
i.s renderedsuperf!.uous. It is precisely this saving of labor
that represents one of the·main advantages of large-scale
farming. Employn:tent can be found for this Jabor power
in two ways. Eithera~ditional land taken. from big estates
in the neighborhood is placed at the disposal of the"
,peasant cooperative .or the peasants in question, are

a'
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provided With the means and the opportunity of engaging !: traIisitio;n to "the co-operative should .he decide to do so,
in industry as an accessory, calling, primarily and as far as , and even Ito make it possible for him to remain on his
possible for their oWn use. In either case their economic
small holding for a protracted length of time to think the
position is improved and simultaneously'the general social ; matter over, should he still be unable to bring himself to
directing agency is' assured the necessary influence to
this decision. We do this not only because we consider the
transform the peasant ,co-operative to' a higher form, and
small peasant living by his own labor as virtually belonging
to equalize the rights and duties of the co-operative as a
to us, but also in, the direct interest of the Party. The
whole as well as of its individual members With those of
greater the number of peasants whom we can save from
the other departments of the entire COnimunity. How this
being actually hurled down into the. proletariat, whom we
is to be carried out in practice in each particular, case will , can win to our side while they ar,e still peasap.ts, the more
, depend 'upon the circumstances of the case and the' quickly and easily the social transformation will be accomplished. It will serve us nought to wait with this tran.sforma-,
conditions under which we take 'possession of political
power. We may thus possibly be in a position to offer these
tion until capitalist production has developed everywhere '
co-operatives yet further advantages: assumption of their
to its utmost consequences, until the last small handicrafts'entire mortgage indebtedness by the national bank with a
man and the last 'small peasant have fallen victim to
simultaneous sharp reduction of the interest rate; advances'
capitalist large-scale production. The material sacrifice 'to
from public funds for the establishment of large-scale
be made for this purpose in the interest of the peasants
production (to be made not necessarily or primarily in, and to be defrayed out of public funds can, from the point
of view of capitalist economy, be viewed only as money
money but in the, form of required products: machinery,
artificial fertilizer," etc.), and other advantages.
"
'thrown away, but it is nevertheless; an excellent investment
because it will effect. a -perhaps tenfold saving in the cost
The main point is and will ,be to make the peasants
of the social reorganization in general. In this -sense we
understand that we can save, preserve their houses and
can, therefore, afford to Cleal' very liberally with the
fields for them only by transforming them into co-operative
peasants. This is not the place to goirito details, to make
property operated co-operatively. It is pr~cisely the individconcrete proposals to that end; here we can deal only with
ual farming conditioned by individual ownership that drives
the peasants to thei~ doom. If they insist on individual , general principles.
Accordingly we can do no greater disservice to the Party
operation .' they will inevitably' be driven from house and
home and their antiquated mode of production .superseded
as well as to the small peasants thant0 make -Promises that
by capitalist large scale production. That is how the matter
even only create the impression that we inten4 to preserve
stands. Now we come along and offer the peasants the the small holdings permanently. It would mean directly to
opportunity of introducing large-scale production themblock the way of the peasants to their emancipation and to
degrade the Party to the level of rowdy anti-Semitism. On
selves, not for account of the capitalists but for their own,
common account Should it really be impossible' to make ' the contrary, it is th~ duty of aUf Party to make clear to
the peasants understand thai this is, in their own interests,
the ;peasants again and again that their position is absolute-·
that it is the sale means of their salvation?
ly hopeless as long as capitalism holds sway, that it is
absolutely impossible. to preserve theif small holdings for
<The ~mall peasant must be told the truth about the . them as such, that capitalist large-scale production is
absolutely ~ure to run over their impotent antiquated
, fate of individual, small-scale production>
-. system of small production as a train runs' over a pushcart.
If we do this we shalLact in conformity with the inevitable
Neither now nor at any time in the future can, we
trend of economic development, and this development will
promise the small-holding peasants to preserve their
individual property, and individual enterprise against the
not fail to bring our words home to the small peasap.ts.
overwhelming power of capitalist production. We can only
promise them that we shall not interfere in their property
relations by force, against their will. Moreover, we can
<The big and middle peasants>
advocate that the struggle of the capitalists and big
Wenow come to the bigger peasants. Here as a result
landlords against the small peasants should be waged from
of the divisions of inheritance as well as of indebtedness
now on with a minimum of ,unfair means and that direct
and forced sales of land we find· a variegated pattern of
robbery and cheating, which ar.e practiced only too often,
intermediate stages, from small-holding peasant to big
,be as far as possible prevented. In this we shall succeed
peasant proprietor, who has retained his old patrimony
only in, exceptional cases. Under the developed capitalist
mode of production nobody can tell where honesty ends
intact or even added to it. Wh,ere the middle peasant lives
among small-holding peas!1-ntS his interests and views will
and cheating begins. But ~lways it will make a considerable
not differ greatly from theirs; he knows from his own
qifference whether public authority is on the side of the
experience how many of his kind, have already sunk to the
cheater or the ch~ted. We of course,are decidedly on the
level of small peasants. But where middle and big peasants
side of the small peasant: we shall do everything at all
permissible to make his lot more bearabl~,to facilitate his 'predominate and. the operation of the farms requires,

"
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generally, the help of male and, female servants iUs quite .
a different matter. Of course a workers' party has to fight,
Only the big 1allded estates present a perfec!ly simple
in the first place; on behalf o~ the wage-workers, that is, . case. Here we are dealing with undisguised '~pitalist
for the male and' female servantry and the day laborers. It
production and no scruples of' any sort need restrain us.
is unques;tionably forbidden to .make any I'tomises to the
Here we are co1)fronted by rural proletarians in ,masses and
peasants which include the continuance of the wage slavery
our task is clear. As soon _as our Party is in possession. of
of the workers. But as long as the big and middle peasants
political power it has simply to expropriate the big landed
continue to exist as such they cannot manage 'without
proprietors just like the manufacturers in industry. Whether
wage-workers. If it would, 1J?erefore, be downright folly on
this expropriation is to be compensated for Or .not will tp
our part to hold out prospects to the small-holding peasants
a great extent depend not upon us but the circumstances
of continuing permanently to be such, it would border on
under which we obtain power, and particularly upon the .
treaso~ were we to promise the same to the big and middle
attitude adopted by these gentry, the big landowners,
peasants._
themselves. We by no means' consider compenSation as.
We have here again the parallel case of the handicraftsimpermissible in any event; Marx told' me (and how many
men in the cities. True, they· are more ruined than the
times!) that in his 'opinion we would get off cheapest if we
peasants but there still are some who employ journeymen
could buyout the whole lot of them. But· this does not
in addition to apprentices or for whom appren~ices do the
concern us here. The big estates thus restored to the
work of jo;urneymeQ. Let those of these master craftsmen
c~mmunity are to be turned over by us to the rural workers
who want to perpetuate their existence as such cast in their
who are. already c~tivating them and are to be organized
lot with the anti-Semites until they have convinced theminto co-operatives. They are to be aSSigned \0 .the-91 for
selves that they get no help in that quarter either. The rest,
their use 'and benefit under the control of the community.
who have r~lized that their mode oJ production is inevitaN9 thing can' as yet be stated as to the terms of their
bly doomed, are coming' -over to us andy moreover, are
tenure. At any rate the transformation of the capitalist
ready in future to share the lot that is in store for all other
enterPrise into a social' enterprise is here fully prepared for
:workers. The same applies to the big and middle peasants.
and can be carried into execution overnight, precisely as in
It goes without saying that we are more interested in their
Mr. Krupp's or Mr. von Stumm's factory. And theexariiple
male and female servants and day laborers than in them
of these agricultural co-operatives would convince also the
themselves. If these peasants want to 'be guaranteed the
last of the still resistant small-holding peasimts, and surely
continued existence of their enterprises we are in no
also many big peasants, of the advantages of co-operative,
position whatever to assure them of that. They, must then , large-scale production~.·
. "
"'_:
take their place among the anti-Semites, peasant leaguers
and similar parties who derive pleasure from promising
everything and keeping nothing. We are economically
certain that the big and middle ~sant must likewise
inevitably succumb to~e competition Of capitalist producTh~ bourgeois and l pettytion and the cheap overseas com, as is proved by the
growing indebtedn~s and the everywhere evident decay of
bo.urgeois· intell~gentsia·
these peasants as well. We can do nothing against this
decay except recommend here too the pooling of farms to
form co~operative enterprises, in which the exploitation of
wage labor will be eliminated more and more, and their
gradual transformation into branches of the great I!ational . Engels, L,etter to ptto von Boenlgk, August 21, l~~O .
.
I .'
producers' co-operaqve with each branch enjoying equal
...The patroniiing and errant lecturing of our so-called
rights and duties can be instituted. If these 'peasants realize
intellectuals seems to me a far greater iinpediment. Weare
the. inevitability of the doom of their present mode of still in need of technicians, agronomists, engineers, .chemproduction and draw the necessary conclusions they will
ists, architects, etc., it is true, but if the 'worst 'comes to thecome to us and it Will be incumbent upon us to facilitate
. worst we can always huy them just as well as the ·capitalists .
:to the best of our ability also their transition to the
buy them, and if a severe example is made of a 'feW of the
changed mode of production. Otherwise we shall have -to
traitors among them-for traitors there are sure to be:"":
abandon them to their fate and address ourselves to their
they Will find it to their own adVcl}ltage to deal fairly/with'
wage-workers, among whom 'we shall not fail, to find
us. !But apart from these specialists; among whom I also'
sympathy. Most likely we shall be able to abstiliI). ~ere as
include schoolteachers, we cali. get along; perfectly well,
well from resorting to forcible expropriation, and as for the' without the other "intellectuals." The present influx' of
rest to count on future economic developments making also' literati 'and students into the'Party, for example, may be;
these harder pates <heads> amenable to reason.
.....
quite damaging if these gentlemen are not ptOpbrIy'kept in:'
'"
',.' .,·.i . .
check.
<About the bigl~nded estates>
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Engel~,' Message of Greeting to the Iniernatlonal

Engels, Letter to B'ebe/, October, 24, 1891

,?ongress 'of SocIalist ,Students, December 19, 1893
In order to take possession and ,set motion the means,
The bourg~is ~~volutioils of the, past required nothing
of production, we need ,people with technical training, and
from .the ,umver~Ities ,~ut lawyers' as the best primary
masses of them. These we have Ifot got, and up till :Q.ow
matenal for theIr politicians; the emancipation of the
we have even been rather glad that we have been largely
worki~g class will, in addition, require physicians, engmeers,
spared the "educated" people. Now things are different
Now we are strong enough to stand any quantity, of , ~heQUSts, agronomists and other specialists, for it will entail
taking charge not only ,of the political machine but also of
educated Quar~ks <*> and to digest them, and I foresee
al}~ocial production-and here solid knowled~e is needed'
that in the n~ eight or t~n years we shall recruit enough
,
young technicIans, doctors, .lawyers and,~schoolmasters to ,iI). pJace of sonorous phrases.
enable us to have the factories and big estates administered
"
on behalf of the nation by Party comrades. Then, ther~fore;
Engels, Letter to C. SchmIdt, August 5, 1890
our entry ,into power will be quite natural and" will' be
settled up quickly-relatively.' If, on the other hand,"a'war
- 'In general, the word 'materialistic' serves' many of the '
brings us to power prematurely, the technicians will be, our
younger writers in Germany as a mere phrase with which '
chief enemies; they will d,eceive and betray us wherever
an~~ng and everything is labelled Without further study,
they can and we shall have to use !error against theJ;D. put
tha~, IS, they stick on, this label and then consider the
shall get cheated all the same. !tis what always happene4,
q~~ti0ll: disposed of. But our conception of history is above
on a small scale, to the French revolutionaries' evenJn the
~ ~ guIde to 'study, not a lever for construction after the
ordinary 'administration' they' had to leave the' subdrdlnate
manner of the Hegelian. All history must be studied afresh
posts, where real wolk is done, in tbe possessio:n, of <>Id
the 'conditions of existence of the 'different formations of
, reactionaries who obstructed and paralyzed everythini' ,
~oc~ety must be examined individually before the att~mpt
\
IS / ~ade to 'deduce 'from them 'the political,' civil-law,
* <On the reference to "Quarcks", see Engelslett~r pf
aes~etic, philosophic; religious, etc., views corresponding to
July 19, 1884 to KautskyJ in which he states:, :, "
them. :.. instead of this too many of the younger Germans
That the Neue Zeit is to come to an end, is 'n:o
simply .make use of the phrase historical, materialisin (and
misfortune for the Party. It is becoming mQre, aM
eve'!thzng can be turned into apfuase) only in order to get
more apparent that the great majority of the literary
th~,~, o~ relatively scanty historical knowledge ... conParty prople in Germany belong to the, opportu.~istS "
structed mfo a neat system as quickly as possible, and they
and cautious goers ... Hence the mere task of filliD.g
~e~ deelll: themselves something' very tremendoUs. Ana
a journal of this kind every month demands very Weat
?fter tha~ a ~ar~ ~n come ~ong ,and attack, the thing,
tolerance, which results in its being, gradually overrun
~tself, WhICh m his CIrcle has mdeed been degraded to a
with philanthropy, humanitarianism, sentimeI).~ality,
mere phr~e.,
' ,
and whatever all the anti-revolutionary vices of ,the
, However, all this will right itself. We are now strong
Freiwalds, Qua~cks, Schippels, Rosuses, etc. are, caU~.
enough in Germany to stand a lot. One of the greatest
People who do not want to Jearn anything fundainen~
services the Anti-Socialist Law <lasting from 1878 to
tally and only make literature about literature and
18~> did us was to free us 'from the obtrusiveness of the
incidentally out of literature (nine-tenths of present~
, German .intell~tual who had got tinged with. socialis.m.. We
day German Writing is writing about' other witting),
~re'p.ow 'strong enough tei digest the German intellectual
naturally achieve more printed pages per annUJii,than
too" whq is giving himself great airs again. You, who have
those who grind at something and oIily want to\vrite'
r~I1Y done s()m,ething, m~t haye noticed'yourself how few
about other books when: '(1) they have-masteted'these
of young literary men who fasten themselves on to the
other books and (2) there is something in them'Worth i '
~~' give themSel~eS the trouble to'study econoinjcs, the
the trouble. The preponderance of these£ormer :
~S~Ory of econoJ;Ill~" the history, of trade, 'of industry, of
gentlemen which has been produced by theSocil:ilist
agtic~lture, ,: 6~ : ~~' forltt~tiort,sof society. .;.The, selfLaw <**>' in the literature printed in, Gem1~njjs
~~fficlen:CY'ofthe Journalist,' must serve for, evel)'thing here
inevitable while the Law lasts. Against it we pave 'ip. ",
ap.q the result looks like it,. It often seems
if these
the literature published abroad a weapon which sttik~
,'gentlemeri' ~ anYthing ,is' gbod 'enough for ~he workers.
in a totally different manner.
"
' " ','
If~~ese gentlemen onlr knew that MarX thought his best
thID~were still not good 'eriough ~or the' wo:r:kers, how he
, ** <Referring to "iron ch~ncellor~' BisIilarck'~, :EJccep:"
~~~ar~ed it as a"c~e to offer the workers'anything but the
tional Uiw Against the ,SocialiSts, in effect tromOct.21,' 'very best!... ',"
'
'
1878 to Oct. 1, 1890. It banned' socialist and ,workers'
or~anizations and papers throughout G~nD.any> " ,,' '.
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Socialism inrelatiort to
other social questions

antag~nism between classes within the nation vanishes, the
hostility of one nation to an~ther will come to an end.
(From the latter part of Section II)
Engels, Letter to Karl Kautslcy, September 12, 1882

-Nationality
Engels, 'Draft of a Communist Confen/on of Faith,
1847

Question. 21: Wdl nationalities continue to exist under
communism? .
..

Answer: The nationalities of the peoples who join
together according to the principle of community.will be
just as m~ch compelled by this union' to merge w,lth_ .one
another and thereby supersede themselves as the vanous
differences between estates and classes disappear through
the ,superseding of their basis-private property.
and I;ngels, The Manifesto of the Commun~st I '
'Party, 1848
.

Marx

...In th~ :qational" stI1Iggles of the proletariartsof the.
different colintries,they <the communists> point out a.~d.
bring" to the front the. common ~ter~ts of the entire
.
proletariat, .independently of all natlonahty:
.(Near the start 0/ section II)

....In my opinion, the colonies proper, ie., the countries
occupied with a European popula~on, Canada, the Cape,
Australia, will all become independent; on the other hand,
the countries inhabited by a native population, which are
simply subjugated, India, Algiers, the Dutch, Portuguese
and Spanish possessions, must be taken over for the time
being by the proletariat and led as rapidly as possible
towards independence. How this process will develop is
difficuItto say. India will perhaps, indeed very probably,
produce a revolution; and as the proletariat emancipating
itself caI)1lot conduct any colonial wars, this would have to
be given full sc0IX:; it would not pass off without all sorts .
• of destruction,. of course, but that sort of thing is inseparable from all revolution. The same might also take place
elsewhere,' e.g., in Algiers and Egypt, and would certainly
be the best thing for us. We shall have enough to do at
hom~. Once Europe is reorganized, and ~orth America,
that will furnish such colossal power and such an examp~e
that the semi-civilized countries will follow in their wake of
their own accord. Economic needs alone will be responsible
for this. But as to what social and political phases these
Countries will then have to pass -through before they
likewise. arrive at socialist organization, we today_ can oDly
advance rather idle hypotheses, I think. One thing' alone is.
. certain: the victorious proletariat can force no blessings of
~ny kind upon any foreign nation without unde~mining' its
own victory by so doing. Which of course by no means
excludes defensive wars of various kinds.

The CommunIsts are further reproached with desiring'to . Mane, Letter to Meyer and Vogt, April 9,. 1870
. . . . .' . .'
abolish-Countries and nationality.
.
England, as the metropolis of capital, as the power
The working men have no country. We cannot ~ke frOID .
which has hitherto ruled the world market, is for the time
them what they have not got. Since theproletanat .must
being the most important country for the workers' revolufirst of all acquire political supremacy, ril1~st. rise !o. be.the
and· mor~ver' the only country in which the material
tion,·
leading class of the nation, mUst constitute..itself the .nat19~,
conditions
for this revolution have developed up' to a
it is, so far, itself natioI).al,though not m the bourgeOIS
of maturity. Ther-efore to hasten the social
.
certain
point
sense' of the word.
" .
revolution in England is the most important object of the
National differences and antagonisms between peopl~
are daily more aildmore vanishing, Owing to the deyelop~. International Workingmen's Association. The sole means of
hastening is to make Ireland independent.
ment of the bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to. the
, Hence the task of the "International" is everywhere to
world-market, to uniformity in the mode of production and.,
in the conditions of life corresponding thefeto.
. . put the conflict between England and Ireland in the
foreground, and. everywhere to side opeDly with .Ireland..
The supremacy .of the pro.l~tariat will. ca~. ~e~ ..to
vanish still faster. United action, of the leading Clvilb:e<i. The special task of the Central Council in London is to
awaken consciousness in the English workers that from
countries at least, is one of the first conditions for the
the nationaieniancipation of Ireland is no question of
them
. .
emancipation of the proletariat. ' .
abstract
justice or human sympathy but the first condition
In proportion as tll,e exploitati~n ~f one individ~l by
of their own emancipation.
anothe! is put an end to, the explOItatIon of one. nation by
another will also be put an end to.. In proportIon as -the

it.
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of the children upon the parents. Here also is the answer
to the outcry ofmqralizing philistines against the communist community. of women. Community of women is a
,
relationship that belongs altogether to bourgeois society
Thus, if the Revolution of 1848 was not a socialist' 'and is completely realized today in prostitution. But
revolution, it paved the way, prepared the ground for t~e ,prostitution is rooted in private property and falls with it.
, latter. Through the impetus given to l~rge~scale' industry in
Thus instead of introducing the communi~ of women,
all countries, the bourgeois regime during the last' fortycommunist organization puts an end to it. •
five years has everywhere cr~ted a numerous, concentrated
and powerful, proletariat. It has thus raised, to ~e the
\
language of the Manifesto, its own grave-diggers. Without
Marx and Engels, The Manifesto of the Communist
restoring alitonomy and unitY to each nation, it will be
Party, 1848
impossible to achieve the international union of the
, Abolition of the' family! Even the most radica\ flare up
proletariat, or the peaceful and 'intelligent co~operation of·
at this infamous propOsal of the Comm~ts.
these nations towards common aims. Just ima~ne' joint
, On what foundation is the present family, the bourgeois
international action by the Italian, Hungarian, German,
Polish and Russian workers under the political conditions . family, based? On capital,' on private gain. In its completely
developed form this family exists only among the bourgeoipreceding 1848!
sie. But this 'state of things 'finds its complement in the
The battles fought in 1848 were-thus,not fought in vain.
'practical absence of the fainily among the proletarians, and
in public prostit,ution.
The bourgeois family will vanish as a matter of course
when jts compleme:qt vanishes, and 'both will vanish with
I
the vaniShing of capital.
Woman
family
nd you charge us with wanting to stop the explOitation
of children by their parents? To this crime we plead guilty.
:!;lut, ,you will say, we destroy the most hallowed of
I
relations, when we replace home education by social. '
Engels, Draft of a Communist Confession of 'Faith,
And your education! Is not that also social, and deter1847
'
mined by the social ,conditions under which you educate, by
the intervention, direct or indirect~ of society, by means of
Question 20: Wzli ,not th~ introductibn of communitY of
schools, etc.?' The Cominunists have not invented the
property ~ be accompanied by the proclamation of community
-intervention of society in education; they do but seek to
of women?
'
altyl the - character of that intervention, and to 'rescue
edu~tion from the influence of the ruling class.
Answer: By no means. We will only interfere in the
The bourgeois clap-trap about the family and education,
personal relationship between men and women or with the
about the hallowed co-relation of parent and child, befamily in general to the extent that the maintenance of the
comes all the more disgusting. the more,' by the action of .
existing institution would disturb the new social order.
Modern Industry, all family ties among the proletarians are
Besides, we are well aware that the family relationship has
toni asunder, and their children transformed into· simple
been modified in the course' of hiSt~ry by the property
articles of commerce and instruments of labor.
relationships and by periods of development, and. th~t
, But you Communists would introduce community of
consequently the ending of private property will also have
."w0inen, sereams the whole bourgeoiSie in chorus.
a most important influence on it.
The bourgeoisie sees in his wife a mere instrument of
pr9duction. He hears that the instruments of production
are;to be exploited in common, and, naturally, can come to ,
Engels" prlnclP!es of Communism, 1847
no'other conclusion than that the lot of being common to
all will likewise fall to the women.
'
Question 21: What influence will the communist order of
He has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed
,society have upon' the family?
at is to do away with the status -of women as' mereinstruDients of production.
Answer: It will make the relation between the '~xeS a
For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the virtuous
purely private relation which concerns only the. persons
indignation of our' bourgeoiS at the community of women
invoived,and in which society has no call to interfere. It is
which, they pretend, is to be openly and officially estabable to do this becausedt abolishes private property and
lished by the ComnYlDists. The Communists have no need
educates children communally, thus destroying the twin
to introduce cominunity of women; it has existed almost
foundation of hitherto, existing marriage-the dependence
from time immemorial.
through private property ot'the Wife upon. the husband and
Engels, Preface to the Italian edfflon of 1893 of liThe
ManIfesto of the Communist Party", February 1, 1893
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o'ur bourgeois, not content with having the wives and
daughters of their proletarians' at their disposal, not to
.speak of common prostitutes, take the greatest pleasure in
.
seducing each other's wives.
Bourgeois marriage is, in reality a system of wives in
common and thus, at the most, what the Comrilunists might
. possibly be reproached with, is that they desire to introduce, in substitution for hypocritically concealed, an openly
Mgalized community of women. For the rest, it. is selfevident that the abolition of the present system of production must bring with it the abolition of the community of
, women springing from that system, i.e., of prostitution both
public and private.
'
'.
(In the' middle of Section II 'Proletarians and communists")
Marx, capital, Vol. I, 1867
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,.
production, outside the domestic sphere, to women, to '
. young persons, and to children of both sexes, creates a ne'Y '
economical foundation for a' higher form of the family and
. :of the relations between ,the sexes. It is, of course, just as
absurd to hold the Teutonic-christian form of the family to
be absolute and tmal as it would be to apply that character
to the ancient Roman, the ancient Greek, or the Eastern
forms which, moreover, taken together form a senes in
historic development. Moreover, it is obvious that the fact
of the collective working group being composed of individu.,.
als of both sexes and all ages, must necessarily, under
suitable conditions; become a source of humane development; although 41' its spontaneously developed, brutal,
capitalistic form, where the laborer exists for the process of
production, and not the process of production for the
laborer, that fact is a pestiferous source of corruption and
slavery.
(From Section 9 "The Factory Acts. Sanitary and
Educational Clauses of the same., Their general Extension in
England" of Chapter XV "Machinery and Modem Industry"
, of Part/IV 'Production of Relative Surplus-value")

So long as Factory legislation is confined to regulating
the labor in factories, manufactories, etc., it is regarded as
a mere interference with the expl~iting rights· of capital.
But when it comes to regulating the so-called "homelabor," it is immediately viewed as a direct attack on the
Engels, Herr Eugen Diihrlng's Revolution In Science
patria potestas, on parental authority. The tender-hearted
(Antl-Diihrlng), September 1876 • June 1878
'English Parliament long affected to shrink from taking this
step. The force of facts, however compelle4i it at least to
Just as Herr Diihring at an earlier point imagined that
acknowledge that modern industry, in overturning the, the capitalist mode of production could be replaced by the
economiCal foundation on which was based the traditional -,social, Without transforming production itself, so now he
family, and the family l~bor corresponding to it, had also
~magines that the modern bourgeois' family can be torn
unloosened all traditional family ties. The rights of the
from its whole economic foundations without, thete~y
children had' to be proclaimed. The final report' of the' Ch.
transforming its whole form. To him, -this form is so
Enipl. Comm. of 1866 states: "It is unhappily, to a painful
immutable that· he even makes "ancient Roman law,"
degree, apparent throughout the" whole of the evidence,
though in a somewhat 'ennobled" form,. govern the family
that against no persons do the children. of both sexes so
for all time; and he' can only co,nceive a family as an
mlich require protection as against their parents." The
"inheriting," which means. a possessing, unit. Here the
'system of unlimited exploitation of children's labor in
utopians are f~r in advance of Herr Diihring. They considgeneral and the so-called home-labor in particular is
ered that the socialization of education and, with this, real
"maintained only because the, parents are able, without
mutual freedom ~n the relations between members of a
, check or control, to exercise this arbitrary and mischievous
family, would necessarily follow from the. free association
power over their young and tender offspring ..... Parents
of men and the transformation of private domestic work
must not p,ossess the absolute power of. making ~heir
into a public industry. Marx also has already ~hown ... <in
children mere 'machines to earn so much weekly wage.'
Capital, Vol. I, Part~IV, Chapter XV, Section 9> that
.... The children and young persons, therefore, in all such
"modern industry, by assigning as it does an important part
cases may justifiably claim from the legislature, as a natural
in socially organized processes of production, outside the
right, that an exemption should be secured to them, from
domestic sphere, to women, to young persons, and to
what destroy prematurely their physical strength and lowerS
children of both sexes,creates a new economic foundation
them in the scale of intellectual and morar beings." It was
for .a higher form of the family and of the relations
not, however, the misuse of parental authority that created
between the sexes."
the capitalistic exploitation, whether direct Ot indirect, of
(From Chapter V "State, Family, Education" o/Part m'
children's labor; but, on the coritrary, it was the capitalistic
"Socialism ".) .
mode of exploitation which,' by sweeping away the economical basis of parental authority, made its exercise degenerate
into. a mischi~vous. misuse of power: However terrible and
Engels, Letter toK. Kauts/cy, February 1, ,1881
disgusting the dissolution, under the capitalist system, of the
. <Engels denies the contention that overpop¥lation is
old family ti~may appear, nevertheless, modern industry,
by assigrung as it does an, important part in' the process of _ currently a problem,. citing· the beginnings of American
, mass production· and large-scale agriculture threatening to
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. smother the world in foodstuffs. He also states .that to the
contrary, that there is now the problem of ''first PoPulating
the Earth ... and which certainly requires of necessity strong
increase of'population also in Europ~...." Engels goes on.
to say that overpopulation might someday beCome' a
it; >
problem, but that if so, .communism aloIie could solve
)
.

a

...

The abstract possibility that the human populllnon is
becoming so great that barriers mu!!t be raise4 to iPl
increase, is indeed present. But if communist society s4out~
once see itself in the neCessity to regulate .the proQu.ciion
of human beings as it has already regulated theprpduc;!ion
of things, then' it will be precisely that communist 'soc~ety;
and [it] alone, which will. do so . without diffic\J.~tY~: To
achieve in a planned manner in such, a society~ :resuit
which has already now spontaneously and without ~p.y pl~xi
developed in France and in Lower Austria, seems t~m«(~y
no means so difficult. In any· case it' is those peOple's
business, whether, when and how, and what means t~~·Wil.l
use for that purpose. I do' not feel that I have the ltJ,~iori ,
to advise and counsel them on that matter. Thestf~ple
will certainly be as shrewd as we a r e . : ',. .
For the rest, I wrote already in 1844..;: "Even ifMalthus .
were unconditionally right, then this (socialist) tra~fonha~
tion should be undertaken immediately, because·' dnI:f it,
only the education of the masses wJ1ich it will givet:makes
possible that moraUimitation of the 'procreativ~ ur~e 1Y~.ch
Malthus .himself presents as the most effective an~: ~si~t
antidote against overpopulation.",

strict sense, even in cases of the most passionate love and
strictest faithfulness of the two parties, and despite all
spiritual and worldly benedictionS Which may have been
received. The two eternal .adj1?-Dcts of monogamy-hetaetism and adultery-therefore, play- an almost negligtole role
~~re; the woman has regained, iIi fact,. the right of separatio~,and when the man and woman cannot get along they
prefer to part. In short, proletarian marriage is mono gam~in the et)lm.ological sense .of the worc:t, but by no means
in. the historical sense.
I'

,

;.:The modem individual faMily is based on the open or
dis8,Yised domestic enslavement of the woman; ... Today, in
the' great majoril:y of cases, the man.has to be the earner,
.tlte bread-winrier of the family, at least among the propertitid. ;classes,and thiS gives him. a dominating position which
reqlli.!es no special legal privileges. In the family, he is the
bQurgeois; the wife represents the proletariat In the'
mqpgtrial world, however, the specific character of the
¢C0J,19mic oppression that weighs down the proletariat
stan¢; out in all its sharpness only after all the special
~egarppvileges of the capitalist Class have been set aside
aiid:the complete juridical equality of both classes is
e¥tablished. The democratic republic does not abolish the
lllltagonism .between the two .classes; oil the contrary, it
~i9Vides the field on which it is fought o:ut. And, similarly,
th¢'~uliar character of man's domination over woman in
t~e, ;modem family, and the necessity, as well as the
irianrier,of establishing real social equality between the
tW<"Wiu be brought out into full telief only when both are
. oo~pletely equal before the law. It will then become
eVidcmt that the first premise for the emancipation. of
Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and
the State, MarCh-May, 1884
.
..,
women is the reintroduction of the entire female seX into
.
. pubJic industry; and that this again demands that the
Sex love in the r~lation of husband and. wife is a~d cap. . qualitY possessed by the individual family of being the
become the rule only among the oppressed classes, tba~is,
ecQ~omic unit of society be abolished..
.
at the present day, among the proletariat, no ln~~ter
whether this relationship is officially sanctioned or nQt.B,ut
..We are now approaching a social revolution in which
here all the foundations of classical, monogamy are iethe' hitherto existing economic foundations of monogamy
moved. Here, there is .a complete absence o~all,prqpetty,
\\1indisappear just as certainly as will those of itS supplefor the safeguarding and inheritance of which mo~?gamy
meqr·..':"ptostitution..•, Since monogamy ar~ from economand male. domin~tion were established. Therefore, ~er6is
ic 'Causes, .will it disappear when these caUses disappear?
no stimulus whatever to assert male dOmina:tion.Wp~t is
pile might not unjustly answer: far from ,disappearirig,
more, the means., too, are absent; bourgeois law, ·. .which
iJ witl only begin to be completely realized.
protects this doinination, exists only for the prqpertied
'~~;With the passage of' the means of production into
'claSs~ and theirdeaIings with the proletarians. !t:coSfs
cPnunon property,' the' individual family ceases to be the
money, and therefore, owing to the worker's pOverty;.;~as
ecOD:9mic. unit of .society. Private housekeeping; is transno validity in his attitu~e' towards his wife. PersoMlan<1
forn.ed· into a social ind1istry~ The care and education of
social relations of quite a different sort are the deciSive
t~e~hildren becomes a public matter....
•
.
'factors here. .Moreover, since large-scale industry. ':~as
' •. Here'a new factor comes into operation, a factor that,
transferred the woman from th~ house to the laborJnaricet
at ~Ost, eXisted in embryo at the time when monogamy
and the factory, and ma~es her, often enough, th~{bread~
developed, namely, individUal sex love.
winner of the family, the last remnants of male doitt~atiQn
,
in the proletarian home have lost all, foundation~excep~;
. sinCe sex love is by its very nature exclusive-although
perhaps, for some of that brutality ~owards wom~n Which
this exclusiveness is fully realized today o~y in the woman
became firmly rooted with the establishment ofmoriogllmy:
...... \
-tlien marriag~ based on sex love is by its yery nature
Thus, the proletarian family no longer monogamillJ.l in, the
monogamy,
With the disappearance of the 'economic
\

.'
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considerations w~cli. ,coIQpelled women to tolerate the
Education
customary infidelity of'9i~"men-the' anxiety about their
own livelihood and even 'more about the future of their
children -the equality of woman thus achieved will, judging
, from all previous experience, result far more effectively in
the men becoming really monogamous than ih the women
Engels,Prlnclples
Communism, 1847
becoming polyandrous.
.'
... Industry which is carried on jointly and according to
What will most definitely disappear from monogamy,
plan by the whole of society wholly presupposes people
whos~ abilities., have been developed all-round! who are
however, is all the characteristiCs stampt1d on it in consehaving arisen out of property relationships.
capable of surveying the entire syste~ of production.
quence of
Consequently, the division of labor already undermined by
· These are, first" the dominance of the man, and secondly,
the indissolubility of marriage.... The duration of the .urge
the machine system...will thus ~ompletely disappear.
of individualsex love differs very much according to the
Education Will enable young people quickly to acquaint
individual, particularly among men; and a definite cessation
themselves with the whole system of production, it will
of affection, or its displacement by a new passiona~e love,
~mable them to pass in t~ from one branch of industry to
makes separation:a blessing for both parties as'well for i ' another according to social needs or the bidding of their
sodety. People Will only be spared the experience of' own inclination.
wading through the useless wire of divorce, proceedings.
. . (From the answer to questiqn 20 "What will- be the
Thus, what we can conjecture at 'present about -the , consequences of the final abolution of private ownership?")
regulation, of /lex relationships. after the ID.\pending efface2
/
ment of capitalist production is, in the main, of a negative
,
chaFacter, limited mostly tQ what will Vanish. But what will
Marx, Capitals Vol. I, 1867
· be added~ That will be settled after it new generation has
Paltry, as the education clauses of the <Factory> Act
grown up: a generation of men 'who never in all their lives
,appear
on the whole, yet they proclaim elementary educahave had Occasion to purchase a woman's surrender either
an indispensable condition to the employment of
tion
to
be
with money or with any other means of s9Cial power, and
of women who have never been obliged to surrender to ~ny .children. Thesucc~ of those clauses proved for the first
time t'he possibility of combining education and ~astics
man out of any consideration other than that of real love,
or ,to, refrain from giyjp.g themselVes to :the~r beloved for I with manual labor, and, consequently, of combining manual'
fear of the economic 'conSequences. OnCe such peOple' labor with education and gymnastics. The factory inspectors
soon found out hy questioning the schoolmasters, that the
flPpear, they will not care it rap about what we today think
faCtory'
children, although' receiving only one half the
they should do, They will establiSh their Qwn practice and
of the regul~r day scholars, yet learnt quite as .
,
education
their own public opinion, conformable therewith, on the
, 1lo1lJ,ch and oftel). more. '" Further information on this point
practice of each individual-and that's the end of. it.
(From section 4 "The,Molwgainian :Family" of Chapter , will. be found m Senior's <a bourgeois' economist> speech
"The Family")
, .
. .
"
, at the Social, Science Congress at Edinburgh in 1863.' He
there spows, amongst other things, how the monotonous
~n..duselessly long school hours of the children ~f the
upper and middle classes, uselessly add to the labor of the
'...Here we see, already that the ~mancipation of'wOIrieIl
teacher, "while he not oruy ifruitlessly, but absolutely
and, their equality with.men are, imposs.ible and must
refuam so as long as women are excluded from socially . injuriously, wastes the, time, health, and energy of the
children.'" Fro:pl .the :Factory syStem budded, as .Robert
· p~oductive, work and 'r.est.d~ted to ~ousew9rk, which is
private. The eman,cipationofwomenbecomes possible only ,Owen has. shown us in detail, .the germ of the education of
when women areemibledto'take part in pr04uctiOIf on 'a
the future, an education that will, in the case of every child
qvex: a:given'age"c~mbine productive labor with instruction.
large; sOCial scale, ~ndwhen' domestic du~es require their
attention only to a minorjlegree. And ,WS has becO~~~nd gyAlnasti~, notonly as one of the methods of adding
__ possible o,nly as' a, reS\llt
modem Iarge-~c~le' in~us~ry,
to; th~:.e(ficiency of production, but as the only method of
which not only permits' of the, participll;#on of wq~en in .prod;ucing· fully, developed human beings.
product~on in large nlimbe~: 'but act~~Uy,
'£ot.}f arid; ,: ,.~od~pt. IndusUy, as. we~ have seen, sweeping away by
ptoreovei, strives to convert private domestj~.'work iHs'(tinto ' ' ;tec1!.;n~cal m~ns tbe ,manufacturing division of labor, under
a public industry.
. '-;
,,' . , , ' ,"
,.
wl1;qh each man.isboun,d handand foot for.life to a single
(From Chapter IX "Barbarism and' Civiliziition "J"' ' .' ",
~e.4liJ~Qperation. At the same time, the capitaliStic form of
Jhllt
.ip.dustry ::reprodu~es this, same division. of labor in a
,.... : .. '
..
~W1 ,mo~ monstrpug,sbl,lpe; .,..
",,'
......•..
,
..
(Fro.m.Se,etion
~."The
Factory
Acts.
Sanitary and Educa'0
.. ~... (#.ono,l
,Glaus'i!s·pf the. same. Theilj general Extension in
.... " ..
England. " of Chapter XV "Machinery and Modem Industryi,
I
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of Part IV) ,

scheme in the usual way. But because, as we have seen,
the old division of labor, in its essentials, is to continue to
exist peacefully in the Diihringian production of the future,
this'technical training at school is deprived of any practical
use later on in life, or any significance for production itself;
it has ,only a purpose within the school: it is to replace
gymnastics, which our deep-rooted revolutionizer wants to
abolish altogether. He can therefore oilly offer us a few
phrases" as for example, "young and old will work, in the
full sense of the word." This backboneless and meaningless
effusion is really pitiful when we compare it with the
passage in Capital, <contained in Section 9 f'The Factory
Acts ... " of Chapter XV of Part IV> ... in whie:h Marx
develops the thesis that "from the factory system budded,
as Robert OWen has shown us in detail, the germ· of the
edud!tion .of the future, an education that will, in tlte case
i of every child over a given age, combine productive labor
with instruction and gymnastics, not only as one of the
methods .of adding to the efficiency of production, but as
the. only method of producing fully developed human
,beings."

Modern Industry never looks upon and treats,' the
existing form of a process as final. The technical basis of
that industry is therefore revolutionary, while all earlier
modes of production were essentially conservative. '" At the
- same time, it thereby also revolutionizes the division of
labor within the society, and incessantly laun<;:hes masses of
capital and of workpeople from one branch' of production
_to another. But if Modem Industry, by its very nature)
therefore necessitates variation of, labor, fluency of function, universal mobility of the laborer, on the other hand,
in 'its capitalistic form, it reproduces the old division of
labor with its ossified particularizations. We have. seen how
this absolute contradiction between the technical necessities.
of Modern Industry, an\! the social character inherent in its
capitalistic form, dispels all fIXity and _security in the
situation oithe laborer..: ·Modern Industry, on the other
harid, through its <:atastrophes imposes the necessitY of
recognizing, as' a fundamental law of production, variation
. (In the latter part of Chapter V "State, Family, Education"
of work, consequently fitness of the laborer for' varied
work; consequently the greatest possible development of his
of Part III "Socialism ")
varied aptitudes. It becomes a question of life and death
for society to adapt the mode of 'production to the normal
functioningofthis law....
One step already spontaneously taken towards effecting
this revolutibh / is 'the establishm~nt of technical and
Religion
agricultural scnools, and of "ecoles d'enseignement professio1l;neI," "in which the children of the working-men
receive some little instruction in technology and in the
practical haridIingof, the various implements, of labor.
Though the Factory Act, that first and meager concession ' Engels, Draft of a Communist ConfessIon of Faith,
1847
wrung from 'capital, is liIDited to combining elementary
education with work in the factory, there can be no doubt
Question 22: Do Communiits reject the existing religions?
that when the working class comes into power, as inevit~bly
/it must, technical instruction, both theoretical and practical,
Answer: All, religions which have existed hitherto were
will take' its -proper place in the working-class schools.
expressions of historical stages of development of individual
There is also no doubt that such revolutionary ferments,
peoples or groups of peoples. But communism is that stage
the final result of which is the abolition of the old division
of historical development which makes all existing religions
of labor, are diametrically opposed to the capitalistic form , superfluous and supersedes them.
of production, 'and, to the economic stat:us of the laborer
corresponding loin~t form. But the historical development
of the antagonisms, immanent in a given, form of producEngels, Herr Eugen Diihrlng's RevolutIon In Science
tion, is the only way in which that form of production can
(Antl-Diihrlng) , September 1876 - June 1878
, be dissolved' and a: I1ew' fonn established.
, '(Ibid.)
" "
<Fantastic nature" of religion, its natural death, and
against banning it>
I

All religion,however, is nothing but the fantastic
reflectioJ;l in men's minds of those external forces which,
control their daily life, a reflection in which the terrestrial
...I~ is true tl~atHerr Dtihring has heard something about, forces assume the form of supernatural forces .... We have
the, combination of wor:\c. and instruction in socialist socjety, ,already seen, more than once, that in existing bourgeois
whicli.isto. ensure anal.l-round, technical education, as well
society men are dominated by the economic conditions
as" 'a,'practi<;a,l, found~tion for scientific training; and this
created by themselves, by the means of production which
PO:int,t()Q"is;th~ref9r.ebrought in to help the socialitarian
, they themselves have produced, as if by an extraneous
Engels, Herr Eagen Diihrlng's Revolution In Science
(Antl-Diihi'IngJ;Se~~ember1876 -, ,June 1878
'

,
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force. The actual basiS of religious reflex action therefore
continues to exist, and with it the religious reflex itself...,
It is still true that man proposes and God (that is, ,the
extraneous force of the capitalist mode of production)
disposes.... when society, by taking possession of all means
of production imd using' them on a plaimed basis, has freed:
itself and all its members from the bondage 'in which they
are at present held by these means of production which
they themselves have producep but which confront them as
an irresistible extraneous {orce; when therefore 'man no
longer merely proposes, but also disposes~only then will,
the last extraneous force which is still reflected in religion
vanish; and with it will also vanish the religious reflection
itself, for the simple r~on that then there will be nothing
left to reflect.
Herr Diihring, however, cannot wait until religion 'dies
this natural death. He proceeds in more deep-rooted
'fashion.' He out-Bismareks Bismax:ck <*>; he decrees
sharper May laws <the Prussian anti-Jesuit laws of M1l.Y,
187:3> not merely against catholicism, but against all
religion whatsoever; he incites his gendarmes of the future
against religion, and thereby helps it to ~artyrdom ahd a
prolonged lease of life. WherC?ver we. turri; we find specifically Prussian socialism.
(From Chapter V "State, Family, Educ.ation" of Part 111
"Socialism ")
I
'

* <Bismarck, a representative of the Prussian JunkerS"
or large aristocratic-feudal landlords, was German chancellor during the period when Geqnanywas unified, but on
the bureaucratic-reactionary Prussian model. He fought Catholicism for a few years during the period of what was
called at the time the "Kulturkampr' ot "struggle 'foJ'
culture" in order to strike at the anti-Prussianand loealist
stand of the Catholic' Center Party. (The 'Center Party and
the socialis~ workers both oppo~ed the Prussifieation of
Germany but from quite different ,standpoints.)' The
"Kulturkampr' was an attempt to' appeal to. the bourgeois
liberals, and it seems to have combined some reforms with
outright persecution of the Catholic Church and an atte~pt
to take it over by' the German government apparatus. The '
Center Party continued-to grow, ,and later Bis\marck actively
'courted it. Meanwhile, during the "KuIturkampr' the
Gatholic Church was ,championing the then-new doctrine of
the infallibility of the Pope and maintenanc;:e of a miserable'
system of religious indoctrination and non-education.
Engels, commenting on the way Prussia implemented the
system of universal -education; wrote in a footnote to The
Role of -Force in' History, that '/'Even, during the 'Kulturkampr days, industrialists on the Rhine complafu¢ to xp.e
that they could not promote otherwise excellent wbrkers to
the job of supervisor because of the insufficiepcy6f their
knowledge acquired at school. This was particularly true in
Catholic regions.">
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classless sociE!ty

,Miscellaneous
Marx and Engels, The German Id~ology, 1845-46
,

'

'

_'" In the present epoch, the domination of material
relations over individuals, and the suppression of,
,ind~viduality by fortuitous circumstances, has assumed its
.sharpest' and ,most universal, form, thereby setting existing
individuals a very definite task. It has set them the task of
replacing the domination of circumstances and of chance
over individuals by the domination of individ~ais over
chance and circumstances. It has 'not, as Sancho imagines,
put forward the dexp.an<l that "I should develop 'myself,"
which up to now every individual has done without
Sancho's good advice; it has onlthe contrary called for
, liberation from a quite definite, mode of development. This
, task, dictated by present-day relations, coincides with the
'
: task of organizing society in it communist way.
... We have also shown that the abolition of division of
labor is determined by the development of intercourse and
productive forces to' such a degree of universality that
private property ~nd division of labor becom~ fetters on
'them. We, have further shown that private property can'.,e
I abolished only on condition of an all-tolilld development of
~dividuals, prec~sely, because- the" existing form of
ID~ercourse and the existing productive forces are allembracing and only individuals that are developing in an
, all~round fashion can appropriate them, i.e., can turn them
, into free manifestations of their liveS. We 'have 'shown that
at the present time individuals· must abolish' private
property, because the productive forces- and forms of'
intercourse have' developed so fat that, under' the
'domination of private property, they have become destruc, tive forces, and because the contradiction ~tweenthe
classes, has reached its extreme ,limit. Finally, we have
shown 'that the· abolition of p.rivate property and. of the
division of labor is itself the association of individuals on
the basis created by modern productive forces and world
intercourse•.
Within communist society, the only society in which the
genuine and free development of individuals ceases to be
a mere phrase, this development is determined precisely
, by the connection of individuals,... We are, therefore, here
concerned with individuals at a definite historical stage of
development and by no means mere1y with individuals
chOsen at random, even disregarding the indispensable
c9mmunist revolution; which itself is a general condition '
for their free development. The individuals' conscioUsness

/'
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of their mutual relations will, of course, likewise be
completely changed, and therefore, will no mOl:e be the
"principle of love" or "devoilment" <devotion> than it will
be egoism. .
.
.'
(PartIII"Saint Max'~ Section] Subsection 6 "Solomon's
Song of Songs or the Unique" or Marx and Engels, "Collected
Works'~ Volume 5, p. 438)'

Engels"Prlnciples of Communism, 1847
Que~tion 20: What will be t~e consequences of the final
abolition of private property?
I

Answer: Above all, through society's taking' out of the
hands of the private cl1.pitalists the use of all the productive
forces and means of communication· as well as. the exchange .and distribution of products· and managing them
according to a plan corresponding to the means available
and
needs of the whole of society, all the evil consequences of the··present running of large-scale ind~stry will
be done away with. There will be an end of cnses; \ the
extended production, which under the present. system of
society means overproduction and is such a great cause of
misery, will then not even be' adequate and will have ~o be
expanded much further. Instead of creating misery, over~
production'beyond the immediate needs of society~il1'
mean the satisfaction of the needs of all, create new ne:eds
and at the same time the means to satisfy them.' It will be'
the. condition and the cause of new advances, and it will
achieve these advances without thereby, as always hitherto,
bringing the .order of society into confusion. Once liberated
from the pressure of private ownership, large-scale industry
will develop ona scale that will make its present level. of
development seem as paltry as seems themanufactunng
system compare with. the large-scal~ industry of our time.
This development' of industry will provide society with a
suffideu.t <\uau.tity of products to satisfY' the needs of all.
Similarly agriculture, which is also'hindered by the pressure
. of private ownership and parcelling of land fromjn~rod~c~
ing the improvements already available and sClentlfic
advancements, will be given a quite new impulse, and place
at society's disposal an ample quantity of products. Thus
society will produce enough products to be able so to
arrange distribution that the needs of. all its members will
be satisfied. The division of society into various antagonistic
classes will ther6bY become superfluous. Not only will it
become superfluous, it is even incompatibl~ with the new
social order. Classes came into existence through the
division of labor and the division of labor in its hitherto
existing form will entirely disappear. For in order to brin~
industrial and agricultural production to the leveldesctibed,
mechanical and chemical aids alone are not enough; the
abilitieS of the people who set these aids in motion must
also be developed to a corresponding degree. Just as in (he
last century the peasants and the manufactory, workers
change their entire way ot life, and themselves became'

the

I,

•

quite different people when they were drawn mto largescale industry, so also will the common management of
production by the whole of society and the resulting n~w
development of production require and also proquce q~lte
different people. The common management of productIOn
cannot be effected by people as they are today, each one
being assiglled to a. single branch of production, shackled
to it, exploited by it, each having developed only one of his
abilities at the cost of all the others and knowing only one
branch, or only a branch of a branch of the total produc- ,
. tion. Even present-day industry finds less and less use for
such people. Industry carried on in common and according
to plan by the whole of society. presupposes moreover
people of all-round!ievelopment, capable of surveying the
entire system of production. Thus the division of labor
making one man a peasant, another a shoemaker, a third
a factory, worker, a fourth a stockjobber, which has already
been undermined. by machines, will completely ,disappear.
Education will en.able young people quickly to go through
th~ whole system of production, it will enable them tb pass
from one branch' of the industry to another according to
the' needs of society. or. their own inclinatiop.s. It will
therefore free them from that one-sidedness which the
present division of labor stamps on each and ~very ?ne. of
them. Thus the communist organization of SOCIety Wlll gl.Ve
its members the chance. of an al1~round development. Wi~h
this the various classes will necessarily disappear. Thus the
. co~munist organikation of society is; on the one hand,
incompatible with t~e existence of classes and, on the
other,. the very establishment of this society furnishes the
means to.do away with these class differences.
It' follows from this that the antagonism between town
and country 'will likewise disappear. The carrying on of
agriculture and industrial production by the same people,
instead of by two different classes, is already for purely
material reasons an essential condition of communist
assOciation;' The scattering of the agricultural population
over tl).e countryside,along With the crowding of the
industrial population into the big towns, is a state which
corresponds only to an undeveloped stage. of agriculture
and industry, and obstacle to all further development which
is already now making itself very keenly:felt.
.
The general association of all members of society for
the common an~ planned' exploitation of the productive
'forces, the expansion of production to a degree where it
. will satisfy the needs Of all, the termination of the condition where the needs of some are satisfied at the expense
of others, the complete annihilation of classes and their
antagonisms, the all-round development of the abilities of
all the members of society through doing away with the
hitherto existing division of labor, through industrial
education, through change of activity, through the participation of all inthe enjoyments provided by all, through the.
merging of town and country-such are the main results of
the abolition of -private property.

'.

,
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Withering:awayof the state
Marx anti Engels, The Manifesto of the Communist
Party,1848.

When, in the course of development, class distinctions·
have d~appeared,and, all production has been concentn~ted,
in' the hands 'of a vast association of the whol~ nation, the'
public power will lose its political character. Political
power, prop'erly so called,is merely the organized power of
one class for oppressing another. If the proletariat durlng
its contest with the bourgeoise is compelled, by the force
of circumstances, to qrganize itself as.·a class,. if, by' means
of a revolution, it makes itself the ~ling class,and, 'as
such, sweeps away by force the old conditions ofproc(uc.tion, then i~ will: along with these' conditions, have swept
away the conditions for.the existence of, class antagonisms
and of classes generally, and will thereby have abolished its
own supremacy as a class.
In place of the old bourgeois society, with its, classes
and class antagonisms, we shall have an association, in
whicn the free development of each is the condition. for the
free development of alL

really constitutes itself the represe,ntative of the whole of' "
society--;the)aking possession of the means of production
i~ the name of society-this is, at the same time~ its last
ihdependent act as a state. State interference in social
relations becomes, i:q. one doniain after another, superUumis, and then withers away of itself; the government of
persons is replaced by tI.teadministration of things, and by
the conduct of processes .of' produl;tion.' The state is not
"abolished:" It withers away; This gives the' measure of the
value of the phrase "afree people's state,j, both as to itS-·
justifIable use at times by agitators, and as to its ultimate
scientifIc insufficiency; anc\ also of the demandS' of· the 'socalled anarchists for thy abolition of the state out of ha~d..
(From. the last quarter .of Section II "Theoretical" of
. Part III "~ocialism")
'f

<In Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, which consists of
three' chapters from Anti-Dilhring rewritten by Engels to
form a self-contained work, this phrase reads as' follows':
'.'for . the purpose of preventing any interference from
without with the existin~ conditions of production.">,

! " •

Engels, Orlt/ln of the Family, Private Property and the
State, MarCh-May, 1884'
,.,.

The state, then, has not existe4 from all eternity. There '
have been societies that did without it, that had nojdea of
Engels, 'Herr.Eugen Diihrlng's Re.vo/uf/on In Science'
the state and state power. At a certain stage of economic
(Antl-Diihrlflg), ' September 1876 • June 1878
'
devel()'pme~t, whiCh was necessarily bound up with the split
sO~Iety, ~nto classes, the stat~ became a necessity ()~g of
...The proletariat s,eize.s the state power, and traitstorms the '
thIS split. We are :now rapIdly approaching a ,stage
to
means of production iii the first instance into state property.
the
devel~pmeD,t of production at which the existence of
But, in doing this, it abolishes itself as proletariat, abolishes
these
classes not drily )\'ill have ceased to be a necesSity
all class distinctions ,land class antagonismS,. abolishes also
b~twill
bec~me.3. positive hi:ndranceto production. The;'
.
the st~te as state. Society thus far, based upon class
,
will
fall
~s meVltably as they .arose at an earl~er stage.
antagonisms, had need of the state, that is, of'an organizaAl~ng ~th them. the state wIll inevitably fall. Society,
tion of the particular class,which was pro tempore ~for the
which will reorganIZe production on the basis of a free and
time being> the exploiting classj ~(jr the maintenance of its
equal association of the' producers, will put the whole
external conditions of production, <*> and, therefore,
of state where iLwill then 'belong: .into the
maclllnery
especially, for the purpose of forcibly keeping the explqited .,
museum of antiquities, by the side of the spinning-wheel
classes in the~ondition of oppr~sion -corresponding with .
and the bronze axe.
.
the given mode of productibn (slavery, serfdom, wage.:.
labor). The state was the official representative of society
'as a whole; the .gathering of it together into a visible
embodiment. But it wasl this only in so far as it was the',
state of that class which itself represented, for~the time
being, society as a whole: in ancient times, the state of'
slave-owning citizens; In the Middle Ages, the feudal lords;
in our own time, the bourgeoisie. When' at last it becomes
the real representative of the whole of societY, it renders
itself unnecessary. As soon as' there is no longer any social
class to be held in subjection; as soon, as claSs Me, and the
individual struggie for existence based upon' our present
Engel~, The HousIng. Questlem, May' ~1872 • January
anarchy in . production; with the collisions and excesses
1873
,"
'.
".
.
arising from these, are removed, 'nothing more reriiains,to
For Proudhcin; on the other hand; 'the whole industrial
be repressed, and a special repressive force, a state, is }10
r~volution of the last hundre4 years ': .. is a highly repugnant
longer necessary. The fIrst act by virtue of which the state

m

.Elimination of the. separation' .
betw:e~n ~own~nd co~ntry

"I
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occurrence, something which really ought never to h~ve
industrial and agricultural production together with the
taken place.... <But> it is precisely this industrial revoluextension of the means of communication made necessary
tion which as raised the productive power of human labor
thereby-granted the abolition of the capitalist mode of
to such a high level that-for the first time in the histQry
production -will be able to deliver the rural population
of mankind~the possibility exists, giv~na rational division
from the isolation and stupor in which it has vegetated
, of labor among all, of producmg not only enough for the
almost unchanged for thousands of years. To be utopian
plentiful consumption of all members of society and for an
does not mean to maintain that the emancipation of
abundant reserve fund,_ but also for leaving each individual
humanity. from the chains which its historic past has forged
sufficient leisure so that what is really }Vorth preserving in . will be complete only when the antithesis between town
and country has been abolished; the utopia begins only
historically, inherited culture-science, art, forms of in*rcourse-may not only be preserved but converted from a
when one ventures, "from' existing conditions", to prescribe
monopoly bf the ruling class intp the common property of
the form in which this or any other antithesis of presentthe whole society, and may be further developed. And here . day society is to be resolved. ~ the decisive point: as soon as the productive power of
, (From Section III of Part III "Supplement on Proudhon
human labor has risen to this height, every excuse disand the Housing Question")
appears for the (fxistence of a ruling class. Aft~r all, the
ultimate basis on which class differences were defended was
always: there must· be a class which need not plague itself
Engels, Herr, Eugen. Diihrlng's R~volutlon' In Science
with the production of its daily subsistence, in order that it
(Anf/-Diihrlng), September 1876 - June 1818
may have time to look, after the intellectual work of
The basic form of all production hitherto is the division
society. This talk, which up to now had its· great historical
of
labor,'
on the one hand within society as a whole, and on
justification,has been cut off at the root once and for all
the
other
within each separate productive establishment....
by the industrial revolution of thl:( last hundred years. The
The
fIrst
great division of labor in society is the separaexistence of a ruling class is becoming daily more and mOre
tion
of
town
and country.
a hindrance to the development of industrial pr'oductive
(Midway
in
Chapter III "Production" of Part III "Socialpower, and equally so to that of science, art and especially,
.
'
ism")
of forms of cu~tural intercourse. There never were greater'
boors than our modem bourgeois .
. (Almost miilway into Part One "How Proudhon Solves the
'of labor>
. <Against the old division
,
Housing Question")

I

Theutopians were already peffectlyclear in their minds
as
to the effectS of the division of labor, the stunting on
The abolition of the antithesIs between town and country
the
one hand of the laborer, and on the other of the labor
is no more and. no less utopian than the abolition of the
function,
which. is restricted to the lifelong, uniform,
antithesis between capitalists and wage-workers. From day
mechanical
repetition of one and the same operation. The
to day it is becoming more and more a practical demand ,
abolitionof
the antithesis between town and country was
of both industria.! and agricultural production. No one has
demanded
by
Fourier, as, by Owen, as the first prerequisite
demanded this more energetically than Liebig <an emineI).t
for
the
abolition'
~f the 'old division of labor altogether.
chemist, who was known,among other things, for his work
'Both
of
them
thought
that the population should be
in organic chemistry and' agricultural chemistry> in ~is
scattered
through
the
country
in groups of sixteen hundred
writings on the chemistiy of agriculture, in which his finit
to
three
thQusand
persons;
each
group was to occupy a
demand has alWays been that man shall give back' to the
gigantic
palace,
with
a
household
run on communal lines,
land what he receives from.it, and in whichhepr6ves that.
in
the
center
of
their
area
of
land.
It is true that Fourier
on\'j tne e:rlstence of the towns, and in particular the big
:occasionally
refers
to
towns,
but
these
were to consi,st in
towns, prevents this. When one 'observes how here in
turnof
only
four
or
five
su~h palaces situated near each
London alone a greater quantity of manure than is
other. Botli Writer~ would have each member of society
produced by the whole kingdom of Saxony is poured ·away
occupieg
in agriclllture as well as in industry; with Fourier,
every day into the sea with the expenditure of enormous .
industry
covers
chiefly handicrafts and manufacture, while
sums, and what colossal structures are necessary, in order
Owen
assigns
the
main role to modern industry and already
to ,prevent this manure from ,poisoning the ' whale of
of steam-power and machinery in
demands
the
introduction
London, then the -qtopia of abolishing the distinction
domestic
work.
But
within
agri<;ulture as well as industry
between town and country is gi~~n a remarkably practical
both
of
them:also
demand
the
greatest possible variety of
. basis. ... On the other hand, it is completely utopiall, to
occupation
foT'
each
individual,
and
in accordance with this,
want, like Proudhon, to upheave present-day bourgeois
the
training
of
the
youth
for
the
utmost
possible all-round
society while maintaining the peasant las such. Only as
technical
functions.l'hey'
both
consider"
that man should
.uniform a distribution as possible of the population over
'gain
universal
development
through
universal
practical
the whole country, only an intimate con,nection between
\\ .
,1
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Accordingly, abolition of the antithesis between town
and country is not merely possible. It has become a direct
necessity of industrial -production itself. just as it has
become a necessity of agricultural production and, besides,
of public health. The present poisoning -of the air, water
and land can be put an end to only by the fusion of town
. and country; anc;l only such fusion w!ll change the situatiop.
of the maSses now languishing in the towns, and enable
, thek excrement to be used for the production of plants
jnstead of for the' production of disease.
Capitalist 'industry has already made itself -relatively
independent of the local limitations arising from· -the
location of sources of raw materials. The textile industry,
, in the main, works up impofied raw materials. Spanish iron; .'
ore is worked up in England 'and Germany and Spanish
and SOuth American copper ores are' used _in England;' ...
Society liberated from the barriers of capitalist production
- can go much further still. By generating a race of prod-b'c. erswith an all-round training who understand the scientific
basis of industrial production as a whole, and- each, of
~ whom has had practical eXperience in a whole series of
branches of production from start to finish., this society will
bring into being a new productive force which will abun.:
dantly compensate for the labor requii:ed to tnlnsport raw.
materials
and fuel from great distances.
.
<The contradictiollbetween town and country>
. The abo~i01i of the separation "of town and cOu}ltry is
,
J
therefore not utopian, also, in so far as it is conditioned on \
...Though water-power was necessariJ,y confined to the
the most equal djstribution possible6f modern industry
countryside, steam-power is by no means necessarily
confined to the towns. It is the capitalist' mode of its. over the whole country. It is true that in the huge ,towns
civilization 'has bequeathed us a heritage which it. will take'
utilization which concentrates it mainly in the towns. and
niuch time and trouble to get rid of. But it must and will
changes factory villages into factory towns. But in so doing,
be
got rid of, however protracted a PJ,'ocess it may ~.
it at the same time undermines the conditions of its own
.
Whatever
destiny may be in store for the Gentian Empire
I exploitation. The first necessity for the steam engine, and
a main requirement of almost all branches of production, - of the Prussian nation, Bismarck can go to his grave
is relatively pure water. The factory town" however, proudly aware that the desire of.·his heart is. Sure to be
fulfilled: the great towns will perish. <Engels is referring
'transforms all water into stinking ditch water. However
ironically to the dislike for cities as centers' of· the
much therefore concentration in the., towns is' a .basic
revolutionary movement of Bismarck, prime minister -of
condition of capitalist production, each individual industrial
Prussia (1862-11) and then the first chancellor of the
capitalist is constantly striving to get away from the large
.
towns necessarily created by -it, and to move towards . German empire (1871-1890).>
(From Section III 'Production "of Part III-."Socialism"). ,
exploitation in the sountrysi~e..:. modem-capitalist industry
, ;.
is constantly bringing new large towns into being by
constantly fleeing from the towns into the country....
Once more, only the abolition of the capitalist character
::.
of modern industry Can -bring us out of this new vicious
circle, can resolve this contradiction in modern industty,
Elimination of the separation'-'.:
which is constantly reproducing itself. Only a society which
between mentaLand
makes it possible for its productive forces to dovetail
-labor
' :.,\
, ' . ' , '.
harmoniously into each other on ,.the basis of one single
:,
.... \\
vast plan can allow industry to be distributed' Qver the
.' ,.... J', . . :. .:,
whole country in the way best adapted to its own developI
ment, and to the maintenance and development of the
other elem~nts of production.

activity and that labor should recover the attractiveneSs.of
which the division of labor has despoiled it, in the firstplace through this variation of occupation, and through the
correspondingly short duration of the "sitting" -to use
Fourier's expression -devoted to each particular kind of
work. Both Fourier and Owen are far in advance of the
mode of thought of the exploiting classes inherited by Herr
Diihring, according to which the, antithesis between town
and country is inevitable in the nature of things; the
narrow view that a number of "entities" must in any event
be condemned to the production of one single articJe, the
view that desires to 'perpetuate tlie "economic species" of
men distinguished by their way of life-people who take.
pleasure. in the performance of precisely .this and no other
thing, who have therefore sunk,so low th:at they rejoice in
their own subjection and one-sidedness. In comparison with
ijte basic conceptions even of the "idiot" Fourier's most
recklessly bold fantasies; in comparison even- with the
paltriest ideas of the "crude, feeble, and paltry" OwenHerr Diihring, himself still completely dominated by the
division of labor, is no more than an impertinent dwarf.
<The abusive terms for Fourier and Owen ". are, quoted
ironically by Engels from Diihring's opinons.>
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<Abolishing this contradiction is not merely pOssible, but
is n~essary>'

Engels, Herr EugenDilhrlng's Revolutloii in S~/ence~'
(Anf/-Dilhrlng), September 1876 • June 1878 -',,'~"':
/ ~
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In making itself the master of all the means of'-ptoduct
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tion to use them in accordance with a social plan, society .' an~ in the social combinations of the labor process. At the
puts an end to the former subjection of men to their own
same time, it thereby also revolutionizes the division of
means of production. It goes without saying that society
labor within the society, and incessantly launches masses of
cannot free itself unless every individual is freed. The old
cilpital and of workpeople from one branch of production
mode of production must therefore be revolutionized from
to another. Modem industry, by its very nature, therefore
top to bottom, and in partitular the former division of
necessitates variation of labor, fluency of function; universal
labor must disappear. Its place must be taken by an
mobility of the laborer.... We have seen how this absolute
organization of production in which, on the one hand, no
contradiction...vents its rage...in the incessant human.
individual can throw on the shoulders of others his share
sacrifices from amqng the working class,. in the most
in productive labor, this' natural condition of human· reckless squandering of labor-power, and in the devastation
existence; and in which, on the other hand, productive
caused by social anarchy. This is the negative side. But, if,
labor, instead of being a means of subjugating men, will
on the one hand, variation of wo"rk at present imposes itself
become a means of their emancipation, by offering each
after' the manner of an overpowering natural law, and with
individual the opportunity' to develop all his facuIties,
the blindly destructive action of a natural law that meets
physical and mental, in all directions, and exercise them to
with resistance at all points, modem industry, on the other
the full-in which, therefore, productive labor will beCome
hand' through its catastrophes imposes the necessity of
a pleasure instead of being a burden.
._recognizing, as a fundamental law of production, variation
.of work, consequently fitness of the laborer for varied work:,
<The reduction of the work day>
consequently the greatest possible development of his
varied aptitudes. It becomes a question of life and death'
for society to adapt the mode of production to the normal
is no longer ,afant~sy, no longer a pious
Today
wish. With the present development of the productive . functioning of this . law. Modem industry, indeed, compels
forces, the increase in production that will follow fro-lll the \ society, under penalty of death, to replace the detail-worker
of today, crippled by lifelong repetition of one and the
.very fact of the socialization of the productive forces,
coupled with the abolition of the barriers and disturbantes,
same Jrivial operation, and thus reduced to, the mere
frag~ent of a man, by the ft!lly developed individual, fit for
and of the waste of products and means of production,
a variety of labors, ready to face any change of production,
resulting from the capitalist mode of production, will
suffice, with everybody doing his share of work, to reduce
and to whom the different social fUIlctions he performs, are
the time required for labor ,to a· point which, measured by
but so many modes of giving free scope to his oWn natural
and acquired powers." <.~> i
our present conceptions, will be small indeed.' '
(From Section III 'Production" of Part III "Socialism")
. <Abolition of the old division of labor is' required by,
modem industry>
'
• <"Capital"; Vol. I, from Section 4 "The Factory" of
Chapter XV of Part N, p. 421 (International Publishers)
Nor is the abolition of the old division of labor a
or p, 460 (Kerr edition»
demand which could only be carried through to the
** <Ibid., from 'Section 9 "The Factory Acts ... " of
detriment of the productivity of labor. On the contrary.
Chapter XV of Part IV, p. 487-8 (Int'l Pub.) or pp. 533-4
Thanks to modem industry it has become a condition of
(Kerr»
production itself. "The employment of machinery does away
with the necessity of crystallizing this distribution after the
manner of Manufacture, by the constant annexation of a
particular man to a particular function. Since the motion
of the whole system does not proceed from the workman,
Communist distribution
but from the machinery, a change of persons can take
and wages"
place at any time without an interruption of the work. ...
Lastly, the quickness with which machine-work is learnt by
young pepple does away 'Yith the necessity of bringing up
for exclusive employment by machin~ry, a special class of
operatives." <*> But while the capitalist mode, of
Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program, April or May
employment of machinery ne<;essarily perpetuates the old
1875
division of labor with its fossilized specialization, although
it has become superfluous from a ~echnical standpoint, the
In a higher phase of communist society; after the
machineiy itseif rebels against this anachronism. The
enslaving subordination of the individual to the division of
technical basis of modem industry is revolutionary. "By
labor, and with it also the, antithesis between mental and
means of machinery, chemical processes and other methods;
physical labor, has vanished; after labor has become not
it is continually Piusing changes not only in thetechriicaJ
only a means of life but itself life's prime want; after the
basis of production, but also in the functions of the laborer,
productive forces have also increased with the all-round
I
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deyelopment of ,the. individual, and all the springs of cooperative wealth flow more abundantly-only then can the
narrow horizon of bourgeois right be cros~ed in its entirety

and society inscribe· on its panners: From each aCC()r~itJ.g
to his ability, to .each according to his needs!.
C
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